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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

The dramatic boost of the research on (In,Ga)N has been propelled by the
achievement of light emitting diodes (LEDs) based on gallium nitride (GaN)
with indium-gallium nitride (InGaN) as the active layer. Although the interest
of the III-nitride system for optoelectronic applications had been highlighted by
a number of theoretical works, the initial growth difficulties posed a huge obsta-
cle for the fabrication of GaN-based devices, until Akasaki et al. demonstrated
the growth of GaN on sapphire substrates with good enough crystal quality [1].
Initial attempts to obtain p-type GaN also were unsuccessful until it was shown
that a post-growth treatment to activate the Mg-acceptors was needed. Amano
et al. proposed an electron beam irradiation to activate the acceptors [2], while
Nakamura et al. demonstrated that acceptor activation could be achieved by
a post-growth thermal annealing [3]. A major step forward was done with the
invention of the two-flow metalorganic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD),
which allowed a significant improvement of the GaN crystalline quality and scal-
ability using a GaN buffer [4]. These breakthroughs paved the way for the first
pn junctions in GaN, followed by the double heterostructure that composed the
first LEDs with blue emission in the candela scale, reported by Nakamura et
al [5]. The active region of those LEDs was a Zn-doped InGaN layer, instead
of the multi-quantum-well (MQW) active regions used today. Further develop-
ment allowed the growth of highly efficient GaN-based LEDs with InGaN MQWs
as active region, emitting at wavelengths from 365 nm to 530 nm. The combina-
tion of those blue LEDs with suitable phosphors (emitting in the yellow range)
made possible the fabrication of white-light LEDs, which nowadays are replac-
ing the incandescent bulbs and have enabled a highly efficient lighting technol-
ogy [6]. For the work leading to the development of these efficient GaN-based
LEDs, I. Akasaki, H. Amano and S. Nakamura have been awarded the 2014 Nobel
Prize in Physics.

The interest in high efficiency LEDs made GaN the object of huge research
efforts in recent years. Surprisingly, even though the active layer of those LEDs is
based on InGaN, experimental basic studies on indium nitride (InN) were scarce
when those LEDs were obtained, mainly because of the lack of high-quality InN
samples. The most paradigmatic example of the little knowledge of InN is that its
band gap was overestimated by 1.2 eV until 2002, when the revised value that is
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commonly accepted today was given. InN is more difficult to grow than other III-
V nitrides such as GaN because its low dissociation temperature (≈ 630◦C) and
high equilibrium vapour pressure of nitrogen. Due to these difficulties, early
InN samples were poorly crystalline and exhibited high free electron concen-
trations (> 1019 cm−3). The optical absorption measurements made with those
samples showed a strong absorption edge at 1.9 eV [7], and this was the value
commonly accepted for the InN band gap until 2002. The improvement of the
growth techniques allowed the growth of higher quality layers. The growth by
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), for instance, enabled obtaining InN thin films
with reduced free electron concentrations (< 1018 cm−3). New absorption ex-
periments performed in those layers demonstrated that InN has a much smaller
band gap than previously reported. In 2002, it was demonstrated that the intrin-
sic InN band gap at room temperature is 0.64 eV [8].

This smaller band-gap value of InN had a tremendous impact on the interest
of the III-nitride system since it extends the emission range of this system from
deep-UV (AlN) down to the near-IR region [9]. The relation between the band
gaps of the III-nitride semiconductors and their respective lattice parameters
are shown in Figure 1.1, in which for comparison we have also plotted other III-V
binary semiconductors. It can be seen that only the III-nitrides, and particularly
the InGaN system, can cover the whole visible spectrum. We have also plotted
the band gaps of cubic III-nitrides, which are very interesting for optoelectronic
applications because of the absence of piezoelectric fields along the (001) growth
direction. They are nowadays being the focus of strong research efforts in order
to improve the quantum efficiency of light emitters.

The band-gap range of the (In,Ga)N system and their remarkable resistance
to irradiation by high energy particles make the InGaN an attractive material for
outer space solar cells. Another interesting property of this system is the good
alignment with the Si band, which facilitates integration with a bond of Si to
form a multi-junction cell [9]. In addition, InN exhibits unique transport proper-
ties, such as the smallest electron effective mass among the III-nitrides and very
high saturation and peak drift velocities [10]. All these properties expand the
III-nitrides applications to encompass a wide range of devices such as infra-red
emitters, tandem solar cells [11], and high-speed and high-frequency electronic
devices [12].

In recent years, strong research efforts have been devoted to developing
growth techniques in order to improve the quality of the III-nitride samples, to
reduce the defect density and to advance in the doping control. Due to the lack
of native substrates, III-nitride thin films are usually grown on sapphire (Al2O3),
silicon (Si) or silicon carbide (SiC) substrates. The existence of a considerable
lattice mismatch and the different thermal expansion coefficients give rise to a
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Figure 1.1: Band-gap energy of representative III-V binary semiconductors vs. lat-
tice parameter. Lines show the band-gap dependence for the wurtzite III-nitride
ternary alloys, as reported in Ref. [9].

sizeable built-in strain in the III-nitride thin films, as well as to a high density of
defects such as threading dislocations. In the case of InGaN alloys, the crystal
quality is also affected by the difficulties in the In incorporation and the fluctua-
tions in composition that may exist, making it challenging to obtain high quality
crystals for intermediate compositions [9]. Another approach to obtain better-
quality III-nitrides is provided by bulk growth techniques. In the case of GaN,
growth methods such as the ammonothermal technique have attracted much
interest as a route to large-scale synthesis of crystals. It has been demonstrated
that large GaN crystals exhibiting good crystalline quality and a reduced defect
density can be obtained by the ammonothermal growth method [13]. In addi-
tion to the improvement of the growth techniques for epitaxial and bulk mate-
rial, the growth of nitride nanostructures has also driven the research in group-
III nitrides. These structures are interesting both for their structural properties
and for their promising applications, such as infra-red emitters [14, 15] or sens-
ing devices [16]. Concerning their lattice properties, nanostructures offer impor-
tant advantages because they usually exhibit reduced built-in strains and better
crystalline quality than thin films due to lateral strain relaxation. For instance,
it has been shown that single crystal InN NWs have lower defect concentration
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and less strain than InN thin films [17].

Although the present and future applications of the (In,Ga)N system materi-
als are very promising, a large amount of research is required for a full devel-
opment of their capabilities. Further work is needed to acquire a better un-
derstanding of the mechanisms underlying the basic physical properties of III-
nitrides, to improve the growth techniques and to optimize device performance.

The vibrational properties are among the most fundamental characteristics
of the materials. Moreover, the lattice dynamics and phonon vibrations are
closely related to other basic properties of the materials such as the electronic
structure. Raman spectroscopy is a well-suited technique to study the vibra-
tional properties of semiconductor compounds and structures [18, 19]. Raman
scattering is primarily applied to the study of the phonon vibrations in crys-
talline structures, and from the analysis of the phonon spectrum, it yields in-
formation about the crystal quality and the strain state of the lattice [20, 21]. It
can be used to gain a better understanding of the lattice dynamics, the phonon
lifetimes and their anharmonic interactions [22, 23]. In samples with a signifi-
cant impurity concentration, Raman measurements can detect local vibrational
modes related to the impurities [24, 25]. Besides, in doped samples the free
carrier oscillations couple with the polar modes and give rise to LO-phonon-
plasmon coupled modes (LOPCMs) which can be detected by means of Raman
spectroscopy and can be used as an optical probe of electrical properties [26, 27].

During the last decades, an important effort has been devoted to the study
of the vibrational properties of nitrides. However, the advancements have been
made at different pace: much more work has been devoted to GaN than to InN.
Concerning Raman studies on GaN, the main phonon modes were identified in
the early works [28, 29]. Subsequently, Azuhatat et al. reported the measurement
of all the Raman active modes on the same sample [30]. The increasing quality of
the GaN thin films allowed Davydov et al. to perform a complete study of Raman
scattering on GaN, including accurate measurements of the second-order Ra-
man spectra [31]. In that study, ab-initio calculations of the GaN phonon disper-
sion curves and phonon density of states were also given. A study of the phonon
lifetimes on the basis of Raman measurements was presented in Ref. [32]. The
main results concerning Raman scattering of GaN were compiled in a compre-
hensive review by Harima in Ref. [33].

In contrast, studies on InN and In-rich InGaN lattice dynamics are more
scarce. This is because, apart from the mentioned difficulties to obtain high
quality samples, InN has a weak Raman signal. Early Raman studies of InN
were reported in 1996 by Kwon et al. [34] using backscattering geometry and dif-
ferent polarization configurations, and unambiguous identification of the main
phonon modes was given. Later, Davydov et al. [31] carried out a Raman scat-
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tering study of InN in a variety of geometries, which allowed them to identify
all the Raman active modes from their selection rules and to give a determina-
tion of the strain-free phonon frequencies. In that work they also presented the
phonon dispersion curves and phonon density of states obtained using a phe-
nomenological model. Their results are consistent with those obtained later us-
ing first-principles calculations [35].

Several controversies arose on the origin and behaviour of the InN longi-
tudinal optical phonons measured in Raman experiments. It was experimen-
tally measured that the frequency of these modes changes significantly when
the Raman spectra is obtained using different excitation wavelengths. In thin
films, Davydov et al. showed that the scattering mechanism mediating in the LO
phonon scattering is Martin’s double-resonance. The occurrence of this mecha-
nism relies on the electronic structure of InN and the presence of native charged
defects.

InN is not only difficult to grow with high crystalline quality, but is also dif-
ficult to p-dope. In fact, there is a strong tendency for as-grown InN to be n-
type, and it usually displays a high free electron density [9]. The origin of this
n-type conductivity is related to its electronic band structure, which favours the
creation of donor-like defects. The ionization of surface states gives rise to an
extremely high free electron density close to the sample surface, where InN ex-
hibits an electron accumulation layer [9]. This is in contrast with most semi-
conductor compounds, which usually present a surface depletion layer. The
existence of an electron accumulation layer makes the assessment of the free
charge density in InN layers particularly problematic by regular Hall measure-
ments, and it has to be taken into account in the interpretation of the Raman
spectra of doped samples.

Scope of the thesis

This thesis is devoted to the study of phonon interactions in wurtzite III-nitrides,
making special emphasis on those aspects that remain less studied. Since the
vibrational properties of GaN have been widely studied, we mainly focus on the
still controversial InN and other closely related materials. To this purpose, we
present a series of Raman scattering studies on different kinds of samples (from
layers to nanostructures, from undoped to heavily-doped or implanted samples,
from InN to InGaN or GaN) in order to give a global overview of the phonon dy-
namics in those materials. We study how phonons interact with other phonons
through anharmonic interactions leading to their decay. In general, the inter-
actions of polar phonons with charged impurities play a key role in the reso-
nant Raman scattering measurements. Here we study the Raman scattering res-
onances in the (In,Ga)N system and the influence of the impurity density on the
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resonance efficiency. Finally, we study the polar phonon coupling with the free-
charge plasmons in doped samples in order to probe the free electron density
locally using Raman spectroscopy.

To facilitate the reading of this thesis and to provide a solid groundwork for
the interpretation of the results, Chapter 2 introduces the fundamentals of the
crystal and electronic structure of the (In,Ga)N system, making special emphasis
on those aspects related to the vibrational properties and the Raman measure-
ments.

The main experimental technique used throughout this thesis is Raman
spectroscopy. The theory underlying this technique is presented in Chapter 3,
giving both a classical and a quantum-mechanical approach to the Raman ef-
fect. Then, the experimental equipment used to carry out the measurements
presented in this thesis is described. A framework to analyse the Raman scat-
tering of phonons in the wurtzite (In,Ga)N system is given in Chapter 4. We
present theoretical calculations of the phonon dynamics in both GaN and InN.
We describe the first-order Raman spectra of the (In,Ga)N system and present a
discussion of the scattering of phonon modes. We also introduce the Brillouin
scattering of acoustic phonons and present a study of the InN elastic constants
based on Brillouin spectroscopy measurements.

The main results of this thesis are described throughout the following chap-
ters. They have been classified according to the physical phenomena they are
concerned with. Each chapter contains first the theoretical framework of the
physical phenomena, followed by the experimental results obtained. The stud-
ies related to the anharmonic phonon interactions are described in Chapter
5. This chapter first presents the theory of the anharmonic processes and the
model used to deduce the decay channels. Following this model, a detailed
study of the decay channels for each lattice phonon mode in InN layers is pre-
sented. The decay channels are also studied for the phonons in InN NWs, and
the results are compared with those of thin films. Finally, the decay of high-
frequency local vibrational modes of H complexes is dealt with.

Chapter 6 addresses the resonance effects on the Raman spectra of InN. It
presents a study of the double resonance in InN nanowires by means of excita-
tion wavelength-dependent Raman measurements. The results are compared
with those obtained from InN thin films and the role of impurities is discussed.
In this chapter we also study the cascade-like resonance mechanism underlying
the multiphonon scattering. We study the multiphonon resonance in InGaN lay-
ers with different In concentrations. To investigate the role of impurities and de-
fects in the cascade-like resonance, we perform Raman scattering experiments
on He+-implanted samples.

Finally, in Chapter 7 the coupling effects of the LO phonons with the free
charge oscillations are studied in both GaN and InN. A bulk ammonothermally-
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grown GaN is studied, and the differences between the Ga- and the N-polar face
are presented. The LOPCMs are also studied in a series of Si-doped, Mg-doped
and undoped InN NWs, and their analysis is used to extract the NWs free charge
density. The benefit of Raman spectroscopy as a technique for a local assess-
ment of the free charge density is emphasised by these results.
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CHAPTER 2

Properties of the (In,Ga)N system

The (In,Ga)N system is very interesting from the point of view of the present and
the potential applications. Apart from its potential for optoelectronic devices
such as solid state lighting and photovoltaics, the (In,Ga)N system is interesting
for chemical sensing and fast electronics, as well as for the integration with fibre
optics technology (due to the proximity between the 1.55 µm and the InN band
gap energy) [1]. Some of these applications are still not fully developed due to
the growth difficulties of the nitrides, which result in samples with high defect
concentration, lattice strain and high free electron density. These sample char-
acteristics diminish the electron mobility, increase the internal fields and reduce
device efficiency.

This chapter presents the main physical properties of the (In,Ga)N sys-
tem, making special emphasis on those properties that have an impact on the
phonon dynamics and that are relevant for the applications. We first describe
the wurtzite crystalline structure and its symmetries. Next, the main growth
techniques used to obtain III-nitride samples are explained. Finally, we present
the basic electronic properties of the (In,Ga)N system. We introduce the Fermi
stabilization energy and we relate it to the residual free electron density and the
surface electrical properties.

2.1 The wurtzite crystalline structure

(In,Ga)N system compounds are usually grown in the wurtzite structure. The
relatively small size of nitrogen atoms determines this structure to be thermo-
dynamically stable under ambient conditions, but also rocksalt and zinc-blende
structures can be obtained. Zinc-blende GaN and InN have been achieved by
epitaxial growth on certain cubic substrates such as GaAs, although wurtzite
structure domains are likely to be present at the extended defect sites [2]. The
rocksalt structure is stable at high pressures [3].

Since this thesis is devoted to the study of phonons in wurtzite InN and GaN,
we address now the analysis of this crystalline structure and its symmetries. The
wurtzite structure is an hexagonal non-centrosymmetric crystalline structure.
Figure 2.1(a) shows a scheme of the conventional cell of wurtzite, in which the
primitive cell is depicted with bold lines. The wurtzite structure is formed by two
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hexagonal closed packed sub-lattices displaced by the vector ~u = [(2~a1 +~a2)/3+
~a3/2], one of which is formed by the cations of the material and the other one by
the anions. Its primitive cell is defined by the vectors

~a1 = a0

2
(1,−p3,0), ~a2 = a0

2
(1,

p
3,0), ~a3 = c0(0,0,1).

From the crystalline lattice, we can define the reciprocal space, which is the
space of all the wave vectors that result in planar waves with the same period-
icity of the real space. This is the vectorial space usually employed to study the
behaviour of phonons and electrons in crystals [4]. The primitive cell of the re-
ciprocal space (first Brillouin zone) is given by the primitive vectors of the recip-
rocal lattice, which for the wurtzite structure are

~b1 = 2πp
3a0

(
p

3,−1,0), ~b2 = 2πp
3a0

(−p3,1,0), ~b3 = 2π

c0
(0,0,1).

Figure 2.1(b) shows the first Brillouin zone of the wurtzite structure and its
high-symmetry points and directions. The Γ point is the highest-symmetry
point of the reciprocal space and corresponds to ~k = 0. The Bloch waves with
~k = 0 represent the ionic vibrations with infinite wavelength. Furthermore, the
point symmetry operations of this symmetry point correspond to those of the
direct space.

The wurtzite structure belongs to the space group C 4
6v (P63mc) and is homo-

morphic to the point symmetry group C6v (6mm). The symmetry operations for
the wurtzite structure at the Γ point are (Ref. [5]):

• {E |0}: The identity

• {C2|~c/2}: One binary axis along the z direction with an additional transla-
tion by c/2

(a) (b)
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Figure 2.1: (a) Conventional cell of the wurtzite structure. (b) First Brillouin zone
of the wurtzite structure with the high-symmetry points.
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Ga-polar N-polar

c −c

Figure 2.2: Scheme of the GaN crystalline structure in the Ga-polar and N-polar
orientations. Ga atoms are represented in yellow and N atoms in blue. In both
cases the c axis direction is indicated in the figure and the structure is represented
in the (10-10) plane with a slight perspective, in order to show the atomic bilayers.

• {C3|0} and {C−1
3 |0}: A ternary axis along the z direction

• {C6|~c/2} and {C−1
6 |~c/2}: A six-fold rotation followed by a ~c/2 = (0,0,c0/2)

translation

• {σd1|~c/2},{σd2|~c/2} and {σd3|~c/2}: Three symmetry planes perpendicular
to ~a1, ~a2 and ~a1 +~a2, respectively, with a~c/2 translation

• {σv1|0},{σv2|0} and {σv3|0}: Three symmetry planes perpendicular to σd

planes

These symmetry operations can be described by matrices and they impose
restrictions on the atomic motions of the vibrational modes. In fact, as is de-
scribed in Sec. 4.2, from the analysis of these symmetry operations the atomic
displacements involved in the phonon modes can be derived, and also the Ra-
man or infra-red activity of each phonon can be deduced.

Polarity and crystalline orientations

A crystal is called polar when a crystallographic direction cannot be reversed by
any combination of symmetry operations of the associated point group. This is
the case of the wurtzite structure, in which +c and −c directions are not equiv-
alent. In the growth directions normal to the (0001) basal plane, the atoms are
arranged in bilayers consisting in two close-packed hexagonal layers. When the
nitrogen atoms are on the top of the 0001 bilayer, the growth direction is the
[000-1] and the crystal orientation is called N-face or N-polar. When the atoms
in the top bilayer are the cations (In or Ga), the growth direction is the [0001]
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Figure 2.3: Conventional cell of the
wurtzite structure and the most used
crystallographic planes. Figure ex-
tracted from Ref. [11]

and the growth face is called In/Ga-face or In/Ga-polar. The polarity does not
determine the surface termination of the crystal, but the bilayer orientation, as
schematically shown for GaN in Fig.2.2.

The polarity of the crystal determines the surface morphology, and therefore
it has important consequences on its growth rates, defect density and impurity
incorporation [6, 7]. For the case of GaN, the N-polarity surface is much more
chemically reactive than the Ga-polarity surface. It has been extensively stud-
ied that the polarity of the crystal determines the crystal quality. In particular,
the Ga-polar face exhibits a columnar growth that leads to a reduced crystalline
quality [8, 9].

The polar surfaces have both an spontaneous and a piezoelectric compo-
nents of the polarisation. This results in the quantum confined Stark effect
(QCSE). In quantum well LED structures, the polarisation fields separate the
electron and hole wave functions in the active zone, which causes a reduction
of the LED internal quantum efficiency. In the case of InGaN-based LEDs, the
lattice mismatch between the substrate and the active layers adds piezoelectric
polarisation fields that are greater for higher indium concentrations, which re-
sults in a further reduction of the emission efficiency for intermediate composi-
tions [10].

Recently, nitride materials with nonpolar or semipolar surface orientations
have attracted attention because the possibility to reduce the defect concentra-
tion and to avoid or minimise built-in electric fields. Some of the most stud-
ied nonpolar orientations are the m-plane (1-100) and the a-plane (11-20) (see
scheme in Fig. 2.3).
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2.2 Crystalline growth

Nitride thin films are usually grown heteroepitaxially by either molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE) or metalorganic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD). In the
case of the GaN, huge research efforts have led to high-quality samples obtained
by both techniques. One of the most challenging issues was to obtain p-doped
GaN layers by MOCVD. This was achieved by performing post-growth annealing
process to activate the acceptors [12].

The growth of the InN is more difficult, because the growth temperature
is limited to 600◦C due to the In-N bond weakness, which prevents the use of
growth techniques requiring high temperatures. Therefore, InN encounters dif-
ficulties in MOCVD growth since this temperature restriction weakens the abil-
ity to decompose the residual impurities such as hydrogen and oxygen [13].
One of the most suitable solutions is the growth using plasma-assisted molec-
ular beam epitaxy (PAMBE), which can be performed at lower temperatures.
This technique significantly prevents the incorporation of impurities and makes
post-growth annealing processes unnecessary. PAMBE consists of a regular well-
known MBE growth in which a radio frequency plasma source is used to activate
atomic nitrogen flux. As in MBE, the flux of the metal atoms is controlled by the
temperature of each effusion cell [14].

The most commonly used substrates for the heteroepitaxial growth of ni-
trides are sapphire (Al2O3), silicon carbide (SiC) or silicon (Si). Due to the dif-
ferences in lattice parameters, thermal expansion coefficients, surface symme-
tries and chemical composition, defects are formed in the substrate/layer inter-
face and propagate into the thin film. Moreover, the resulting thin films usually
present a sizeable built-in strain.

The interest for achieving high-quality large-scale synthesis of nitride crys-
tals is driving the development of different new growth approaches to overcome
the difficulties associated with heteroepitaxy. Among those, we highlight epitax-
ial lateral overgrowth (ELO), nanostructured growth and bulk growth methods
such as the ammonothermal technique. Epitaxial lateral overgrowth techniques
are mainly used to obtain semipolar crystalline orientations with reduced defect
density, but they require several growth steps and have a low scalability [10, 11].
The growth of nanostructured nitrides is interesting for their potential applica-
tions and also for their structural properties. Nanostructures have been shown
to present structural defects only near the interface with the substrate, because
in the upper parts the strain induced by the lattice mismatch is reduced by lat-
eral strain relaxation [15, 16]. The ammonothermal growth is a solvothermal
method to grow III-nitrides, similar to the hydrothermal processes used to grow
α-quartz, but using an alkaline ammonia solution. In this growth technique, the
material grows around a highly crystalline template seed [17]. Several studies on
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Table 2.1: Basic physical parameters of wurtzite GaN and InN. Ref. [1]

Parameter GaN InN
Lattice constant a (nm) (T = 300 K) 0.3189 0.3533
Lattice constant c (nm) (T = 300 K) 0.5185 0.5693

Density (g/cm−3) 6.15 6.81
Band gap Eg (eV) (T = 0 K) 3.51 0.69

Band gap Eg (eV) (T = 300 K) 3.43 0.64
Electron effective mass at band edge m∗

e /m0 0.20 0.07
High-frequency dielectric constant ε∞/ε0 5.4 6.7

Wurtzite GaN Wurtzite InN

Figure 2.4: First-principle calculation of the electronic band structure of wurtzite
GaN (left, Ref. [20]) and InN (right, Ref. [21]) in the entire Brillouin zone.

ammonothermal growth showed that the defect density can be greatly reduced
and high quality samples can be obtained [18, 19].

2.3 Electronic structure

As described in the Introduction, early studies on InN electronic structure were
misleading because, due to poor material quality, the experimental measure-
ments systematically overestimated the band-gap value. After the InN band-gap
revision in 2002, it is accepted that GaN and InN are direct band-gap semicon-
ductors, whose band-gap energies at room temperature are 3.43 eV and 0.64 eV,
respectively. The basic structural and electrical parameters of InN and GaN are
plotted in Table 2.1, which are the commonly accepted values for a relaxed lat-
tice. For heteroepitaxially grown thin films, the lattice mismatch and the dif-
ferential thermal expansion with the substrate may lead to a lattice strain that
alters the lattice parameters and the electronic structure.

The calculated full electronic band structures of wurtzite GaN and InN are
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Figure 2.5: Energy of the conduction band edge (CBE) and the valence band edge
(VBE) relative to the vacuum level for the InGaN system. The Fermi stabilization
energy EFS =−4.9 eV is also plotted.

plotted in Fig. 2.4. The comparison between their respective electronic struc-
tures makes evident the narrowness of the InN band gap. An important con-
sequence of the narrow gap of InN is the strong non-parabolicity of the lowest
conduction band. This has already been reported for other narrow-gap semi-
conductors such as InSb and InAs [22]. Another consequence of the InN narrow
band gap is the tendency of InN to be electrically n-type, as will be discussed
below.

The In1−xGaxN ternary alloy exhibits a band-gap bowing that is described by
the following standard equation:

E InxGa1−xN
g (x) = E InN

g (1−x)+E GaN
g x −bx(1−x) (2.1)

The band-gap bowing is usually accepted to be b = 1.4±0.1 eV [23], which
agrees with experimental results [24] and theoretical calculations [25]. On the
other hand, InGaN lattice parameters are usually assumed to depend linearly on
the composition following Vegard’s law [1, 24].

Fermi stabilization level

InN has a strong tendency to present unintentional n-type doping. The origin
of this behaviour lies in the position of the Fermi stabilization level (EFS) and in
the amphoteric behaviour of the native defects. In Ref. [26], it was shown that
the introduction of very large concentration of native defects always lead to the
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same position of the Fermi energy, which was defined as the EFS.

Following the amphoteric model developed by Walukiewicz et al. in Refs.
[26, 27], the relative position of the EFS and the Fermi level determines the donor
or acceptor behaviour of the intrinsic defects. In most semiconductors, the EFS

lies in the energy band gap and, consequently, the native defects have the same
tendency to be donors or acceptors. This is the case of GaN, as can be seen in
Fig. 2.5.

In the case of InN, however, the EFS is well above the conduction band edge
(see Fig. 2.5), and therefore for undoped InN, EFS is higher than EF . In this case,
the intrinsic defects will be donor-like, increasing the free electron density, and
pushing the Fermi energy towards EFS until EFS = EF. This explains the fact that
the InN samples, which usually have a remarkable defect density, present an
unitentional n-type doping.

The nature of the native defects that generate the high free electron density
in InN is still matter of study. First-principle calculations show that nitrogen va-
cancies (VN) are the lowest energy native defects, and some experimental results
support it. Other kind of native defects such as indium vacancies (VIn) may also
play a role. The high background electron density can be also caused by the in-
terplay of local complexes formed by impurities and native defects. The most
studied impurity is hydrogen, which has been found to play a different role de-
pending on its position in the InN lattice. It is considered to be a single donor
when it is interstitial, and to act as a double donor when it is substitutional [1].

The high unintentional n-doping of InN makes it difficult to obtain p-type
doping. The most studied acceptor dopant is Mg, and evidence of p-type doping
was first reported by Jones et al. in Ref. [28]. In that work, a net concentration
of ionized acceptors in the bulk was demonstrated by means of capacitance-
voltage measurements made on highly-doped Mg:InN, but those samples exhib-
ited n-type behaviour in the Hall effect measurements. This behaviour is due to
the existence of a surface electron accumulation layer in InN.

The Fermi stabilization energy in the InGaN alloy

As shown in Fig. 2.5, the EFS is above the band gap for InN, whereas it is below
in in the case of GaN. For the case of InGaN, taking into account the commonly
accepted band-gap bowing, EFS > ECBM for [In]> 0.34, as demonstrated by Li et
al. in Ref. [27]. In that paper they showed that the introduction of point defects
in a crystalline lattice through high particle irradiation leads to an increase of
the free electron density only for [In]> 0.34.

We have investigated the amphoteric behaviour of defects in InGaN as a
function of [In]. To this purpose, we have performed photoluminescence (PL)
and absorption measurements on InGaN layers with different In compositions,
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Figure 2.6: Left: PL and absorption spectra of unimplanted and implanted In-
GaN layers with [In]=0.42. Results from the unimplanted layer (A) are plotted in
blue, while those from the less implanted layer (A’) are plotted in yellow and those
from the most heavily implanted layer (A”) in magenta. Description of the im-
plantation conditions is given in Table 6.1. The right panel shows the energy of
the absorption edge of the unimplanted specimen (blue) and of the most heavily
implanted specimen (magenta) as a function of the indium composition. The EFS

relative to the valence band maximum is also plotted.

ranging from 0.17 to 0.42. For each sample, we have three specimens, two of
which have been implanted with high-energy He+-ions. A description of the
growth and implantation of the samples is given in Sec. 6.3. In Fig. 2.6(a) we
plot the absorption coefficients and the PL spectra of the sample with [In]=0.42.
It can be seen that the implantation completely quenches the PL signal, and
therefore we have analysed the absorption spectra, which exhibit a slight band-
gap upshift with increasing implantation. The band-gap values extracted from
the absorption experiments on the as-grown and the most-implanted samples
are shown in Fig. 2.6(b) with respect to the EFS. This plot shows that, for the
InGaN samples with the lowest indium content the implantation results in a re-
duction of the absorption edge, while the samples with higher indium content
exhibit an upshift of the absorption edge in the implanted samples with respect
to the as-grown layers. This measurements corroborate the predictions of the
amphoteric model.

Surface properties

The surface of crystals generally contains a higher defect density than the bulk.
In InN, due to the position of the Fermi stabilization energy above the conduc-
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n-type p-type

Figure 2.7: Band bending (a and b) and free charge distribution (c and d) near the
surface of a n-type (a and c) and p-type (b and d) polar InN film. The bulk doping
in each case is Nd = 8×1018 cm−3 and Na = 2.3×1019 cm−3. Figure extracted from
Ref. [1].

tion band edge, the surface native defects are preferentially donors. Therefore,
there will exist a high density of ionised donors close to the surface which induce
an electric field that bends downwards the electronic bands. This is illustrated
in Fig. 2.7 for both a n-doped (a) and p-doped (b) polar InN. As a consequence,
an extremely high electron density is confined near the surface, as plotted in Fig.
2.7 for n-doped (c) and p-doped (d) InN.

The presence of the electron accumulation layer in nonpolar surfaces is still
matter of debate. While some authors reported the universality of the elec-
tron accumulation layer in all InN surfaces, regardless their polarity [29]; oth-
ers showed evidence of absence of electron accumulation layer in nonpolar InN
surfaces [30].

This surface electron accumulation of InN strongly affects its basic electrical
characterization through Hall effect because it acts as a parallel conduction layer
which affects the detection of the free carrier density in the bulk. Capacitance-
voltage (CV) measurements can be used to probe the net charge concentration
as a function of depth [1]. As will be discussed in Chapter 7, Raman scattering
can also probe the free electron density in an accurate, local and non-destructive
way.
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CHAPTER 3

Raman scattering: theoretical
background and experimental set-up

By focusing sunlight on a liquid and filtering both the incident and the scat-
tered light, Prof. C. V. Raman and K. S. Krishnan observed in 1928 that a small
fraction of the scattered light underwent a wavelength change. They repeated
the same experiment on sixty different liquids and studied the polarisation of
that scattered light to rule out the fluorescence as a responsible of the observa-
tions. Their experimental discovery was published in a paper entitled "A new
type of secondary radiation" (Ref. [1]). The same year, and independently, Prof.
G. S. Landsberg and Prof. L. I. Mandelstam observed the experimental evidence
of what they called the inelastic combinatorial scattering of light in crystals [2].
The effect observed by both Raman and Krishnan in liquids, and Mandelstam
and Landsberg in crystals was, in fact, the same: an inelastic scattering of light
occurring due to the excitation of collective excitations in the material. This ef-
fect had been theoretically predicted by Smekal in 1923 [3]. For that discovery
Prof. C. V. Raman was awarded the Nobel prize in Physics in 1930, "for his work
on the scattering of light and for the discovery of the effect named after him", the
Raman effect.

The early Raman experiments were extremely difficult due to the inherent
weak efficiency of the effect and the lack of powerful light sources. The first Ra-
man spectra were of molecular liquids like benzene, and were excited using a
mercury lamp and recorded using a spectrograph [4]. The evolution of the Ra-
man experiments was linked to the availability of more powerful and monochro-
matic light sources. The advent of the laser in 1960 and the main developments
in laser technology had a crucial role in the consolidation of Raman scattering
as a research technique for chemistry, physics and materials science. During
the second half of the past century, the first-order Raman spectra of a wide vari-
ety of materials were studied, including organic and inorganic molecules, poly-
mers, minerals, semiconductors and superconductors [5]. During the last few
decades, the advances in digital data acquisition and the development of com-
pact equipments have enabled the use of Raman spectroscopy as a more con-
ventional characterization technique for most physics and chemistry laborato-
ries and companies. Furthermore, the emergence of Surface-Enhanced Raman
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Figure 3.1: Energy scheme of the Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman processes, where
ωi is the frequency of the incident photon, ωq is the frequency of the scattered
phonon and ωs is the frequency of the scattered photon.

Scattering and Tip-Enhanced Raman Scattering has expanded the applications
of Raman scattering which now include biology, pharmacy and medicine.

In this chapter we give a global theoretical framework of the physics under-
lying Raman scattering and a description of the experimental equipment used
in this thesis.

3.1 Theory of Raman scattering

In this section we describe the physics of the Raman scattering process from dif-
ferent approaches. First, we give a phenomenological outline of the Raman ef-
fect. Then, we describe it using a semi-classical approach and finally we present
the quantum-mechanical description of the process.

3.1.1 The Raman effect

When electromagnetic radiation strikes a material surface, it can be reflected,
absorbed, scattered or transmitted. Among the scattered radiation, the biggest
part is elastically scattered (Rayleigh scattering), while a small part is inelasti-
cally scattered (Raman and Brillouin scattering). In the Raman or Brillouin light
scattering in solids, the light interacts with the lattice system by creating or an-
nihilating elementary excitations. In the case of Brillouin scattering, these ele-
mentary excitations correspond to acoustic phonons. For Raman scattering pro-
cesses, these quanta of energy can correspond to optical phonons, free-electron
plasmons, local vibrational modes or spin waves, among others. In this thesis
we are mainly focused on the Raman scattering by lattice phonons. Therefore,
for simplicity, throughout this chapter we describe the Raman scattering tak-
ing into account lattice phonons as the elementary excitations involved in the
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scattering process. Particularities of the Raman scattering by phonon-plasmon
coupled modes are addressed in Chapter 7.

Kinematics of the Raman effect

The quantum mechanical mechanisms underlying the interaction of the pho-
tons with the lattice system are complex and, as will be presented throughout
the next sections, they involve interaction with the electron-hole pairs. However,
an intuitive picture of the Raman effect can be obtained from the kinematics of
the scattering process.

The kinematics of inelastic light scattering is determined by the conservation
of the energy and momentum in the overall process. We consider the incident
photon (with frequencyωi and wave vector ki ), an elementary excitation such as
a phonon (with frequency ωq and wave vector q) and the scattered photon (with
frequency ωs and wave vector ks). The conservation of energy and momentum
of this interaction can be written as [6]

~ωi = ~ωs ±~ωq (3.1)

~ki = ~ks ±~q. (3.2)

These equations correspond to a first-order Raman process, and the pos-
itive signs correspond to scattering processes in which a phonon is created
(Stokes component), while the negative correspond to phonon absorption (anti-
Stokes). A scheme illustrating the energy conservation in these Raman processes
is shown in Fig. 3.1.

The conservation of the wave vector in the scattering processes imposes im-
portant restrictions on the phonons that can be detected through the light scat-
tering experiments. The magnitude of the phonon wave vector q is determined
by the scattering geometry, i. e. the angle θ between the incident and the scat-
tered radiation. The minimum value of |q| is obtained in forward-scattering
(θ = 0◦), while the maximum value is obtained in backscattering (θ = 180◦).
However, in all scattering geometries the range of scattering wave vectors that
can be probed with inelastic light scattering is determined by the excitation light
used [7]. Since |ki | = 2π/λ, for typical light scattering experiments (near the vis-
ible range), the range of scattering wave vectors is

0 ≤ |q|. 1×106cm−1. (3.3)

This implies that first-order Raman scattering only allows one to study the
excitations near the center of the Brillouin zone. In higher-order processes, in
which two or more elementary excitations participate in the scattering process,
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the individual wave vectors of the excitations qi can range from zero to a recip-
rocal lattice wave vector corresponding to the edge of the first Brillouin zone. In
this case it is the total scattered wave vector qN , defined as

qN =
n∑
i

qi , (3.4)

that satisfies the wave vector conservation given in Eq. (3.2).
As mentioned above, in the case of the Brillouin scattering, the elementary

excitations involved are acoustic phonons. Just like in the case of Raman scat-
tering, the fulfilment of the wave vector conservation rule given by Eq. (3.2) im-
plies that only phonons close to the zone-center can be detected. Since acoustic
phonons with wave vectors close to the zone-center have very small energies,
the scattered light in Brillouin experiments has frequencies that are extremely
close to the elastically scattered light. Thus, the experimental set-up for the Bril-
louin scattering consists of a interferometric system, while Raman scattering can
be measured by a dispersive spectrometer.

Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering

The Stokes scattering is the component of the Raman scattering that refers to
phonon excitation, while the anti-Stokes scattering corresponds to phonon an-
nihilation. Since for the anti-Stokes process a phonon must exist before the in-
teraction, the probability of the process depends on the phonon population. In
Figure 3.2 we can see the population of three different phonons as a function of
the temperature, which is given by the Bose-Einstein distribution. The phonon
frequencies used in this figure have been chosen to illustrate the Bose-Einstein
distribution behaviour and correspond to the InN E low

2 phonon mode (A), a Si

second-order peak (B) and InN E high
2 (C).

The probability of the anti-Stokes scattering increases with the temperature,
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while the probability of the Stokes scattering is fairly independent of tempera-
ture. In Fig. 3.3 we have plotted the ratio between the Stokes intensity (IS) and
the anti-Stokes intensity (I AS) for a non-resonant scattering by a phonon with
frequency ωq , which is given by

IS

I AS
= (ωi −ωq )4

(ωi +ωq )4
×exp

(~ωq

kBT

)
. (3.5)

Figure 3.4 shows both the Stokes and the anti-Stokes spectrum of the low-
frequency phonons of an InN NWs sample taken at room temperature. The
spectra have been obtained with very low excitation power in order to minimize
heating effects. These spectra exhibit three modes: the E low

2 phonon mode of
InN (84 cm−1), a large-wavevector longitudinal acoustical phonon (LA) of InN
(150 cm−1), and a second-order mode arising from the silicon substrate (300
cm−1). In fact, calculations A and B plotted in Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3 have been
obtained using the frequencies of the E low

2 and the Si second order mode mode
shown in the spectra of Fig. 3.4. As expected, the intensity ratio between the
Stokes and anti-Stokes signal plotted in Fig. 3.4 depends on the energy of the
modes. The lowest-energy mode (E low

2 ) is visibly more intense in the Stokes than
in the anti-Stokes spectra, but the difference in intensity is more pronounced for
the higher energy modes. This is because at room temperature the occupation
factor for the E low

2 phonon mode is greater than for the higher energy modes.
In general, Eq. (3.5) can be used to extract the actual temperature of the sam-
ples from the analysis of the Stokes to Anti-Stokes intensity ratio. In the spectra
shown in Fig. 3.4 the only phonon mode arising from NWs is the low-energy
E low

2 . As can be seen in Fig. 3.3, the Stokes to Anti-Stokes intensity ratio of these
mode (corresponding to A) is almost constant in the temperature range of in-
terest. Therefore, a reliable determination of the NWs temperature cannot be
extracted from the Anti-Stokes and Stokes spectra comparison in this case. All
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the Raman spectra presented in this thesis correspond to Stokes spectra, since
they are significantly more intense at the measurement temperatures.

3.1.2 Semi-classical approach

In the framework of a semi-classical approach, the light-matter interaction can
be understood taking into account the description of matter as an ensemble of
dipoles. In this framework, the response of the material to an electromagnetic
perturbation is governed by its electric susceptibility χ [8]. Although χ is in gen-
eral a second rank tensor, we assume an isotropic medium and then the sus-
ceptibility becomes an scalar. A perturbation in the material, such as an atom
displacement pattern, results in changes of its electric susceptibility.

The atomic displacements in a crystalline material are quantised into
phonons with frequency ωq and wave vector q , and can be expressed as plane
waves,

Q(r, t ) = Q(q,ωq )cos(qr−ωq t ). (3.6)

As these phonon excitations have frequencies much smaller than those cor-
responding to the electronic transitions, the electric susceptibility can be writ-
ten in terms of Q within the quasi-static approximation. Given that the vibration
amplitudes are small compared to the lattice constant, the susceptibility can be
expanded as a Taylor series in the atomic displacements as

χ(ki ,ωi ,Q) =χ0(ki ,ωi )+
(
∂χ

∂Q

)
0

Q(r, t )+ ..., (3.7)

where χ0 corresponds to the electric susceptibility of the unperturbed medium.
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Taking into account this description of the electric susceptibility modulation
by the phonon excitation, we can evaluate the response of the medium to an
electromagnetic wave. We consider a sinusoidal plane electromagnetic field de-
scribed by

E(r, t ) = Ei (ki ,ωi )cos(ki r−ωi t ), (3.8)

which induces a polarisation in the medium given by [8]

P(r, t ) =χ(ki ,ωi )E(r, t ) =χ(ki ,ωi )E(ki ,ωi )cos(ki r−ωi t ). (3.9)

If we take into account the dependence of the susceptibility on the atomic
displacements given in Eq. (3.7), the polarisation can be written as

P(r, t ,Q) = P0(r, t )+Pind(r, t ,Q) (3.10)

where P0 accounts for the polarisation vibrating in phase with the incident vi-
bration and Pind is the polarisation induced by the atomic oscillations,

P0(r, t ) =χ0(ki ,ωi )Ei (ki ,ωi )cos(ki r−ωi t ) (3.11)

and

Pind(r, t ,Q) =
(
∂χ

∂Q

)
0

Q(r, t )Ei (ki ,ωi )cos(ki r−ωi t ). (3.12)

The induced polarisation can be written in terms of the phonon frequency
and wave vector as

Pind(r, t ,Q) =
(
∂χ

∂Q

)
0

Q(q,ωq )cos(qr−ωq t )×Ei (ki ,ωi )cos(ki r−ωi t )

= 1

2

(
∂χ

∂Q

)
0

Q(q,ωq )Ei (ki ,ωi t )×
{

cos
[
(ki +q)r− (ωi +ωq )t

]
+cos

[
(ki −q)r− (ωi −ωq )t

]}
. (3.13)

This expression describes the modulation of the dipole due to changes in
the polarisability caused by the atomic oscillations (i.e., phonons). When the
partial derivative of the susceptibility is non-zero, this term accounts for the ra-
diation which is scattered with a frequency corresponding to the sum or the dif-
ference of the incident light frequency (ωi ) and the vibrational mode frequency
(ωq ). Therefore, this term accounts for the Raman scattering processes which,
depending on the frequency of the scattered light, are known as Stokes process
(sum frequency) or an anti-Stokes process (difference frequency). From this
equation, it can be deduced that within the semi-classical approximation, the
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Raman scattering takes place when the atomic oscillations induced by the inter-
action of the crystal with the radiation result in a change of the crystal suscepti-
bility. This depends on the crystal symmetry and on its relative orientation with
respect the propagation and the polarisation of the incident and scattered light.

By calculating the time-averaged power radiated by the induced polarisa-
tions Pind into the solid angle, the intensity of the Stokes scattered radiation can
be expressed as [8]

Is ∝
∣∣∣∣ei ·

(
∂χ

∂Q

)
0

Q(ωq ) ·es

∣∣∣∣2

, (3.14)

where ei and es correspond to the polarisation of the incident and scattered
light, respectively. The partial derivatives of the susceptibility with respect to
the atomic displacements of a given phonon are, in general, the elements of a
second-rank tensor called Raman tensor

←→
R ,

←→
R =

(
∂χ

∂Q

)
0

Q̂(ωq ). (3.15)

Each phonon mode is described by one Raman tensor that transforms like
the irreducible representation to which it belongs. The irreducible representa-
tions and Raman tensors for phonons in wurtzite crystals will be given in Chap-
ter 4. The expression given in Eq. (3.14) can therefore be rewritten in terms of
the Raman tensor as

Is ∝
∣∣∣ei ·←→R ·es

∣∣∣2
. (3.16)

Eq. (3.16) gives the selection rules of the first-order phonon Raman scatter-
ing. Since this expression has been derived from the semi-classical approxima-
tion, it does not account for all the possible Raman interactions but it describes
well those occurring via the so-called dipole-allowed mechanisms that will be
discussed in the next section.

3.1.3 Quantum-mechanical approach

Within the semi-classical approach we have described the Raman effect tak-
ing into account the interaction between the electromagnetic radiation and the
atomic displacements. Although that framework provides an intuitive picture of
the phenomenon, it is necessary to use quantum mechanics to fully describe the
inelastic light scattering process.

We recall the approach to the Raman scattering by phonons given at the be-
ginning of this chapter, that is, we consider an incident photon (with frequency
ωi and wave vector ki ) which is scattered by a phonon (with frequency ωq and
wave vector q) and a photon is emitted (ωs and ks). Regarding this semiclassical
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Figure 3.5: Feynman diagrams of the most likely Stokes and anti-Stokes processes.
The rules for drawing the Feynman diagrams are given in Ref. [8], and can be
summarised as: excitations are represented by lines (propagators) and interaction
between excitation is prepresented by vertices; arrows in propagators indicate cre-
ation (pointing away from the vertex) or anihilation (pointing towards the vertex)
of the excitation.

picture, it might appear that electrons are not involved in the scattering pro-
cess, which could therefore be described by the photon-phonon Hamiltonian.
However, the strength of the photon-phonon interaction is very weak due to the
big difference existing between their respective energies, while electron-phonon
coupling is much stronger. Therefore, Raman scattering by phonons in a semi-
conductor occurs through the creation of an electron-hole pair in the system [8].
Therefore, although the electrons remain unchanged after the process, they play
a key role in the scattering by phonons.

All the possible interactions involved in a scattering process can be repre-
sented systematically with Feynman diagrams. We plot in Fig. 3.5 the Feynman
diagrams of the most likely process involved in a one-phonon Stokes or anti-
Stokes scattering. We can describe the first diagram in Fig. 3.5, as a three-step
process:

1. The incident photon (ωi , ki ) excites the lattice system by creating an
electron-hole pair (real or virtual), denoted by n.

2. The electron-hole pair is scattered to another state (denoted by n′) via the
creation/annihilation of a phonon (ωq , q).

3. The electron-hole pair recombines radiatively and emits the scattered
photon (ωs , ks)

There are in total six possible diagrams for the Stokes as well as for the anti-
Stokes process. They correspond to permutations of the time order of the three
vertices of the diagrams shown in Fig. 3.5, and can be found in Ref. [8]. Taking
into account the interactions shown by each of these diagrams, we can derive
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the scattering probability. To this purpose, we calculate the scattering rate for
the interaction at each vertex. As shown in Ref. [8], the scattering rate P (k,k ′) of
a scattering process described with a generic Hamiltonian Hsc can be calculated
using the Fermi Golden Rule,

P (k,k ′) = 2π

~
∣∣〈k|Hsc|k ′〉∣∣2

ρ f , (3.17)

where ρ f is the density of final states k ′ that conserve both the energy and the
wave vector.

Then, for the Raman scattering process, the total scattering rate can be ob-
tained by the product of the scattering rates associated with each vertex of the
Feynman diagram. This results in a long expression whose denominator can be
simplified assuming the energy conservation condition. For the Stokes scatter-
ing process depicted in Fig. 3.5, the scattering probability will be given by

Pph(ωs) = 2π

~

∣∣∣∣∣∑
n,n′

〈i |HeR(ωs)|n′〉〈n′|Hep|n〉〈n|HeR(ωi )|i 〉
[~ωi − (En −Ei )]

[
~ωi −~ωq − (En′ −Ei )

]∣∣∣∣∣
2

δ
(
~ωi −~ωq −~ωs

)
.

(3.18)

In this equation, HeR and Hep are the electron-radiation and the electron-
phonon interaction hamiltonians, respectively. Due to the large number of un-
known parameters, Eq. (3.18) is not too useful for a quantitative calculation of
Raman efficiencies. However, the inspection of the Hamiltonians describing the
electron-radiation and electron-phonon interactions gives insight on the mech-
anisms underlying the scattering process.

3.1.3.1 HeR: Electron - photon interaction

The first and the last terms of Eq. (3.18) account for the interaction between
electrons and photons. This interaction has an electromagnetic nature and its
Hamiltonian can be written as

HeR = e

mc
A ·p, (3.19)

where A is the vector potential of the electromagnetic field and p is the quasi-
momentum of the electron or hole involved in the scattering process.

The electron-photon scattering rate increases dramatically when the inci-
dent or scattered light have the same energy as a real electronic transition. To
illustrate this point, we take into account the first vertex of the diagram shown
in Fig. 3.5. The term that this vertex adds to the total scattering probability is of
the form
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∑
n

〈n|HeR(ωi )|i 〉
[~ωi − (En −Ei )]

, (3.20)

where |i 〉 and |n〉 are the initial and the intermediate electronic states, respec-
tively, whose energies are Ei and En . If we consider that the initial state is the
fundamental state (|0〉, Ei = 0) and the intermediate state is a real state (|g 〉, Eg ),
then Eq. (3.20) can be written as

〈0|HeR(ωi )|g 〉(
~ωi −Eg

) . (3.21)

Therefore, when the energy of the incident light equals the band-gap energy
(~ωi = Eg ), the term of the scattering probability described in Eq. (3.21) is en-
hanced and the total scattering probability is much higher. This leads to an in-
coming resonance in the Raman scattering cross-section. Similarly, an outgoing
resonance occurs when it is the scattered photon that has the same energy as
the real electronic transition.

3.1.3.2 Hep: Electron - phonon interaction

As a general rule, the electron-phonon interaction occurs when there is a change
in the bond polarisability that alters the energy of the electronic bands. Optical
phonons can cause these changes essentially through two mechanisms. The first
one is by altering the bond lengths and/or angles, and is referred to as deforma-
tion potential interaction. The second mechanism is the Fröhlich interaction,
which takes place only in polar crystals. In these crystals, the lattice phonons
that involve a net charge displacement in the unit cell give rise to a macroscopic
electric field that alters the energy of the electronic bands.

As stated above, the deformation potential entails a change in the electronic
energies is due to changes in bond angles or interatomic lengths. The Hamil-
tonian that describes this scattering mechanism can be written as a function of
the electronic energy E and the atomic displacement coordinates Q as

H DP
ep ∝ ∂E

∂Q
Q (3.22)

The expansion of this Hamiltonian is equivalent to the expansion of the sus-
ceptibility tensor. Therefore, the Raman tensors and selection rules that can be
derived from the semi-classical approximation are conceptually equivalent to
those derived taking into account the deformation potential mechanism in the
quantum mechanical approach.

The other mechanism accounting for electron-phonon interaction is the
Fröhlich mechanism, which is specific to polar crystals. In these materials, the
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Figure 3.6: Scheme of the inter-band electro-optic scattering (a) and the intra-
band Fröhlich scattering (b).

atomic displacements related to the longitudinal optical (LO) phonon modes
give rise to macroscopic electric fields that interact with the electronic energies
through a long-range Coulomb interaction. This mechanism is described by the
Hamiltonian

H F
ep =− iCF

q2V 1/2
(q · êLO)

(
a†
−q +aq

)
×exp

(
i q · r

)
, (3.23)

where CF is the Fröhlich constant, V 1/2 is the crystal volume, and a†
−q and a−q

are the phonon creation and annihilation operators. The Fröhlich constant
can be written as a function of the frequency of the phonon ωq and the high-
frequency and low-frequency dielectric constants as follows

CF = e

[
2π~ωq

(
1

ε∞
− 1

ε0

)] 1
2

. (3.24)

There exist two kinds of Fröhlich mechanisms, which arise from the num-
ber of electronic bands involved in the interaction process. When the initial and
the final electronic states correspond to the same electonic band, the process
is intra-band and is known as the generic Fröhlich interaction. Figure 3.6(b)
shows a schematic representation of this interaction. If the initial and the fi-
nal electronic bands are different, the process is inter-band and the interaction
mechanism is the electro-optic [see Fig. 3.6(a)]. Although being described by
the same Hamiltonian, both processes have different Raman tensor symmetry,
which implies that their selection rules are also different [8].

The inter-band electro-optic interaction is described by a Raman tensor with
the same symmetry as the deformation potential mechanism, and therefore it is
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detected in the same scattering configurations. In fact, both the deformation po-
tential and the electro-optic interaction are called dipole-allowed mechanisms,
since they can be derived from the semi-classical approach that considers the
matter as an ensemble of dipoles.

The intra-band Fröhlich interaction is described by a diagonal Raman ten-
sor, which implies that this mechanism takes place when the polarisation
of the incident and the scattered light have components in the same direc-
tion. Since its Raman tensor symmetry is in general different from that of the
dipole-allowed mechanisms, this mechanism allows the detection of phonons
in dipole-forbidden configurations, as will be presented in the next Chapter.

Due to its electromagnetic origin, the intra-band Fröhlich scattering mech-
anism is strongly enhanced near electronic resonances or by the presence of
external electric fields. One example is the impurity-induced Fröhlich interac-
tion, in which the scattering rate is enhanced by the Coulomb interaction with
charged impurities. In this process the intermediate electron or hole undergoes
two scattering processes (with an impurity and with a phonon). Since the wave
vector selection rule [Eq. (3.2)] has to be fulfilled by the total scattered wave vec-
tor qN [Eq. (3.4)], non-zone-center phonons can participate in the scattering
process. The participation of non-zone-center phonons results in wider Raman
peaks, since phonons with different frequencies participate on the scattering [7].

This and other resonance mechanisms are described in Chapter 6, that is
entirely devoted to resonant Raman scattering.
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Figure 3.7: Image of the spectrometer Jobin-Yvon T-64000 installed in the Raman
laboratory of the Institute Jaume Almera (ICTJA-CSIC).

3.2 Experimental equipment for Raman spec-
troscopy

In the previous section we have addressed the theoretical basis of the Raman
scattering. In this section we describe the experimental equipment used in this
thesis to perform the Raman scattering measurements.

To obtain Raman spectra, a monochromatic light source is focused on the
sample and the scattered light is collected and analysed by an spectrometer. The
spectrometer eliminates the strong signal arising from the elastic scattering and
separate all the components of the inelastically scattered light before focusing
it on the detector. The resulting Raman spectrum displays the intensity of the
inelastically scattered light as a function of the Raman shift, which is defined as
the difference between the incident and scattered spectroscopic wave numbers,

Raman shift = 1

λi
− 1

λs
(3.25)

and is usually given in cm−1 units. Since on account of Planck’s equation (E =
~ω= hc/λ) the photon wave number is proportional to the photon energy (and
hence to the photon frequency), energy conservation implies that the Raman
shift is proportional to the energy (or frequency) of the created or absorbed ele-
mentary excitation [6].

The Raman scattering studies presented in this thesis have been carried out
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Figure 3.8: Scheme of the T-64000 spectrometer. The three stages of the equipment
are depicted with its main optical elements (blue elements represent mirrors, G =
diffraction gratings, E = entrance slits, S = intermediate slits. Green line indicates
the optical path of the light inside the spectrometer.

in the Raman laboratory of the Institute Jaume Almera (ICTJA-CSIC). In this sec-
tion we describe the experimental equipment used to perform the optical mea-
surements.

The T-64000 Raman spectrometer

The Raman spectrometer used in this thesis is a Jobin-Yvon T-64000, a high res-
olution Raman spectrometer with high sensitivity and stray-light rejection capa-
bilities. Fig. 3.7 shows an image of the spectrometer as it is installed in our lab-
oratory. It can be operated in different configurations due to its versatile design.
An scheme of the spectrometer is shown in Fig. 3.8. In our present set-up, the
T-64000 can operate in two configurations and in three different modes. The two
configurations differ in how the light is focused on the sample: either through a
microscope (micro-Raman) or through converging lenses (macrocamera config-
uration). The three modes of operation differ in the optical path of the scattered
light inside the spectrometer, and in the configuration of the diffraction gratings,
mirrors and slits.

In order to describe all of them, we first outline the optical elements of the
spectrometer, referring to the scheme presented in Fig. 3.8. As can be seen in
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Table 3.1: Characteristics of the diffraction gratings

Lines/mm Blaze λ (nm) Characteristics
2400 400 High-resolution UV spectra
1800 500 High-resolution visible and IR spectra
1200 330 Wide-range UV spectra
600 500 Wide-range visible and IR spectra

the figure, we consider essentially three parts of the spectrometer. The premono
stage is used to eliminate the elastically scattered light. When the scattered light
enters the premono stage it is dispersed at G1 and can go through the inter-
mediate slit S1 (which eliminates the elastically scattered light) or through the
triple stage (to increase the spectral resolution). The second diffraction grating
(G2) can recombine or disperse again the beam, depending on the spectrom-
eter mode of operation. After the premono stage, the beam is focused on the
intermediate slit (S2), which is the image of the entrance slit E1. Next, the beam
passes through the spectrograph stage, where it is dispersed before reaching the
LN2-cooled charge-coupled device (CCD) detector.

The diffraction gratings of the spectrograph stage can be changed in order
to optimise the scattering efficiency for a certain excitation wavelength and to
choose between highly-dispersive and low-dispersive scattering performance. A
list of the diffraction gratings used in this thesis with their specifications is given
in Table 3.1.

Among all the available diffraction gratings, the most commonly used in this
thesis has been the one with 1800 lines/mm, which is a highly dispersive diffrac-
tion grating (25.9 cm−1/mm at 514.5 nm) and has its maximum performance at
the visible light range.

As mentioned above, the spectrometer set up can collect the scattered light
in two different configurations, micro-Raman and macrocamera.

In the case of micro-Raman measurements, the excitation light reaches the
sample through a microscope system, and therefore it provides local probing of
the Raman spectra with high spatial resolution (the laser spot diameter on the
sample is ≈ 1µm). This configuration is useful to assess the homogeneity of a
sample and to have spatially-resolved measurements. Furthermore, using the
confocal pinhole allows us to have in-depth resolution (the confocal set-up is
explained below). On the other hand, the concentration of light in a small area
can lead to heating effects in opaque samples. To avoid these effects, very low
excitation powers are usually employed in the micro-Raman configuration.

In the macrocamera configuration, the excitation light reaches the sample
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through converging lenses. The laser spot on the sample has a diameter of ≈
250µm, which is much greater than that of the micro-Raman, and therefore the
collected spectra arise from a bigger area. It is useful for homogeneous samples
and it avoids heating effects on the sample.

Depending on the optical path and the stages used, three spectrometer
modes exist, which are:

• Triple additive - In the triple additive mode, the scattered light enters the
spectrometer through the E1 entrance slit, and passes through the pre-
mono and the triple stage before entering the spectrograph stage. This is
the highest-resolution mode because the three diffraction gratings scatter
the light successively and the focal length is maximum.

• Triple subtractive - In this mode, the scattered light enters the spectrome-
ter through the E1 entrance slit but does not pass through the triple stage.
In this optical configuration the first grating scatters the light and the sec-
ond one recombines it once that the elastically scattered light has been
blocked in S1. This configuration allows one to measure low-frequency
Raman spectra. Because the wavelength separation achieved by a single
spectrograph grating is lower than the one achieved by the three gratings
in the triple additive configuration, the triple subtractive configuration has
a somewhat lower resolution. However, since for a given peak the photons
are distributed over a smaller number of pixels, the Raman peak intensity
is higher. Because of the favourable tradeoff between signal level and res-
olution, the triple subtractive is the mode most widely used in this thesis.

• Single - In single mode the scattered light enters the spectrograph stage
directly through the E2 entrance slit. This requires the use of a notch filter
to remove the elastically scattered light before entering the spectrometer.
This is the mode with highest signal, since the scattered light only interacts
with one diffraction grating. However, the use of the notch filter limits the
low-frequency measurements to ≈ 180 cm−1.

Spectral resolution

Each of the spectrometer modes leads to spectra with different intensity, spectral
range and spectral resolution. In addition to the scattering mode, the entrance
slit width also plays a crucial role in determining the spectral resolution of the
measurements. To characterise the spectral resolution of the spectrometer, we
have measured the emission line of an Hg lamp in the most commonly used
spectrometer modes. The obtained spectra for different slit widths are shown
in Fig. 3.9. In this figure it can be seen that, as explained above, the linewidth
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Figure 3.9: Spectra of the Hg emission line obtained with different spectrometer
configurations and entrance slit widths. The spectrometer was centered at λ =
514.5 nm.

Table 3.2: Spectral width for different entrance slit widths in the triple subtractive
and additive spectrometer modes, respectively. Values of the spectral width cor-
respond to the full width at half maximum of a Gaussian fit to the spectra of the
546.07-nm emission line of a Hg lamp (shown in Fig. 3.9).

Spectrometer mode Slit width (µm) Spectral width (cm−1)
200 4.8

Triple subtractive 100 2.2
50 1.4

200 1.7
Triple additive 100 0.9

50 0.5
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of the emission line is about three times higher in the case of the triple subtrac-
tive mode for the same slit width. To evaluate the spectral resolution in each
scattering mode, we have fitted a Gaussian line shape to the spectra shown in
Fig. 3.9. The values of the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of these Gaus-
sian fits correspond to the spectral band width of each operation mode, and are
summarised in Table 3.2.

The standard spectrometer mode used in this thesis is the triple subtractive,
with a slit width of 100 µm. This mode has a spectral width of 2.2 cm−1, which
is much smaller than the linewidth of most of the studied phonon modes. How-
ever, in order to measure the linewidth of very narrow peaks, high-resolution
triple additive mode with a slit width of 50µm has also been used (we refer to it
as high-resolution mode).

The Raman line shape measured in the experiments is the convolution of
the natural Lorentzian line shape of the phonons with the Gaussian instrument
broadening function. In order to separate both contributions and to know the
intrinsic linewidth of the phonon modes, the actual phonon linewidths can be
evaluated from the Raman spectra using the Voigt profile approximation. Ac-
cording to this approximation, the measured peak linewidth (Γ) is related to the
intrinsic phonon mode linewidth (ΓL) and the spectral bandwidth (ΓG ) through
the following expression [9]:

Γ≈ 0.5346ΓL +
√

0.2166Γ2
L +Γ2

G . (3.26)

In Fig. 3.10 we have plotted the measured linewidth as a function of the
intrinsic phonon linewidth for the standard and the high-resolution scattering
modes. It can be seen that in the high-resolution scattering mode the spectrom-
eter response has a negligible effect on the measured linewidth, while in the
standard triple subtractive scattering mode the spectrometer response results
in a small increase of the measured linewidth with respect the intrinsic one. The
effect of the spectrometer response has been taken into account throughout all
this thesis by using the expression given in Eq. (3.26).

The laser excitation sources

The excitation wavelength used in most studies presented here is the 514.5-nm
line of an Ar+ laser. However, other excitation wavelengths have been used to
perform some specific experiments such as the studies related to the resonance
effects (which are presented in Chapter 6). An Argon ion laser, a He-Ne gas laser,
a He-Cd laser, a Ti:sapphire solid state pumped laser and a frequency-doubled
Nd:YAG solid-state laser diode were used as excitation sources. The wavelengths
used are listed in Table 3.3 for the different excitation lasers. The selection of a
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specific excitation energy was required in some of the experiments to achieve
suitable resonant or optical absorption conditions.

Table 3.3: Excitation sources and wavelengths of the excitation lines used in this
thesis

Laser Wavelengths (nm)
Ar+ 514, 488

He-Ne 633
He-Cd 325

Ti:sapphire 710, 780, 820
Nd:YAG diode 532

The excitation light is focused on the sample through a converging lens sys-
tem. The experiments presented in this thesis have been performed in backscat-
tering geometry, and therefore the scattered light has been collected through the
same lens system before being focused on the spectrometer entrance slit.

Since the efficiency of the diffraction gratings strongly depends on the light
polarisation direction, the control of the polarisation of the scattered light is im-
portant to maximise the intensity of the Raman signal. We have used polarisers
and polarisation rotators to control the polarisation of the incident and scattered
light, and therefore to select the scattering configuration of each measurement.

The T-dependent measurements

To perform low-temperature measurements, the samples have been cooled us-
ing the liquid-nitrogen cryostat that is shown in Figure 3.11(a). It can be attached
to the macrocamera stage of the T-64000 spectrometer and it is able to vary the
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(a) (b) (c)
(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.11: LN2 cryostat used to perform low-temperature measurements (a).
The Linkam stage used for the high-temperature measurements with lid open (b)
and in the operating mode (c)

sample temperature from 80 to 390 K. To extend the temperature range up to
660 K, a Linkam high-temperature stage has been used (see pictures in Figure
3.11(b)(c)). This stage can be attached to the microscope used for the micro-
Raman, and the measurements are performed with a long working-distance ×80
objective. A thermocouple is attached to the sample holder in close proximity to
the sample in order to monitor its actual temperature, and very low excitation
power is used to minimise local heating effects. An indium droplet is used to
ensure a good thermal contact between the sample and the gold-plated copper
sample holder.

The confocal measurements

In order to perform spatially-resolved Raman measurements, confocal Raman
measurements have been used. In confocal Raman measurements, a point-like
light source is focused onto the sample through a microscope, and the image of
this spot enters the spectrometer through a small pinhole, as can be seen in the
scheme shown in Fig. 3.12. As the pinhole is located in the image focal plane
of the microscope, it is confocal with the illuminated spot. Only the light arising
from a small area around the focal point reaches the detector [10]. Therefore,
confocal micro-Raman allows one to select the probing depth of the measure-
ments and to perform spatially-resolved experiments.
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Figure 3.12: Optical scheme of the confocal microscope. Green lines show the op-
tical path of the focused plane. Dashed violet line show the optical path of a ref-
erence plane, different from the focal plane.
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CHAPTER 4

Phonons in wurtzite (In,Ga)N

In 1907, Einstein postulated the quantized nature of the atomic vibrations in a
crystalline lattice in order to explain the temperature dependence of the molar
specific heat capacity of a crystal [1]. He argued that the heat capacity of insula-
tors was due to the vibrations of uncoupled atomic harmonic oscillators. Several
years later, Debye postulated the coupling of the neighbouring oscillators [2];
and Born and von Kármán developed the classical theory of vibrations in a crys-
tal lattice. Within this framework, the atomic vibrations can be represented by
a collection of independent harmonic oscillators whose frequencies depend on
the wave vector [3]. The quantization of these wave-particles are called phonons
after Tamm in 1930 [4], and a decade later they became accepted as bosonic
quasi-particles. Nowadays, all the physics textbooks define phonons as quanta
of excitation of a normal vibrational mode [5].

This Chapter is devoted to describe the phonon modes in wurtzite InN and
GaN. We first present some basic phonon theory such as the derivation of the
phonon modes from the crystal Hamiltonian and the phonon dispersion curves
of both InN and GaN (Sec. 4.1). In Sec. 4.2 we present the wurtzite Raman-active
modes, and several experimental examples are given. Finally, in Sec. 4.3 we
introduce the Brillouin scattering measurement of acoustic phonons in nitrides.

4.1 Phonon dispersion curves

The description of the crystalline lattice vibrations in terms of atomic displace-
ments is complex, but the problem is simplified by the formulation of normal
modes, which are combinations of atomic displacements that diagonalize the
lattice Hamiltonian up to second order [5]. Here we present the main steps in
the derivation of the normal modes, as well as their wave vector dependence. To
this purpose, we consider the terms of the crystal Hamiltonian that involve ionic
motion, which are given by Ref. [6],

Hion(R1, ...,Rn) =∑
j

P 2
j

2M j
+ ∑

j , j ′( j 6= j ′)

1

2

Z j Z j ′e
2

4πε0|R j −R j ′ |
−∑

i , j

Z j e2

4πε0|ri −R j |
, (4.1)

where ri are the electron positions and R j , P j , Z j and M j are nuclear posi-
tion, momentum, charge and mass, respectively. By assuming that the electrons
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follow the ionic motion adiabatically (Born-Oppenheimer approximation), the
electronic and the ionic motion can be decoupled and the Hamiltonian for the
ions reads

Hion =∑
j

P 2
j

2M j
+Ee (R j −R j ′). (4.2)

Here Ee represents the total energy of the valence electrons with ions held at
the positions R1, ...,Rn . To qualitatively describe the lattice dynamics and give a
picture of the phonon physical meaning, a phenomenological approach can be
used. Within this approach we define the static Hamiltonian (H0), which con-
tains the terms depending on the equilibrium positions (R j 0); and the displace-
ment Hamiltonian (H ′), which contains the terms depending on the atomic dis-
placements (δR j 0),

Hion = H0(R10, ...,Rn0)+H ′(δR10, ...,δRn0). (4.3)

A further approximation is to consider only the second order terms in the
displacement Hamiltonian (H ′), so that the ionic displacements are described as
harmonic oscillators. This approach is known as the harmonic approximation,
and within this approach H ′ is given by

H ′(ukl ) = 1

2
Mk

(
dukl

d t

)2

+ 1

2

∑
k ′l ′

ukl ·φ(kl ,k ′l ′) ·uk ′l ′ , (4.4)

where ukl are the displacements from the equilibrium of the ion k in the unit
cell l and φ(lk,k ′l ′) accounts for the force constants that describe the interac-
tion between the kl ion and the k ′l ′ ion. The harmonic approximation is useful
to provide a simple approach to the lattice dynamics and phonon frequencies.
In this approximation, phonon modes are eigenstates of the lattice system, i.
e. they have an infinite lifetime and do not interact. However, in real lattices
phonons have finite lifetimes and do interact with other phonons and defects
in the lattice. These phonon interactions, which are described by higher order
terms in the lattice Hamiltonian are called anharmonic phonon effects, and will
be presented and studied in Chapter 5.

Following with the harmonic approximation, since φ(lk,k ′l ′) has transla-
tional symmetry, Eq. (4.4) can be solved by plane waves similar to the Bloch
functions that describe the electron dynamics in a crystal. These plane waves
will have the form

ukl (q,ω) = uk0exp
[
i (q ·Rl −ωt )

]
, (4.5)

where q and ω are the wave vector and frequency of the wave, and uk0 corre-
sponds to the displacement of the ion k at the unit cell 0. The representation
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Figure 4.1: Phonon-dispersion relation of wurtzite GaN and phonon density of
states, extracted from Ref. [7]. The dispersion curves are the result of ab-initio
calculations and filled circles are from Raman scattering data.

of the phonon frequencies versus wave vector along representative directions in
the first Brillouin zone are the phonon dispersion curves. The precise depen-
dence of the phonon frequencies on wave vector can be measured experimen-
tally (usually by means of neutron scattering) or obtained from model calcula-
tions.

The phonon dispersion curves of a crystal formed by n atoms in the primi-
tive cell (being n ≥ 2) will consist on 3n phonon branches, 3 of which correspond
to the acoustic phonons and the rest correspond to optical phonons (phonon
branches can be degenerate for some wave vectors). Thus, for a wurtzite mate-
rial such as InN or GaN, we expect twelve phononic branches [5].

The acoustic phonons are characterized because all the ions move in phase.
The frequency of the acoustic phonons is zero at the center of the Brillouin zone
and it exhibits a linear dependence on the wave vector for small wave vectors.
In fact, the denomination acoustic is related to the fact that the proportional-
ity constant is the sound velocity of the material [8]. These phonons cannot be
detected by Raman scattering and are usually measured using Brillouin spec-
troscopy, as will be presented in Sec. 4.3.

Beside the acoustic phonons, the crystals that have more than one atom
in the unit cell have additional phonon branches whose frequency at k = 0 is
non-zero: the optical phonons. The atomic displacements related with optical
phonons are out-of-phase. As will be discussed in the next section, some optical
phonons can be detected by means of optical techniques such as IR absorption
or Raman scattering [8]. The optical phonons can have a transversal or a lon-
gitudinal nature, depending on the direction of propagation with respect to the
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atomic displacement. In polar semiconductors, a macroscopic electric field is
induced by the longitudinal optical phonons, which causes their frequencies to
be different from those of the transversal optical modes. This phenomenon is
called LO-TO splitting and will be explained in Sec. 4.2.

An example of the phonon dispersion curves is given in Fig. 4.1, which cor-
responds to wurtzite GaN. Since GaN has four atoms in the primitive cell, there
will be twelve phonon branches, some of which may be degenerate along cer-
tain high-symmetry directions in the reciprocal space. The three less energetic
branches correspond to the acoustic phonons whose frequency at zone centre
is zero. The other branches correspond to the optical phonons, which exhibit
a flatter dispersion than the acoustic phonons. In the 350-500 cm−1 frequency
range there are no phonon states, and we call this range the phononic gap. This
is an important concept because it implies that no phonon states within this fre-
quency range are availible in the lattice. The width of the phononic gap may
have important consequences on the way the optical phonons decay into less
energetic modes.

Calculation of the phonon dispersion curves of wurtzite InN

InN has the same crystalline structure as GaN, but In ions are heavier than Ga
ions. As a consequence, we expect all the phonon modes in InN to have smaller
frequencies than the counterpart phonons in GaN, and specially those modes
which involve In motion. This results in InN having a wider phononic gap. To
evaluate these effects, we have calculated the phonon dispersion curves of the
wurtzite InN using the ABINIT code package [9]. These ab-initio calculations are
carried out using a plane-wave pseudo-potential approach to density functional
theory (DFT). The calculations were performed in the local density approxima-
tion (LDA) using the Teter parametrization of the exchange-correlation [10] and
Troullier-Martins pseudo-potentials [11]. For the In pseudo-potential the 4d
electrons were included as valence states. A 8× 8× 4 Monkhorst-Pack k-point
sampling and a plane-wave basis set with a cut-off energy of 65 Ha were used in
the calculations.

In Fig. 4.2, we display the calculated phonon dispersion curves for wurtzite
InN, as well as the phonon density of states (PDOS) and the two-phonon density
of states (2-PDOS) for sums (ρ+) and differences (ρ−) of phonons with opposite
wave vectors. The dispersion of the modes [Fig. 4.2(a)] is similar to that of GaN,
since they arise from the same crystalline structure. However, the phonons have
smaller frequencies for InN than for GaN, because the In ions are heavier than
the Ga ones. The phononic gap of InN spans from 220 to 445 cm−1 and is smaller
than that of GaN. The limitations of the ABINIT code yield a E1(LO) frequency
which exhibits a spurious dispersion in the Γ− M direction. This anomalous
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Figure 4.2: (a) Phonon dispersion curves of wurtzite InN. Dotted lines for the
E1(LO) mode correspond to data taken from Ref. [7]. (b) Phonon density of states.
(c) Two-phonon density of states for sums (ρ+) and differences (ρ−) of opposite
wave-vector phonons.

dispersion results in the ordering of the E1(LO) and the A1(LO) frequencies at
zone-center that differ from the experimental observations. We have considered
for this branch the E1(LO) dispersion calculated by Bungaro et al. [7], which is
represented in Fig. 4.2(a) using dotted lines. This correction does not have any
noticeable effect on the calculated phonon DOS, which agrees very well with the
one reported in Ref. [7]

The calculated PDOS is displayed in Fig. 4.2(b). In the acoustic mode re-
gion, there are two sharp PDOS maxima at 90 cm−1, corresponding to transverse
acoustic (TA) branches, and at 204 cm−1, associated with longitudinal acoustic
(LA) branches. In the optical mode region, the sharp peak at 498 cm−1 corre-
sponds to transverse optical (TO) modes, while the maxima at 523 cm−1 and
541 cm−1 are due to TO modes. The two-phonon density of states (2-PDOS) for
sums (ρ+) and differences (ρ−) of phonons with opposite wave vector are shown
in Fig. 4.2(c). Their relevant features will be commented in the Section 5.2, in
the framework of the study of the 2-PDOS implications on the effective decay
mechanism of the phonon modes.

For obtaining the phonon dispersion curves, the lattice parameters of the re-
laxed lattice were calculated, and were found to be a = 3.520 Å and c = 5.691 Å .
These values are in good agreement with reported high-resolution X-ray diffrac-
tion values [12]. The frequencies of the zone-center phonons are displayed in
Table 4.1. A good agreement between the experiments and the ab-initio cal-
culations is achieved for all the phonon frequencies except for the longitudinal
optical ones. The deviations of the longitudinal modes calculated frequencies
were previously reported for other compounds and may arise from a problem in
the LDA gap in obtaining the dielectric constants [13].
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Table 4.1: Zone-center phonon frequencies and mode Grüneisen parameters for
wurtzite InN calculated using the ABINIT code.

E low
2 B low

1 A1(TO) E1(TO) E high
2 B high

1 A1(LO) E1(LO)
ω 84.0 223.7 450.2 474.5 488.6 575.1 588.6 557.7
γ -1.01 1.10 1.74 1.70 1.76 1.47 1.39 1.78

The ab-initio calculations allow us to calculate relevant magnitudes related
with the lattice dynamics, such as the bulk modulus or the Grüneisen parame-
ters, that are useful to analyse the measurements presented in this thesis. The
Grüneisen parameters describe the frequency variation of each phonon mode
when the volume of the unit cell changes, and are defined as

γ= B

ω

∂ω

∂P
, (4.6)

where B is the bulk modulus, defined as

B =−V
∂P

∂V
. (4.7)

The volume changes of the unit cell can be due to the hydrostatic pressure
or to the thermal expansion. The Grüneisen parameters will therefore be useful
to evaluate the contribution of the thermal expansion to the overall temperature
dependence of the phonon frequencies. We have determined the phonon fre-
quencies and the Grüneisen parameters for InN using the ABINIT code. From
our calculations we obtain B = 163 GPa and the frequency values and Grüneisen
parameters are listed in Table 4.1. It is worth mentioning that the E low

2 has a neg-
ative Grüneisen parameter, i. e. it is a soft mode. This fact is related to some
structural instability of the mode and leads to an anomalous frequency decrease
of this mode under hydrostatic pressure or upon thermal cooling.
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Table 4.2: Character table for the point group C6v at Γ, extracted from Ref. [14]

E C2 2C3 2C6 3σd 3σv Basis Optical act.
A1 1 1 1 1 1 1 z, x2 + y2, z2 IR, Raman
A2 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 Rz

B1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 x3 −3x y2 Silent
B2 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 y3 −3y x2 Silent
E1 2 -2 -1 1 0 0 (Rx ,Ry ), (xz, y z), (x, y) IR, Raman
E2 2 2 -1 -1 0 0 (x2 − y2, x y) Raman

4.2 Optical phonons and Raman spectra

The phonons of a crystalline lattice can be deduced from the study of the lattice
symmetry. The symmetry operations {gi } can be grouped in classes, which are
formed by all the conjugate operations of the form g j = xgi x−1, where x are
elements of the symmetry group. The wurtzite crystalline structure belongs to
the symmetry point group C6v , and we have described its symmetry operations
in Sec. 2.1. These symmetry operations are grouped in six different classes: E ,
C2, 2C3, 2C6, 3σd , 3σv .

In general, each symmetry operation can be represented by a matrix, and
the set of matrices for all the symmetry operations constitute a representation of
the symmetry group. All the matrices that belong to a given class have the same
trace. An irreducible representation consists of matrices that cannot be reduced
to block-diagonal matrices with smaller block dimensions by a similarity trans-
formation. Although a group may have an infinite number of representations,
the number of inequivalent, irreducible representations is equal to the number
of classes [6].

Therefore, the wurtzite symmetry point group C6v contains six irreducible
representations, which are A1, A2, E1, E2, B1 and B2. Each of these irreducible
representations is characterized by the set of characters associated with the dif-
ferent classes of the symmetry group. The character table for the irreducible
representations of the C6v group is given in Table 4.2. Basis functions which
transform according to each representation are also given. Since each phonon
of the lattice can be associated with a certain representation, the inspection of
the basis functions indicates the phonon optical activity. The phonons whose
representations have linear basis functions can be detected via infrared absorp-
tion, and representations with quadratic basis functions can be measured by
means of Raman scattering.

As described in Sec. 2.1, wurtzite-type III-nitrides belong to the space group
C 4

6v with two formula units in the primitive cell, and therefore the total repre-
sentation at zone-center is formed by twelve normal modes. According to the
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E low
2 E high

2 E1 A1

c

Figure 4.3: Atomic diplacements of the wurtzite Raman active modes. Big yellow
spheres represent cations (Ga/In) while small blue spheres represent the anions
(N).

factor group analysis, the total representation can be decomposed as Γtotal =
2A1 +2B1 +2E (2)

1 +2E (2)
2 , where the superscript indicates the mode degeneracy.

From these irreducible representation decomposition, one set of A1 and E (2)
1

correspond to acoustic phonons. Therefore, the representation of the optical
phonons at the zone-center is Γopt = A1 +2B1 +E (2)

1 +2E (2)
2 . Taking into account

their respective basis (shown in Table 4.2), the representation of the Raman-
active phonons is ΓRaman = A1 +E (2)

1 +2E (2)
2 , and A1 and E1 are also IR active.

In the following sections we present the Raman active modes in wurtzite III-
nitrides. First, we introduce the Raman tensors, discuss the Raman selection
rules and show several first-order Raman spectra of the compounds studied in
this thesis. Then, we introduce the Raman scattering by higher order modes and
local vibrational modes. Finally, we describe the fundamentals of the Brillouin
scattering by acoustic phonons.

4.2.1 First-order Raman spectra

The atomic displacements involved in each Raman active mode are shown in
Figure 4.3. It can be seen that the Raman active modes belonging to the unidi-
mensional representation A, correspond to atomic vibrations along the c axis,
whereas those belonging to the E1 and E2 two-dimensional representations cor-
respond to atomic vibrations in the plane normal to c. The subindex (2) is used
for modes in which the atomic oscillation of both cations (anions) of the primi-
tive cell separate during the vibration, and therefore the resulting electric dipole
is zero. In the E low

2 mode the heavier ions have a bigger ionic displacement am-

plitude than the lighter ions, while in the E high
2 mode the lighter ions are those

undergoing the bigger displacement. In the modes A1 and E1 the ions of op-
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posite sign separate during the vibration, which gives rise to an electric dipole.
These modes are called polar and can propagate along the vibration direction
(longitudinal optical, LO) or perpendicular to the vibrations (transversal opti-
cal, TO). In the case of LO phonons, the long-range Coulomb interaction of the
net dipole moments results in a macroscopic electric field. This causes the LO
phonons to have a higher energy than their TO counterparts (LO-TO splitting).
The Lyddane-Sachs-Teller relation gives the magnitude of the LO-TO splitting as
a function of the low and high frequency dielectric constants of the material,

ε0

ε∞
= ω2

LO

ω2
TO

. (4.8)

The longitudinal optical modes couple with the free electron density ex-
citations via their macroscopic electric fields. As a result of this coupling,
LO phonon-plasmon coupled modes (LOPCMs) appear. These modes have a
phonon/plasmon mixed nature and their line shape and frequency strongly de-
pend on the free charge density of the sample and on its electronic properties.
All the theory concerning LOPCM Raman scattering will be presented in Chapter
7.

The selection rules for the Raman scattering follow from the Raman tensor
according to Eq. (3.16). Therefore, the Raman scattering of a phonon described
by a Raman tensor

←→
R will be dipole-allowed when

Is ∝| ei ·←→R ·es |2 6= 0, (4.9)

where ei and es correspond to the polarization of the incident and scattered
light, respectively.

The Raman tensors for the phonon modes are 3×3 matrices in a Cartesian
basis. For the wurtzite structure, the Raman tensors of the optical active modes
are:

E1(x) =

0 0 c
0 0 0
c 0 0

, E1(y) =

0 0 0
0 0 c
0 c 0

, A1(z) =

a′ 0 0
0 a′ 0
0 0 b

,

E (1)
2 =

d 0 0
0 −d 0
0 0 0

, E (2)
2 =

0 d 0
d 0 0
0 0 0


For polar modes, the coordinate in parentheses denotes the direction of

phonon polarization, i. e. the direction of the atomic displacements. As stated
above, the propagation direction of these polar phonon modes can be perpen-
dicular or parallel to the atomic motion leading to TO or LO phonon modes.
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Table 4.3 shows the selection rules for the Raman scattering under non-
resonant conditions for the configurations used in this work. The scattering con-
figurations are given in the Porto notation, that consist in four coordinates cor-
responding to (1) the incident light propagation direction, (2) the incident light
polarization direction, (3) the scattered light polarization direction and (4) the
scattered light propagation direction. As can be seen in Table 4.3, all the Raman
active modes can be observed in backscattering geometry except the E1(LO)
mode. This mode is only dipole-allowed in the x(y z)y configuration, a scatter-
ing configuration that can be difficult to realize in materials with strong optical
absorption (such as InN for λexc = 514 nm). However, the E1(LO) phonon mode
is usually observed under near-resonant condition in the symmetry-forbidden
x(zz)x̄ configuration due to intra-band Fröhlich interaction [15]. In the follow-
ing sections we present the first-order Raman spectra of wurtzite InN and GaN
and discuss the observed modes in the studied scattering configurations.

Table 4.3: Symmetry-allowed Raman modes of the wurtzite structure for different
scattering configurations.

Scattering Raman active modes

configurations Elow
2 A1(TO) E1(TO) Ehigh

2 A1(LO) E1(LO)
z(xx)z̄ X X X
z(x y)z̄ X X
x(y y)x̄ X X X
x(y z)x̄ X
x(zz)x̄ X
x(y z)y X X
x(y y)x X X X
x(y y)z X X X

4.2.1.1 Raman spectra of wurtzite InN

Figure 4.4 shows first-order InN Raman spectra recorded using the macrocam-
era and the standard spectrometer mode. The excitation wavelength is 514-nm
and the spectra have been recorded in several backscattering configurations on
InN thin films. While the z(−−)z̄ configuration was obtained from a c-face InN
sample, the x(zz)x̄ and x(y z)x̄ geometries were recorded from a m-face layer.
The samples description can be found in Sec. 5.2.

The z(−−)z̄ spectrum exhibits three sharp peaks at 87, 494 and 584 cm−1,
corresponding to the E low

2 , E high
2 and A1(LO) modes, respectively. In addition

to these modes there is a weak, broad feature around 180 cm−1 which does not
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Figure 4.4: Room temperature first-order Raman spectra of InN thin films ob-
tained with λexc = 514 nm.

Table 4.4: Frequencies of the Raman active phonons of wurtzite InN (in cm−1).
∗The theoretical frequency of the E1(LO) has been extracted from Ref. [7].

Elow
2 A1(TO) E1(TO) Ehigh

2 A1(LO) E1(LO)
InN calc. (this thesis) 87 450.1 474.5 488.6 588.6 595∗

InN exp. (this thesis) 87 447 476 488 586 593

correspond to any Raman active mode. A peak in this region has been previ-
ously reported by different authors [16–19], but its origin remains unclear. Pu
et al. [16] assigned it to the silent mode B low

1 , but according to the theoretical
calculations presented in Sec. 4.1, the expected frequency for the B low

1 mode
is 224 cm−1, which is significantly higher than that of the Raman feature mea-
sured in the spectra. Kaczmarczyk et al. [18] attributed this feature to acoustic
phonons around the A point. On the other hand, another study reports a similar
peak around 170 cm−1 and assigns it to large-wave-vector longitudinal acoustic
phonons selectively excited by resonant Raman scattering [19].

The x(zz)x̄ and x(y z)x̄ Raman spectra were recorded in backscattering ge-
ometry on an m-face sample. As can be seen in Table 4.3, the dipole allowed Ra-
man modes in these configurations are the A1(TO) and E1(TO) modes, respec-
tively. The x(zz)x̄ spectrum displays two peaks at 452 and 597 cm−1 that can be
clearly assigned to the A1(TO) and to the symmetry-forbidden E1(LO) phonon
modes. As mentioned above, the latter is detected in forbidden backscatter-
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Figure 4.5: Room temperature first-order Raman spectra of wurtzite GaN ob-
tained with λexc = 514-nm.

ing geometries on the m-face due to intra-band Fröhlich interaction [17]. The
E1(TO) phonon mode is detected at 478 cm−1 in the x(y z)x̄ configuration. In
this geometry we also observe residual Raman peaks related to A1(TO), E high

2
and E1(LO) phonon modes, which may arise from the relaxation of the selec-
tion rules in the lower quality m-face samples or from sample misalignment.
By performing these Raman measurements we have obtained an experimental
determination of the frequencies of all the phonon modes. The values are dis-
played in Table 4.4 in comparison with the phonon frequencies resulting from
the ab-initio calculations presented previously. The experimental and calcu-
lated phonon frequencies exhibit very good agreement.

4.2.1.2 Raman spectra of wurtzite GaN

Here we present the first-order spectra of wurtzite GaN obtained in different
scattering geometries. The spectra were measured from the Ga-face of an
ammonothermally-grown GaN sample (details on growth and sample structure
can be found in Sec. 7.2). To perform these measurements we have used micro-
Raman in the standard spectrometer mode, and an excitation wavelength of 514
nm. The Raman spectra are shown in Fig. 4.5, and it can be seen that Raman se-
lection rules hold strictly for the displayed spectra, except for a small leakage of
the A1(TO) mode in the x(z y)x̄ spectrum. As mentioned above, the observation
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Table 4.5: Frequencies of the Raman active phonons of wurtzite GaN (in cm−1).

Elow
2 A1(TO) E1(TO) Ehigh

2 A1(LO) E1(LO)
GaN calc. [7] 138 550 572 574 733 737

GaN exp. (this thesis) 144 531 559 568 734 741

of a weak E1(LO) peak in the x(zz)x̄ spectrum is due to impurity-induced Fröh-
lich intra-band interaction. The phonon frequencies measured experimentally
and those obtained from theoretical calculations are shown in Table 4.5.

4.2.1.3 Raman spectra of InGaN

Raman scattering studies of ternary alloys can be used to characterize the
strain and the composition of the alloy samples. In some ternary alloys,
phonon frequencies exhibit a composition dependence between the corre-
sponding phonon frequencies of the binary extremes (one-mode behaviour).
Other ternary alloys exhibit two sets of phonons whose frequencies change upon
composition from those of one end-member binary to the impurity mode in the
other end-member binary (two-mode behaviour). In the case of InGaN, early
experimental studies by Alexson et al. suggested that the A1(LO) mode follows a
one-mode behavior, while the E2 mode follows a two-mode behaviour [20]. The-
oretical calculations [21] and later experimental studies [22, 23] demonstrated
one-mode behaviour for both modes.

In Fig. 4.6 we present Raman spectra of InGaN layers with different In/Ga
relative composition, as well as the spectra of GaN and InN for comparison
purposes. The InGaN samples were grown by PAMBE and will be described in
Sec. 6.3.1. The spectra have been obtained using the 514-nm excitation light,
in backscattering configuration and standard spectrometer mode. The used
excitation energy (2.4 eV) matches to the band-gap energy of the InGaN alloy
for intermediate compositions, and therefore some samples are under near-
resonant conditions. In fact, only the spectra corresponding to the sample with
[In]=0.17 is out-of-resonance and exhibit all the phonon modes. The other spec-
tra, which correspond to samples with higher [In], exhibit an intense PL signal
that masks the phonon modes signal, and only a broad peak corresponding to
the LO phonon mode can be measured due to Fröhlich resonance.

The choice of more energetic excitation in the UV range allows one to mea-
sure the InGaN Raman spectra under out-of-resonance conditions for all the
compositions. UV spectra of InGaN layers will be displayed and studied in Chap-
ter 6, which is devoted to resonances in the Raman spectra of the (In,Ga)N sys-
tem.
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Figure 4.6: Room temperature first-order Raman spectra of wurtzite InGaN. The
overall intensity of the spectra from samples A, B and C has been reduced in order
to fit in the Figure.

4.2.1.4 Raman spectra of nanowires: effective light scattering

The measurement of the Raman spectra of semiconductor nanowires has an
additional difficulty in comparison to the Raman experiments on thin films.
Due to their reduced size and characteristic shape, it can be difficult to select
a well-defined scattering configuration, and therefore collected light may arise
from a mix of scattering configurations. In addition, in uni-axial polar crystals
like wurtzite, for phonon propagation directions out of the optical axis a mix of
different symmetry polar modes occurs, giving rise to quasi-LO and quasi-TO
modes with angular dispersion. As a consequence, the analysis of the Raman
spectra is not straightforward.

Here we present the first-order Raman spectra of the InN NWs studied in
this thesis, which were grown catalyst-free by plasma assisted molecular beam
epitaxy under N-rich conditions on Si (111) substrates (details on the growth
conditions are given in Sec. 5.3). The nanowires have a diameter between 30
and 110 nm and a length up to 1µm. The c axis is parallel to the wire, but the
nanowires exhibit a small tilt relative to the substrate normal. In these samples,
due to the NWs orientation and the large lateral-to-top surface ratio, most of the
excitation light enters the nanowires through the lateral faces. Given the high
refractive index of InN, the propagation direction of the light in the NWs is close
to perpendicular to the c-axis, as can be seen in the scheme of Fig. 4.7.

The Raman spectra of InN NWs have been obtained by using near-
backscattering geometry on the as-grown samples. The spectra have been ex-
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Figure 4.7: Backscattering Raman spectrum of InN NWs compared to that of InN
c-face epilayers, measured with λexc = 514 nm. At right we show an scheme of the
light entrance in the NWs grown along the c-axis.

cited using micro-Raman with λexc = 514-nm light and the scattered light has
been analysed in the standard spectrometer mode. In Fig. 4.7 the Raman spec-
trum of InN NWs is compared to the spectra obtained from a c-face InN thin
film in backscattering geometry. The nanowire spectrum presents two peaks,
corresponding to the E high

2 and the quasi-LO phonon modes, superimposed to
the strong Si substrate signal. As discussed in previous sections, LO phonon
modes can be detected in backscattering configuration due to Fröhlich interac-
tion. When the measurements are performed on the c-face thin film, the A1(LO)
phonon is detected, whereas E1(LO) phonon is detected for measurements per-
formed in backscattering in a direction perpendicular to the c-axis of the crys-
tal. The measurement of the E1(LO) mode can be understood in terms of the
effective scattering configurations that occur in the case of NWs. As discussed
previously, the detected quasi-LO modes contain a dominant component of the
E1(LO) mode, which is observed in the x(zz)x̄ scattering configuration. The
dominant role of this scattering configuration in the NWs may also be favoured
by the fact that the internal field polarized perpendicular to the c-axis is atten-
uated inside the NWs [24, 25]. It should be noted high that the E2 mode is for-
bidden in the x(zz)x̄ configuration and therefore the E2 Raman peak observed
in the NWs spectra arises from other polarization configurations such as x(y y)x̄
or z(y y)z̄.
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4.2.2 Higher order phonons

When more than one phonon take part in the scattering process, the wave-
vector conservation rule [given by Eq. (3.2)] is satisfied by the total scattered
wave-vector qN . This fact allows non-zone-centre phonons to participate in the
scattering process in combinations so that wave-vector conservation holds.

In the case of the second-order Raman spectrum, the two phonons that take
part in the scattering process have approximately opposite wave vectors. Be-
cause of the large number of phonon combinations that verify this condition
cause the second-order Raman spectra generally consist of broad structures.

In the particular case of multiple scattering by the same phonon, the result-
ing Raman peak is called overtone or multiphonon [6]. While the number of
combination modes is much larger than that of overtones, the contribution of
overtones is usually enhanced by the optical matrix elements [26]. For certain
electronic structures and experimental conditions, high-order multiphonons
can be detected through the so-called cascade mechanism. In Chapter 6, which
is devoted to Resonant Raman scattering, the resonant multiphonon cascade
mechanism is described and studied.

4.2.3 Local vibrational modes

The incorporation of substitutional impurities in the crystalline structure in-
duces atomic oscillations around the impurities, which are known as local vi-
brational modes (LVM) [27]. If impurity atoms are lighter than the host-lattice
atoms, the LVM frequencies are within the phononic gap or above the optical
branches and may show up in the Raman spectra as sharp peaks. Apart from
substitutional impurities, LVM can also originate from other point defects such
as vacancies or impurity complexes, which can also be detected by means of Ra-
man scattering. In fact, since excitons are likely to be strongly localized at the
impurities, LVMs can have a significant Raman signal despite their local nature.
The study of the LVM Raman signal can provide information about the type of
impurities and the microscopic structure of complex defects [6].

The most studied LVMs in nitrides are related to acceptors and to acceptor-
hydrogen complexes that can be formed in p-doped samples. The nitride sam-
ples grown by MOCVD typically contain hydrogen and carbon impurities be-
cause of the use of organic reactants. After thermal annealing, hydrogen im-
purities related to acceptors are dissociated, which is linked with the p-dopant
activation.

Concerning the acceptor-hydrogen complexes, they have been studied in
several III-V semiconductors such as GaAs, GaP, ZnSe, and GaN [28]. In the case
of Mg:GaN, Raman peaks observed around 2200 cm−1 have been attributed to
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Mg-H complexes. In the case of InN, Davydov et al. reported Raman studies
of Mg-doped InN that revealed peaks associated with Mg-H complexes for very
high doping concentrations in the 1019 − 1021 cm−3 range [29, 30]. In Sec. 5.5
of the following chapter, a study of LVM of Mg-H complexes in Mg:InN will be
presented, and the anharmonic decay of these modes will be studied.
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4.3 Acoustic phonons and Brillouin spectra

Brillouin spectroscopy is used to study the acoustic phonons, which have very
small frequencies near the center of the first Brillouin zone. In Brillouin scat-
tering experiments, one analyses the light inelastically scattered by the material
by means of an interferometric system, which allows the study of light with fre-
quencies extremely close to the elastically scattered light.

The Brillouin scattering of the acoustic phonon modes allows one to study
the elastic properties of small samples in a contactless way, under various tem-
perature or pressure conditions. There are two main mechanisms contributing
to the inelastic light scattering by acoustic phonons: the elasto-optical mech-
anism and the surface-ripple mechanism [31]. In transparent materials, the
dominant scattering mechanism is the elasto-optical scattering mechanism, in
which the incident photon is scattered by the the fluctuations of the dielectric
constant caused by the dynamic fluctuations in the strain field.

In the case of opaque materials, the high optical absorption limits the scat-
tering to a volume close to the sample surface and only the wave-vector com-
ponent of the incident light parallel to the surface is conserved. In this case,
the dominant mechanism is the surface-ripple mechanism, in which the surface
phonon vibrations make the surface to appear as a moving grating without any
modulation of the dielectric constant in the interior of the crystal. In this case,
only surface acoustic waves (SAW) can be excited. By varying the incident angle
(sagittal angle α), it is possible to control the length of the SAW wave vector (k),
whereas rotation of the sample around its normal (azimuthal angle, ϕ) permits
one to select the direction of the SAW wave vector in the sample plane.

A scheme of the backscattering configuration used in the Brillouin scattering
measurements on opaque samples is shown in Fig. 4.8. Under these conditions,
the component along the surface of the acoustic scattering wave vector(k), is
given by

k = 4πsin(α)

λexc
. (4.10)

SAW velocities in thin films depend on the respective elastic properties of
the film and the substrate. When the sound velocity is lower in the film than in
the substrate, as it is the case for the samples studied here, the first-order SAW
(Rayleigh mode) may be accompanied by higher order modes (Sezawa modes).
The Rayleigh mode frequency varies between the one corresponding to the sub-
strate and that of the film material, depending on the film thickness h. The
Sezawa surface wave velocities are higher than for the Rayleigh mode and lie
between those of the shear modes in the film and those of the substrate [32].
The vSAW can be determined from Brillouin spectra using
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α

k
h

Figure 4.8: Scheme of the backscattering configuration used to perform sagittal-
dependent HRBS measurements.

vSAW = νλexc

2sin(α)
, (4.11)

where ν is the mode frequency.
The analysis of scattered light in High Resolution Brillouin Spectroscopy

(HRBS) experiments allows obtaining information about the elastic properties of
both transparent [33] and opaque materials [31, 34], albeit the nature of the mea-
sured acoustic waves and the information extracted is different in both cases.
The knowledge of the elastic properties is fundamental to describe the dynam-
ics of a crystalline structure and can provide information about the characteris-
tics of the crystal lattice. For instance, in GaN layers the elastic constants have
been found to be very sensitive to residual strain [35]. In the case of InN, al-
though several theoretical studies of the InN elastic constants have been carried
out using different approaches [36–43], no experimental study had been previ-
ously reported by means of Brillouin scattering.

Brillouin spectra of InN thin films

We have performed a study of the elastic constants of InN based on from the
Brillouin spectroscopy measurements, in collaboration with the Brillouin spec-
troscopy laboratory of the Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de Madrid (ICMM-
CSIC). The studied samples were grown along c and m-face crystallographic ori-
entations. Samples C1, C2 and C3 are c-face thin films grown on GaN/sapphire
with thicknesses of 0.25, 0.55 and 1.0 µm, respectively. Sample M is an InN m-
face thin film grown on γ-LiAlO2(100) with a thickness of 0.8 µm. Details of the
samples are given in Sec. 5.1. The experimental measurements were performed
in backscattering geometry using theλexc = 514 nm of an Ar+ laser, and therefore
the Brillouin experiments are performed in the absorption regime, and only sur-
face acoustic waves (SAW) can be detected. The experimental set-up is reported
elsewhere [44, 45].
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(a) (b) M

α= 55◦

α= 61◦ C2

ϕ= 90◦
α= 55◦ C2

α= 87◦ C1 ϕ= 0◦

Figure 4.9: HRBS spectra obtained from c-face (a) and m-face (b) InN thin films.
Sample specimen, sagittal angle (α) and azimuthal angle (ϕ) are indicated in the
figure.

Figure 4.9 shows representative HRBS spectra obtained from the studied InN
thin films. In Fig. 4.9(a) the plotted spectra were obtained from c-face sam-
ples for different sagittal angles. All these spectra exhibit a sharp peak corre-
sponding to the Rayleigh mode. Two of the spectra also exhibit the first-order
Sezawa mode, which is less intense than the Rayleigh peak, and it also under-
goes a change in its frequency shift. Figure 4.9(b) displays HRBS measured from
the m-face thin film, for different azimuthal angles, in which the Rayleigh mode
is detected.

The crystallographic orientation of the sample determines the dependence
of the vSAW on the azimuthal axis. In the case of c-face wurtzite samples, the axis
contained in the surface are equivalent and therefore vSAW is expected to be in-
dependent of the azimuthal angle. In contrast, the vSAW is strongly dependent of
the azimuthal angle in the case of the m-face sample, since this is an anisotropic
surface.

From the sagittal angle-dependent spectra performed on InN thin films, we
extract the vSAW dependence on kh, where k is the component along the surface
of the acoustic scattering wave vector defined in Eq. (4.10) and h is the thick-
ness of the sample. The results are plotted in Fig. 4.10(a). In the same figure we
show the results of simulations of the vSAW dependence on kh for InN thin films
grown on GaN/Sapphire, using the method introduced by Zhang et al. [46]. This
method gives the scattered light intensity due to the interaction of the incident
light with surface ripples using a Green’s function formalism. For these simula-
tions, a density of 6.81 g/cm3 for InN films and the set of elastic constants given
by Ref. [37] have been used (see Table 4.6). The resulting simulations show good
agreement with experimental results. It can be seen that, for kh values greater
than 10, the vSAW of the Rayleigh wave keeps almost constant. Thus, this is ap-
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(a) (b) c-face (c) m-face

b-axis a-axis a-axis c-axis a-axis

Azimuthal angle (◦) Azimuthal angle (◦)

Figure 4.10: vSAW extracted from HRBS measurements as a function of kh (a) and
the azimuthal angle (b,c). Red circles correspond to the measurements from the
c-face samples (specimen C2), while green circles refer to the m-face sample. Solid
lines are the results of simulations described in the text. The green and red curves
were obtained using the elastic constants determined in this work for m− and c−
face films respectively (see Table 4.6), whereas the black curves were calculated
using the elastic constants of Ref. [37].

proximately the critical thickness from which the elastic constants of the thin
film are almost independent than those of the substrate.

Figure 4.10(b) shows the azimuthal dependence of the vSAW in a c-face sam-
ple in comparison with the results obtained from calculations. As expected, in
the c-face thin film the vSAW keeps constant for different azimuthal angles, and
its value is well reproduced by the calculations performed using the elastic con-
stants given by Ref. [37] (see Table 4.6). The azimuthal dependence of the vSAW

in the m-face is plotted in Fig. 4.10(c). For symmetry reasons, the SAWs propa-
gating on the m-face along the c-axis should have the same velocity as the SAWs
on the c-face. The comparison of Fig. 4.10(b) and (c) indicates however that this
is not fulfilled by our experimental data. This indicates that the elastic constants
are different in the m-face sample.

We have calculated a new set of elastic constants for the m-face sample in
order to fit its azimuthal vSAW dependence. In the m-face, phonons propagating
along the a-axis are strongly dependent on c66 and phonons propagating along
the c-axis are primarily determined by c44. Taking into consideration all these
facts as well as elastic constants values reported at the literature, we propose
two consistent sets of elastic constants for the InN c-face and m-face thin films,
respectively (given in Table 4.6). These sets of elastic constants for InN are the
first obtained from HRBS experiments in combination with numerical simula-
tions of the SAW propagation velocity. The calculations performed with these
revised elastic constants are shown in Fig. 4.10 for both sagittal and azimuthal
dependences, and accurately adjust the experimental results. The differences
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Table 4.6: InN elastic constants reported in the literature and the proposed values
for m- and c-face films in this work (note that c66* = (c11 − c12)/2 in hexagonal
symmetry crystals).

c11 c12 c13 c33 c44 c66*
(GPa) (GPa) (GPa) (GPa) (GPa) (GPa)

Ref. [37] 223 115 92 224 48 54
This thesis (m-face) 222.7 112.1 107.5 258 44.9 55.3
This thesis (c-face) 222.7 112.1 107.5 258 48.5 55.3

in the elastic constants between c- and m-face samples may be related to the
growth difficulties or structural defect anisotropy of InN nonpolar surfaces.

By performing a HRBS study on InN samples with different crystalline orien-
tations, and combining the experimental data with numerical simulations of the
SAW propagation velocity, a reliable set of elastic constants for InN is obtained.
This study demonstrates the power of the Brillouin spectroscopy as a technique
for determining important structural parameters such as the elastic constants.
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CHAPTER 5

Anharmonic phonon decay in InN

The harmonic approximation of the crystal Hamiltonian assumes a perfect, in-
finite crystal without any kind of impurities or defects in which phonons do not
interact. Within this simplified framework, we expect phonons to be eigenstates
of the crystal Hamiltonian, with fixed frequency and infinite lifetime.

However, real crystals are not perfect nor infinite, and a number of crys-
talline defects exist even in the highest quality samples. Therefore, phonons
in real crystals interact with other phonons and with crystalline defects, and
have a finite lifetime. All the interactions that are not accounted for in the har-
monic description of the crystal are called anharmonic interactions. The pro-
cesses through which phonons interact among them and disappear are known
as anharmonic decay processes. The knowledge of this phonon anharmonic in-
teractions and decay processes is fundamental in order to achieve a good un-
derstanding of the vibrational properties and phonon interactions with the free
carriers in a material, both of which have great impact on optoelectronic device
performance.

The anharmonic interactions of phonons result in changes in the phonon
frequencies and linewidths of their Raman peaks. Furthermore, since the
phonon decay is a temperature-dependent process, the study of the tempera-
ture dependence of the Raman peaks gives insight into the anharmonic inter-
actions and decay channels of phonons. In fact, Raman scattering measure-
ments have been extensively used to obtain information about phonon life-
times [1–3]. The temperature dependence of phonons in wurtzite AlN and GaN
has been widely studied by means of Raman scattering [4]. Concerning InN, Ra-
man scattering studies of the phonon temperature dependence were reported
by Pomeroy et al. [5] and Pu et al. [6], both of them focusing on the E high

2 and
A1(LO) phonon modes. Using a simplified model which assumes a constant
PDOS, those articles concluded that the A1(LO) mode decays asymmetrically
into a high energy and a low energy phonon, while the the E high

2 mainly decays
through a 4-phonon process, but the identification of the decay channels was
not addressed.

Phonon dynamics in InN NWs have been scarcely studied in comparison
with other semiconductor NWs. The only Raman study of the phonon tempera-
ture dependence of InN NWs was made by Song at al. [7] and the studied sam-
ples, grown by in situ nitridation of indium metal in ammonia flux, presented
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low crystalline quality. That work presented a study of the temperature depen-
dence of the E high

2 and A1(LO) phonon modes, and the found temperature be-
haviour was similar to that of the InN thin films.

In this chapter we present a detailed study of the anharmonic interactions
in InN. To this end, we carry out a temperature dependence study of all the Ra-
man modes in InN thin films. Based on the ab-initio calculations of the phonon
dispersion and density of states presented in Chapter 4, the temperature depen-
dence of the phonon linewidths and frequencies is discussed in terms of third-
and fourth-order anharmonic decay, and the lifetimes and decay channels of the
phonon modes are derived. We also measure the temperature dependences of
phonons in InN NWs to compare them with the data obtained from thin films.
Finally, the anharmonic interactions of local vibrational modes in heavily-doped
InN are studied.

5.1 Framework: Cowley’s theory of anharmonic
phonon decay

As stated above, in the harmonic approximation the lattice potential is expanded
up to quadratic terms in the atomic displacements. This approximation as-
sumes small oscillations of the ions and no phonon-phonon interactions. The
eigenstates of the harmonic Hamiltonian are phonons with a fixed frequency
and infinite lifetime. However, in real crystals phonons interact with other
phonons and have finite lifetimes. The anharmonic terms in the lattice Hamil-
tonian account for phonon processes in which certain phonons disappear (de-
cay) and others are created. The cubic anharmonic term considers the three-
phonon processes (one phonon decays into two phonons, or two phonons de-
cay into one phonon) and the quartic term accounts for the four-phonon pro-
cesses (one phonon decays into three, three merge into one, or two are replaced
by other two). All these processes conserve the energy and the total wave vector.
A schematic representation of these cubic and quartic interactions is shown in
Fig. 5.1.

The anharmonic coupling was described in the perturbation theory frame-
work by Cowley in Ref. [8]. This theory has been successfully used to describe the
anharmonic interactions in several semiconductors such as Si, Ge [9], AlAs [10],
and ZnO [3] by analysing their temperature-dependent Raman spectra. In Cow-
ley’s theory, a complex phonon self-energy is defined to evaluate the anhar-
monic renormalization of the phonon frequencies and lifetimes. The real part
of the self-energy is related to the anharmonic frequency shift, while the imagi-
nary part is related to the phonon linewidth. The formalism used to model these
contributions and their evaluation from the phonon line shape is described in
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the following sections.

Phonon self-energy

Taking into account the interaction between the harmonic eigenstates results
in a renormalization of the bare phonon energies and lifetimes that can be de-
scribed by the complex phonon self-energy

Σ(ω) =∆(ω)− iΓ(ω). (5.1)

Taking into account the cubic and quartic anharmonic terms, the imaginary
part of the self-energy can be written as

Γ(ω) = Γ0 +Γ(3)(ω)+Γ(4)(ω), (5.2)

where Γ0 is an additive contribution due to background defect scattering. This
defect-related contribution has no temperature dependence, and is expected to
be greater in the samples with poor crystalline quality.

The cubic term takes into account the decay processes through interactions
with two other phonons, and is given by [8, 9]

Γ(3)(ω) = 18π

~2

∑
q j1 j2

|V3(q j1,−q j2)|2

×
{

[n(ω1)+n(ω2)+1]δ(ω1 +ω2 −ω)

+ [n(ω2)−n(ω1)]δ(ω1 −ω2 −ω)
}

. (5.3)

Here, V3(q j1,−q j2) is the third-order coefficient in the expansion of the lattice
potential in normal coordinates, n(ω) is the Bose-Einstein occupation factor,
and ω1 and ω2 are the frequencies of the other phonons taking part of the pro-
cess. If we assume that the V3 coefficients and the Bose-Einstein factors are con-
stant over the small energy range considered, this contribution to imaginary part
of the self-energy can be written as

Γ(3)(ω) = |V +
3 |2 [

1+n(ω+
1 )+n(ω+

2 )
]
ρ+(ω)

+|V −
3 |2 [

n(ω−
2 )−n(ω−

1 )
]
ρ−(ω), (5.4)

where ρ+(ω) and ρ−(ω) are, respectively, the two-phonon density of states (2-
PDOS) for phonon sums and differences. The V +

3 and V −
3 are the effective third-

order anharmonic constants for decay into phonon sums (processes like the de-
picted in Fig. 5.1a) and decay through up-conversion processes (scheme shown
in Fig. 5.1b).
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(a) (b)
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Figure 5.1: Scheme of the possible phonon decay processes throguh three and four
phonon interactions. (a) Cubic: one phonon decays into two phonons; (b) Cubic:
two phonons merge into one (up-conversion process); (c) Quartic: One phonon
decays into three phonons; (d) Quartic: two phonons turn into other two phonons;
(e) Quartic: three phonons merge into one phonon (triple up-conversion).

Some previous Raman scattering studies have assumed a constant two-
phonon DOS to analyse the temperature dependence of the the optical phonon
linewidths, and then the imaginary part of the self-energy is simply proportional
to the Bose-Einstein factors [3, 4, 11–14]. In the expression given in Eq. (5.4), the
contribution of the Bose-Einstein factors to the imaginary part of the self-energy
is weighted by the 2-PDOS [ρ+(ω) and ρ−(ω)]. It is worth noting that the temper-
ature dependence is given by the Bose-Einstein factors. For high temperatures,
as the occupation factors are bigger, there are more anharmonic interactions
and the self-energy corrections are greater.

The contribution of quartic anharmonicity terms in the Hamiltonian was
calculated by Balkanski et al. [12]. Unfortunately, the sums over wave vectors
of the three phonons involved are mathematically intractable and the expres-
sions given in Ref. [12] are difficult to evaluate explicitly. However, we can esti-
mate the effect of the quartic anharmonicity term on the phonon self-energy by
considering that the most likely decay channels involve the decay into a zone-
center phonon and a pair of opposite wave-vector phonons at the zone edges or
at critical points of the phonon dispersion, where the phonon DOS is maximum.
Also for the sake of simplicity, we neglect the triple up-conversion (Fig.5.1e) be-
cause it is highly unlikely, and we only take into account the decay into three
phonons (corresponding to the scheme in Fig. 5.1c) and the process in which
two phonons decay into other two phonons (diagram in Fig. 5.1d).

The specific phonon combinations for phonon decay are selected for each
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phonon mode on the basis of the calculated DOS. The assumed simplification,
together with the assumption of constant fourth-order anharmonic coefficients,
reduces the quartic anharmonicity contribution to a term proportional to the
two-phonon DOS,

Γ(4)(ω) ≈ |Ṽ +
4 |2

{[
n(ω+

1 )+1
][

n(ω+
2 )+1

][
n(ω+

3 )+1
]

− n(ω+
1 )n(ω+

2 )n(ω+
3 )

}
ρ+(ω−ω+

1 )

+ |Ṽ −
4 |2

{[
n(ω−

1 )+1
][

n(ω−
2 )+1

]
n(ω−

3 )

− n(ω−
1 )n(ω−

2 )
[
n(ω−

3 )+1
]}

ρ−(ω−ω−
1 ). (5.5)

In Eq. (5.5), ω1 is the frequency of the zone-center mode considered and ω2,
ω3 are the frequencies of opposite wave-vector phonon modes satisfying energy
conservation. It should be emphasized that Ṽ4

+
, Ṽ4

−
are effective anharmonic

constants for the channel considered which include a PDOS weight factor for
the zone-center mode involved. In the present analysis, Ṽ4

+
, Ṽ4

−
should be con-

sidered as empirical adjustable parameters whose direct comparison with V +
3 ,

V −
3 is not straightforward.

Since real and imaginary parts of the phonon self-energy are related by a
Kramers-Kronig transformation, the corresponding real part of the self energy,
∆(ω), can be evaluated as

∆(ω) =− 2

π
P

∫ ∞

0

ω′

ω′2 −ω2
Γ(ω′)dω′, (5.6)

which yields a frequency-dependent renormalization of the phonon energy.

Phonon line shape

The phonon line shape is determined by both the real and imaginary terms of
the self-energy. For small self-energy corrections, the Raman peak is described
by a Lorentzian-like line shape, given by [9]

I (ω) ∝ Γ(ω)

[ω0 +∆0 +∆(ω)−ω]2 +Γ(ω)2
. (5.7)

The inspection of this expression shows that the real part of the self-energy
introduces a frequency shift, while the imaginary term leads to a peak broaden-
ing. In the case of a frequency-independent self-energy, the phonon line shape is
a Lorentzian, with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) equal to two times the
imaginary part of the self-energy. If the self-energy depends on the frequency,
the line shape can deviate from a Lorentzian line shape.
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Besides the real and imaginary parts of the self-energy, Eq. (5.7) also takes
into account the shift in frequency due to the thermal expansion of the lattice,
∆0. This contribution can be written as [15]

∆0 =−ω0γ

∫ T

0
[αc (T ′)+2αa(T ′)]dT ′, (5.8)

where αc and αa are the linear thermal expansion coefficients along directions
parallel and perpendicular to the c axis, respectively [16], and γ is the Grüneisen
parameter of the phonon mode. Note that this expression only accounts for
the frequency shift caused by a thermal expansion of the lattice of the studied
material. There exist other contributions to the frequency shift, such as native
strain of the lattice or strain caused by differential thermal expansion of the sub-
strate/film, but these are not accounted for in Eq. (5.8).

Since the temperature dependence of the phonon frequencies may be af-
fected by contributions which are difficult to calculate, throughout this chapter
we study the anharmonic decay by fitting the temperature dependence of the
phonon mode linewidths. The fitting procedure is as follows. First, we evalu-
ate the phonon frequencies and FWHM as a function of temperature by direct
determination on the line shapes numerically calculated from Eq. (5.7). The
most likely decay channels are deduced by inspection of the phonon dispersion
curves and 2-PDOS and they are taken into account to adjust the temperature
dependence of the phonon intrinsic linewidth using Eq. (5.2), (5.4) and (5.5).
Next, we take into account the instrument broadening of the peaks described in
Sec. 3.2 in order to extract the intrinsic linewidth of the phonon mode from the
measured Raman spectra and we fit the theoretical temperature dependence to
the experimental data. The fitting parameters we consider in this model are V +

3 ,
V −

3 , Ṽ4
+

, Ṽ4
−

and Γ0.
From the linewidth fitting, we obtain the values of the anharmonic poten-

tials, which are used to calculate the contribution to the frequency shift that
arises from the anharmonic interactions. This calculation is useful to discuss
other contributions to the frequency shift, such as biaxial strain.
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Figure 5.2: Two-phonon density of states for sums (ρ+) and differences (ρ−) of
opposite wave-vector phonons.

5.2 Anharmonic phonon decay in InN epilayers

In this section a complete study of the phonon decay in InN thin films is pre-
sented. Temperature-dependent Raman measurements are carried out on both
c- and m-faces and their phonon temperature dependences are studied on the
basis of the model described in Sec. 5.1.

The characteristic phonon energies of InN have a bearing on the anharmonic
interactions of phonons in this material. As presented in Section 4.1, the large
mass difference between the indium and the nitrogen ions results in a phonon
dispersion with a large energy gap between the upper-lying and lower-lying op-
tical branches. This phononic structure severely limits the possible phonon in-
teractions and, for instance, certain optical phonons cannot decay into a sum of
phonons.

In order to discuss the possible decay channels for each phonon mode, we
have plotted in Fig. 5.2 the two-phonon DOS for sums (ρ+) and differences (ρ−)
of phonons with opposite wave vectors. This is the same result presented pre-
viously in Sec. 4.1, but here we have labelled in the same figure the frequen-
cies corresponding to the optical phonon modes of InN. The inspection of this
figure gives insight into the possible 3-phonon decay channel mechanisms for
each phonon mode. The only phonons that are likely to decay through the cre-
ation of a pair of phonons are the LO modes, since for their frequencies the 2-
phonon DOS for sums (ρ+) is high. Figure 5.2 shows that at the frequencies of
all the other phonon modes, the 2-PDOS of sums is very low, and therefore the
main 3-phonon mechanisms for the decay of such phonons are up-conversion
processes. As it has been previously explained, the up-conversion decay is less
likely than the decay into sums because in that mechanism an existing phonon is
needed. As a consequence, if a phonon decays only through up-conversion pro-
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cesses, it is expected to show very small anharmonic frequency shift and broad-
ening.

Besides the 3-phonon mechanisms, we also consider 4-phonon mechanisms
as a decay channels. In general, 4-phonon mechanisms have an intrinsic lower
probability than 3-phonon mechanisms, but their role can be specially relevant
in the case of those phonons whose 3-phonon decay mechanisms are restricted
to up-conversion processes.

In this section we present Raman spectra of all the phonon modes of InN
taken at different temperatures from thin films. The temperature behaviour of
the peak linewidths is studied with the model presented in Sec. 5.1 and the decay
channels are deduced. The anharmonic contribution to the frequency shift is
subsequently calculated and other possible contributions to the frequency shift
are discussed in each case.

InN c-face and m-face epilayers

This chapter presents Raman measurements performed on c and m faces of high
quality InN epilayers. The samples were grown at 500 ◦C by plasma-assisted
molecular beam epitaxy (PAMBE).

The c-face sample was grown on a sapphire substrate, and the thickness of
the film is 550 nm. The in-plane thermal expansion coefficient at 300 K of the
InN is αa = 3.6×10−6 K−1 [17], which is a similar value to that corresponding to
sapphire αa = 4.3×10−6 K−1 [18]. Thus, the biaxial strain arising from differential
thermal expansion is expected to be small in this sample.

The m-face sample was grown on (100) γ-LiAlO2, and the film thickness is
800 nm. The in-plane thermal expansion coefficient of this substrate at 300 K is
αc = 14.9×10−6 K−1 [19], which is considerably higher than the thermal expan-
sion coefficient found in InN for a similar temperature: αc = 2.6×10−6 K−1 [17].
Then, in this sample the temperature dependence of the phonon frequencies
may be significantly affected by the differential thermal expansion of the sub-
strate.

Electrical characterization of the samples was performed by standard Hall
measurements, which showed that both samples display n-type conductiv-
ity. A free-electron density of 2.3×1018 cm−3 and a Hall mobility of µHall=1440
cm2V−1s−1 was measured in the c-face sample, while the m-face sample
showed higher free electron density (5×1019 cm−3) and lower mobility (µHall=160
cm2V−1s−1). Due to the difficulties in the growth of non-polar faces, the density
of dislocations and defects is usually higher in such samples [20], which results
in an increment of electron density and a lower electron mobility.
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The Raman temperature-dependent measurements

Measurements in several scattering configurations were performed using
backscattering geometry on samples differently oriented. The m-face sample
was used to perform measurements in the x(zz)x̄ and the x(z y)x̄ scattering con-
figurations, while the c-face sample was used to measure the Raman spectra in
the z(−−)z̄ configuration. The excitation wavelength was the 514-nm line of an
Ar+ laser and the scattered light was analysed with the experimental system de-
scribed in Sec. 3.2.

Raman spectra were obtained in the standard spectrometer mode, corre-
sponding to a spectral slit width of ≈ 2.2 cm−1 (see Table 3.2). The triple additive
configuration with 50 µm slit was used to obtain high-resolution spectra of the
E low

2 mode. To minimize Rayleigh stray light, the intermediate slits of the spec-
trometer were set to 100 µm to allow only a narrow window of ≈ 30 cm−1 around
the E low

2 frequency to reach the detector. The Raman linewidhts were studied
taking into account the Voigt profile approximation [Eq. (3.26)] and the instru-
ment broadening corresponding to each spectrometer configuration (ΓG = 2.2
cm−1 for the triple subtractive and ΓG = 0.5 cm−1 in the high-resolution triple
additive configuration).

To vary the temperature of the samples a LN2 cryostat and a Linkam high-
temperature stage described in Sec. 3.2 were used. Both sets of measurements
yield consistent results in the overlapping temperature range between 290 and
390 K.

The E low
2 mode

The full Raman spectrum of the c-face InN thin film obtained at room temper-
ature is displayed in Fig. 4.4. In that figure it can be seen that the E low

2 is the
phonon mode with the smallest frequency and the narrowest linewidth. This
mode exhibits a singular anharmonic behaviour because, due to its low fre-
quency, it cannot decay into lower-energy phonons. To study the anharmonic
decay of the E low

2 mode we have performed temperature-dependent measure-
ments of the E low

2 Raman peak in the high-resolution triple additive configura-
tion of the spectrometer. Figure 5.3(a) shows representative Raman spectra of
the E low

2 mode measured from the c-face thin film in the range of temperatures
studied. The intensity of the E low

2 Raman peak increases with temperature as ex-
pected from the increase in the occupation factor of such a low-energy phonon.
Only a small frequency shift of about 1 cm−1 over the whole temperature range
is apparent from these spectra.

By inspection of the 2-PDOS (Fig. 5.2), it can be seen that the two-phonon
sum DOS is very low at frequencies below 150 cm−1. Therefore, the E low

2 phonon
mode cannot decay into lower energy phonons. Since the 2-PDOS for phonon
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Figure 5.3: Temperature dependence of the E low
2 phonon mode in InN. (a) Repre-

sentative Raman spectra for temperatures in the 80-660 K range measured from
c-face thin film. (b) Temperature dependence of the linewidth (squares, left axis)
and the frequency (circles, right axis). The dashed line is a fit of the model dis-
cussed to the linewidth data. The dotted line shows the temperature dependence
of the frequency given by the model for the same set of parameters.

differences is relatively high at the E low
2 frequency, up-conversion processes are

the most likely decay channels for the E low
2 anharmonic decay. These pro-

cesses are 3-phonon interactions in which two phonons are annihilated and a
higher energy phonon is created. By inspection of the phonon dispersion curves
[Fig. 4.2(a)] and the phonon DOS [Fig. 4.2(b)], we identify the most likely up-
conversion channel as

E low
2 →LA(M)−TA(M) [ω(TA) = 118 cm−1, ω(LA) = 202 cm−1]

Another possible channel that would match the E low
2 frequency would be

E low
2 →LO(M)−TO(M), where ω(TO) = 498 cm−1 and ω(LO) = 579 cm−1. How-

ever, because of the high energies involved relative to kB T , the Bose-Einstein
factors for this channel are very small, and the channel can be neglected.

In Fig. 5.3(b) we plot the frequency and the FWHM after correcting for in-
strumental broadening of the E low

2 Raman peak as a function of temperature.
To analyse the FWHM temperature dependence we have used the anharmonic
decay model described in Sec. 5.1 taking into account only the difference term
in Eq. (5.4). By fitting Γ0 and V −

3 to the experimental data we obtain Γ0 = 0.5
cm−1 and |V −

3 |2 = 56 cm−2. As can be seen in Fig. 5.3(b), the model predicts a
linear increase of the FWHM with increasing temperature that fits very well the
experimental data.

Using the anharmonic coupling parameter V −
3 obtained from the FWHM fit,
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the anharmonic contribution to the temperature dependence of the E low
2 fre-

quency has been calculated and it is also plotted in Fig. 5.3(b). It is worth noting
that the calculations do not predict any measurable frequency shift as the tem-
perature is increased. As already discussed in Sec. 4.1, the InN E low

2 mode has a
negative Grüneisen parameter (see Table 4.1). In this soft mode, the lattice ther-
mal expansion induces an upward frequency shift which nearly compensates
the downward shift that results from the cubic anharmonicity. The experimen-
tal data actually show a small frequency downshift (about 1 cm−1 over the whole
temperature range studied) that can be attributed to a small temperature depen-
dent biaxial strain induced by differential thermal expansion of the lattice with
respect to the substrate.

The E high
2 mode

In previous studies of the E high
2 temperature dependence [5, 6], the experimen-

tal data were analysed using a simplified anharmonic model in which only the
variation of the Bose-Einstein coefficients was taken into account. According to
the analysis based on that model, it was concluded that the E high

2 phonon mode
decays through a generic, symmetric 4-phonon process and no specific decay
channels were identified [5, 6]. Here we study the E high

2 phonon decay using the
general model described in Sec. 5.1, which yields a more accurate description of
the E high

2 decay processes and gives insight into the most likely decay channels
involved.

As can be seen in Fig. 5.2, both the two-phonon sum and difference DOS
are very low in the region corresponding to the E high

2 frequency (489 cm−1). This
suggests that higher order processes may take place in order to mediate in the
E high

2 decay.

Representative E high
2 spectra measured from c-face thin film in the temper-

ature range studied are displayed in Fig. 5.4(a). The E high
2 Raman peak shows

a considerable broadening and downward frequency shift with increasing tem-
perature. As discussed above, this remarkable broadening cannot be accounted
for by 3-phonon interactions because of the low 2-PDOS at the E high

2 frequency.
Therefore, we consider also the quartic contribution in the model that fits the
linewidth temperature dependence. By inspection of the phonon dispersion
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Figure 5.4: Temperature dependence of the E high
2 phonon mode in InN. (a) Mea-

sured Raman spectra on c-face thin film for temperatures ranging from 80 to 660
K. (b) Temperature dependence of the linewidth (squares, left axis) and the fre-
quency (circles, right axis). The dashed line is a fit of the model discussed to the
linewidth data. The dotted line shows the temperature dependence of the fre-
quency given by the model for the same set of parameters.

curves and DOS two such decay channels can be identified:

(i) E high
2 → E low

2 (Γ)+2TO(Γ−K , M −Γ) [ω(E low
2 ) = 84 cm−1,

ω(TO) = 202 cm−1]

(ii) E high
2 → E low

2 (Γ)+TO(A−H)−TA(A−H) [ω(E low
2 ) = 84 cm−1,

ω(TO) = 495 cm−1,
ω(TA) = 91 cm−1]

By fitting Γ(ω) = Γ0+Γ(3)(ω)+Γ(4)(ω) to the experimental data points we find
that the observed temperature dependence of E high

2 FWHM is closely matched
and we obtain |V +

3 |2 = 50 cm−2, |Ṽ +
4 |2 = 170 cm−2, |Ṽ −

4 |2 = 34 cm−2 and Γ0 = 1.9
cm−1. As can be seen in Fig. 5.4(b) a very good fit to the experimental linewidths
is obtained over the whole temperature range.

The anharmonic re-normalization of the E high
2 frequency was calculated with

the parameters determined above and the resulting temperature dependence
is also plotted in Fig. 5.4(b). A good agreement is found with the experimen-
tal E high

2 frequencies obtained from the Raman measurements at low tempera-
ture, but a deviation of about 2 cm−1 is observed for higher temperatures. As for
the E low

2 mode, we attribute this deviation to the temperature dependent biaxial
strain induced by differential thermal expansion of the substrate.
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Figure 5.5: Temperature dependence of the A1(LO) phonon mode in InN. (a) Mea-
sured Raman spectra for temperatures in the 80-660 K range from c-face thin film.
(b) Temperature dependence of the linewidth (squares, left axis) and the frequency
(circles, right axis). The dashed line is a fit of the model discussed to the linewidth
data. The dotted line shows the temperature dependence of the frequency given by
the model for the same set of parameters.

The A1(LO) and E1(LO) modes

Figures 5.5(a) and 5.6(a) show, respectively, Raman spectra of the A1(LO) and
E1(LO) phonon modes recorded at different temperatures. The A1(LO) peak is
studied from measurements performed on c-face thin film, while the E1(LO) is
measured on the m-face sample. Both modes display the strongest downshift
and broadening of all Raman active modes of InN. That strong temperature de-
pendence are indicative of strong anharmonic interactions of both modes.

In order to fit the FWHM vs T data obtained from the Raman measurements
we consider the cubic anharmonicity contribution corresponding to phonon
sums, and also the quartic contribution. According to the calculated phonon
dispersion curves and 2-phonon DOS (Fig. 4.2), the most likely 3-phonon and
4-phonon channels for the A1(LO) can be identified as :

A1(LO) →TO(A−H)+TA(A−H) [ω(TO) = 500 cm−1, ω(TA) = 89 cm−1]

A1(LO) → E high
2 (Γ)+LA(M)−TA(M) [ω(E high

2 ) = 488.6 cm−1, ω(LA) = 218 cm−1,
ω(TA) = 118 cm−1]

The model has been fitted taking into account this channels, and the ob-
tained parameters are |V +

3 |2 = 600cm−2, |Ṽ −
4 |2 = 120 cm−2 and Γ0 = 2 cm−1.
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Figure 5.6: Temperature dependence of the E1(LO) phonon mode in InN. (a) Mea-
sured Raman spectra for temperatures in the 80-600 K range from m-face thin
film. (b) Temperature dependence of the linewidth (squares, left axis) and the
frequency (circles, right axis). The dashed line is a fit of the model discussed to
the linewidth data. The dotted line shows the temperature dependence of the fre-
quency given by the model for the same set of parameters.

Similarly, the decay channels for the E1(LO) can be identified to be:

E1(LO) →TO(L)+TA(L) [ω(TO) = 505 cm−1, ω(TA) = 96 cm−1]

E1(LO) → E high
2 (Γ)+LA’(M)−TA’(M) [ω(E high

2 ) = 488.6 cm−1, ω(LA’) = 202 cm−1,
ω(TA’) = 85 cm−1]

In this case, the obtained parameters are |V +
3 |2=450 cm−2, |Ṽ −

4 |2=200 cm−2

and Γ0=4.5 cm−1 for the E1(LO) mode.

The curves corresponding to the results of the FWHM fits are plotted in Fig.
5.5(b) and Fig. 5.6(b), and show very good agreement with the experimental
points. The obtained parameters indicate that the A1(LO) and E1(LO) phonon
modes mainly decay through 3-phonon mechanisms, but 4-phonon interac-
tions have also to be considered to properly describe the linewidth tempera-
ture dependence. This is in contrast with previous studies in which, based on a
simplified anharmonic model, it was concluded that the A1(LO) phonon mode
decays asymmetrically through a 3-phonon process into a high energy and a low
energy phonon [5, 6].

Concerning the frequency dependence on the temperature, the measured
downshift is much larger than the calculated shift taking into account the anhar-
monic and lattice expansion contributions [see Figures 5.5(b) and 5.6(b)]. As in
the case of the E2 modes, we suggest that the phonon frequency may be affected
by the biaxial strain. In the case of the E1(LO) mode (which has been measured
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Figure 5.7: Temperature dependence of the A1(TO) phonon mode. (a) Raman
peak for temperatures in the 80-600 K range under x(zz)x̄ configuration, mea-
sured from the m-face sample. (b) Temperature dependence of the linewidth
(squares, left axis) and the frequency (circles, right axis). The dashed line is a fit of
the model discussed to the linewidth data. The dotted line shows the temperature
dependence of the frequency given by the model for the same set of parameters.

on the m-face sample), this contribution is expected to be higher than in the
modes measured on the c-face since, as discussed before, the substrate of the
m-face sample has much higher thermal expansion coefficients than InN.

The strong frequency downshift exhibited by the experimental data sug-
gests that additional temperature-dependent mechanisms may be affecting the
phonon frequencies. The temperature dependence of the dielectric constant ε∞
and of the effective transverse charge e∗

T , which results in a temperature depen-
dent LO-TO splitting, may also contribute to the large deviation of the measured
LO frequencies to the calculated anharmonic shifts.

The A1(TO) and E1(TO) modes

The transversal optical modes have been measured from the m-face thin film
using different scattering geometries. Their temperature-dependent spectra are
plotted in Fig. 5.7(a) and Fig. 5.8(a) for the A1(TO) and the E1(TO), respec-
tively. In these figures it can be seen that both phonon peaks exhibit a significant
broadening and downward frequency shift. Due to the weak signal obtained
from the m-face sample at high temperature, the maximum temperature con-
sidered for the anharmonicity study is lower than for the other phonon modes.

Both the frequencies of the A1(TO) and E1(TO) phonon modes of InN and
their temperature dependence are very similar, which indicates that similar an-
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Figure 5.8: Temperature dependence of the E1(TO) phonon mode. (a) Measured
Raman spectra for temperatures in the 80-480 K range under x(z y)x̄ configu-
ration from the m-face sample. (b) Temperature dependence of the linewidth
(squares, left axis) and the frequency (circles, right axis). The dashed line is a fit of
the model discussed to the linewidth data. The dotted line shows the temperature
dependence of the frequency given by the model for the same set of parameters.

harmonic interactions take place for both phonon modes. In fact, both the
A1(TO) and the E1(TO) frequencies lie in a two-phonon difference DOS plateau,
whereas the two-phonon sum DOS is almost zero in the same region (Fig. 5.2).
This indicates that up-conversion processes are the only 3-phonon mechanisms
which can take place in the decay of these modes. However, the temperature
dependence of the linewidth of both the A1(TO) and E1(TO) phonon modes ex-
hibits a strong non-linear behaviour, which indicates that higher order processes
may take place. Therefore, we have taken into account the cubic difference term
and also a quartic term in the modelling of the linewidth temperature depen-
dence. The inspection of the phonon dispersion curves and DOS (Fig. 4.2) al-
lows us to identify the most likely channels. For the A1(TO) we consider:

A1(TO) → TO(M)−TA(M) [ω(TO) = 523 cm−1, ω(TA) = 80 cm−1]
(i) A1(TO) → E low

2 (Γ)+LO(M)−LA(M) [ω(E low
2 ) = 84 cm−1, ω(LO) = 570 cm−1,

ω(LA) = 204 cm−1]
(ii) A1(TO) → B low(Γ)+2TA(M) [ω(B low) = 224 cm−1, ω(TA) = 113 cm−1]

The parameters obtained from the fit are |V −
3 |2 = 100 cm−2, |Ṽ −,(i )

4 |2 = 100

cm−2, |Ṽ +,(i i )
4 |2 = 50 cm−2 and Γ0 = 4 cm−1.

For the E1(TO) phonon mode, the examination of the phonon DOS indicates
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that the most suitable 4-phonon processes are:

E1(TO) → LO(L)−TA(L) [ω(LO) = 581 cm−1, ω(TA) = 106 cm−1]
(i) E1(TO) → E low

2 (Γ)+TO(M)−TA(M) [ω(E low
2 ) = 84 cm−1,ω(TO) = 541 cm−1,

ω(TA) = 150 cm−1]
(ii) E1(TO) → B low(Γ)+2TA(K −M) [ω(B low) = 224 cm−1, ω(TA) = 126 cm−1]

The parameters obtained by the fit are |V −
3 |2 = 20 cm−2, |Ṽ −,(i )

4 |2 = 39 cm−2,

|Ṽ +,(i i )
4 |2 = 60 cm−2 and Γ0 = 1.9 cm−1. Fig. 5.7(b) and Fig. 5.8(b) show the curves

resulting from the fits of the A1(TO) and the E1(TO) FWHM, respectively. As
can be seen in these figures, the calculated linewidth temperature dependences
exhibit very good agreement with the experimental data.

The temperature frequency shift of the A1(TO) and E1(TO) modes corre-
sponding to the anharmonic coupling parameters determined from the FWHM
fits are also plotted in Fig. 5.7(b) and Fig. 5.8(b), respectively. In both cases,
when the temperature increases, the experimental data show a higher frequency
shift than that expected from the anharmonicity calculations. As for previous
modes, we suggest differential thermal expansion of the substrate as the reason
for this deviation. Both the A1(TO) and the E1(TO) Raman spectra were obtained
from the m-face sample grown on (100) γ-LiAlO2. As the thermal expansion
coefficient of the substrate is much higher than that of the InN, an additional
temperature-dependent frequency downshift is expected because of the tensile
biaxial strain induced by the differential thermal expansion, which may explain
the discrepancy between the calculated and the measured frequency shift in the
m-face samples.

Throughout this section, the temperature dependence of the InN phonon
linewidths has been studied using an anharmonic model which considers the
contribution of 3-phonon and 4-phonon processes. This model gives an accu-
rate description of the temperature dependence of the phonon linewidth for all
the modes. From the anharmonic coupling parameters, determined from the
model fits to the FWHM, we have calculated the the anharmonic contribution to
the frequency downshift. We have seen that the measured frequency downshift
in the case of the E2 modes is well accounted for by the anharmonic frequency
renormalization. For the other modes, the measured frequencies show a fre-
quency downshift much higher than that predicted by the anharmonic calcula-
tion. In the case of the modes measured from the m-face sample, this difference
may be due to the biaxial strain arising from the thermal mismatch between the
lattice and the substrate. For the LO modes, an additional temperature depen-
dence of the LO-TO splitting may contribute to the frequency downshift.
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Figure 5.9: Raman spectra of InN NWs taken at different temperatures. Note that
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the text.

5.3 Anharmonic decay in InN nanowires

In the previous section the phonon anharmonic decay in InN thin films has been
analysed. In this section we address the phonon anharmonic decay in InN NWs,
whose crystalline structure is expected to present a reduced defect density and
less strain than heteroepitaxially-grown thin films. As described in Sec. 4.2.1.4,
a difficulty in studying nanostructures with Raman spectroscopy is that a well-
defined scattering configuration cannot be selected and then Raman selection
rules cannot be used to separate the different phonon modes. In addition, in
uniaxial polar crystals, for phonon propagation directions out of the optical axis
a mixing of different symmetry modes occurs, giving rise to quasi-LO and quasi-
TO modes which display an angular dispersion of their frequencies.

InN NWs

The studied InN NWs were catalyst-free grown by plasma-assisted MBE
(PAMBE) under N-rich conditions on Si (111) substrates [21]. They have diam-
eters between 30 and 110 nm and lengths up to 1µm. The nanowires are single
crystalline with the c-axis parallel to the wire and the point defects and stacking
faults are mainly at the base of the wires. They exhibit a small tilt of the wire axis
relative to the surface normal of the substrate.
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Figure 5.10: Temperature dependence of the E low
2 . Phonon mode linewidth (a) and

frequency (b) measured in InN nanowires and thin films are compared. The lines
are the fits to the linewidth data and the frequency shift predicted by the model.

Temperature-dependent measurements

The Raman spectra were obtained in near-backscattering geometry on the as-
grown samples and are shown in Fig. 5.9. The slit widths and spectrometer con-
figurations were the same as for thin films.

The spectra exhibit three InN peaks, corresponding to the E low
2 , E high

2 and
E1(LO) phonon modes, superimposed to the Si substrate signal. It is worth not-
ing that the E low

2 frequency remains nearly constant with increasing tempera-

ture, while the E high
2 and the E1(LO) phonon modes exhibit a considerable fre-

quency shift and peak broadening.
The temperature dependence of each phonon mode is studied here follow-

ing the same scheme as for InN thin films. For each mode, we compare the
temperature dependence of the phonon linewidth with that obtained from thin
films in order to contrast the similar decay channels in both structures. We also
compare the frequency temperature dependences measured from NWs with
those of thin films.

Linewidth temperature dependence and decay channels

The temperature dependence of the E low
2 , E high

2 and E1(LO) phonon modes are
shown in Fig. 5.10(a), Fig. 5.11(a) and Fig. 5.12(a), respectively, in comparison
with the data obtained from thin films. It can be seen that for all the phonon
modes the linewidths measured from nanowires are significantly lower than
those obtained from thin films, but the dependence that they exhibit with in-
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2 . Phonon mode linewidth (a)
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Table 5.1: Background impurity broadening parameter (Γ0) used to fit the FWHH
temperature dependence and phonon linewidths (Γ) of the E2 and E1(LO) modes
in InN NWs at 80 K in comparison with those of InN thin films. All the values are
given in cm−1 units.

Γ Γ Γ0 Γ0

NWs Thin films. NWs Thin films
E low

2 0.053 0.6 0.05 0.5

E high
2 1.13 2.6 0.35 1.9

E1(LO) 5.81 7.5 2.95 4.5

creasing temperature is very similar. Indeed, by changing the constant param-
eter Γ0, the temperature-dependence of the phonon linewidth measured from
NWs can be adjusted with the anharmonic parameters derived from the analy-
sis performed on the thin films phonon modes. This indicates that the phonon
decay channels deduced in the case of InN thin films are also valid for InN NWs.

The temperature-independent Γ0 parameter accounts for the background
impurity contribution to the phonon broadening. The values used to fit the data
from nanowires are much lower than those used to fit the thin-film data (see
Table 5.1). Since this term is related with defects and impurities of the lattice
structure, the lower value of Γ0 in all the phonon modes confirms that the stud-
ied nanowires have lower defect concentration and better crystalline structure
than the c-face and m-face thin films.
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Figure 5.12: Temperature dependence of the E1(LO) phonon mode linewidth (a)
and frequency (b) measured in InN nanowires and thin films. The lines are the fits
to the linewidth data and the frequency shift predicted by the model.

Frequency temperature dependence: NWs vs. thin films

The frequency temperature dependence of the E low
2 is plotted in Fig. 5.10(b) in

comparison with that measured from thin films. It can be seen that in both cases
the E low

2 frequency changes very little within the studied temperature range. As
discussed in the previous section, this is a consequence of the soft-mode nature
of the E low

2 mode, as the frequency shift associated with the thermal expansion
of the lattice has an opposite sign and nearly compensates the anharmonic shift.

From the comparison between both datasets, and considering the NWs to
be nearly strain-free, we can extract information about the strain in the thin film
sample. Since the c-face thin film is biaxially strained, the E low

2 frequency in
the thin film is lower than in the NWs. Following the analysis of Ref. [22], from
the observed frequency shift ∆ω= [2a −bν/(1−ν)]εa and the hydrostatic linear
pressure coefficient ∂ω/∂P = −2a(S11 + S12 +S13 +b(2S13 +S33)) we can derive
the deformation potentials a, b for the E low

2 mode. Using the hydrostatic linear
pressure coefficient ∂ω/∂P = −0.44 cm−1 GPa−1 [23], the Poisson ratio ν = 0.21
and the compliance tensor components given in Ref. [24], we find a =−711 cm−1

and b = 387 cm−1.

Fig. 5.11(b) shows the temperature dependence of the E high
2 frequency in

comparison with that measured for thin films. The E high
2 frequency measured

in the NWs at room temperature is close to the strain-free frequency estimated
in Ref. [25] and about 2.5 cm−1 lower than the frequency shown by the same
phonon mode measured in the c-face sample at the same temperature. This
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shift is constant over all the temperature range, and indicates the presence of
residual strain in the thin films.

The agreement between the calculated curves and the measured data is less
satisfactory in the case of the E1(LO) mode frequency. Figure 5.12(b) shows the
temperature dependence of the E1(LO) frequency measured in nanowires and
in an m-face epilayer grown on a γ-LiAlO2 substrate. In the previous section,
the strong frequency downshift with increasing temperature measured in the m-
face thin film was tentatively attributed to the combined effect of a temperature-
dependent biaxial strain induced by the large thermal mismatch with the sub-
strate and of a possible decrease of the dielectric constant, and hence of the
LO-TO splitting, with increasing temperature. Here we see that, although the
E1(LO) frequency downshift observed in the NWs is still higher than predicted
by the calculations, it is less pronounced than in the m-face epilayer. From this
result, we can extract two conclusions. First, this indicates that effectively the
LO-TO splitting temperature dependence may have a significant impact on the
observed frequency shift. Second, this result corroborates that the temperature-
dependent biaxial strain plays a significant role in the E1(LO) frequency down-
shift observed in the m-face epilayer. This suggests that the reduction of the LO-
TO splitting with increasing temperature may indeed play a major role in the
large frequency downshift observed in the relatively unstrained NWs, and con-
firms that in the case of thin films the additional contribution of the differential
thermal expansion must be taken into account.

These results confirm that the phonon dynamics are not substantially
changed in the studied NWs, but the reduced defect density affects the phonon
linewidths and frequencies.
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5.4 Phonon lifetimes of InN thin films and NWs

The phonon lifetime τ can be evaluated from the Raman linewidth via the
energy-time uncertainty relation [2],

1

τ
= Γ

~
, (5.9)

where Γ is the intrinsic phonon linewidth (after correcting for the spectrom-
eter broadening) and ~ is the Planck’s constant. As shown throughout this chap-
ter, the Raman peaks measured in NWs are narrower than their counterparts
in thin films and therefore the phonon lifetimes of all the studied modes are
longer in NWs than in thin films. Since we have found the same temperature-
dependent phonon anharmonic decay both in NWs and thin films, the lifetime
difference must be accounted for by another limiting mechanism.

There are mainly two mechanisms which limit phonon lifetime: (i) anhar-
monic decay of the phonon, with a characteristic decay time τA, and (ii) pertur-
bation of the translational symmetry of the crystal by the presence of impurities
and defects, with a characteristic decay time τI . The phonon lifetime deduced
from our Raman measurements can be decomposed as

1

τ
= 1

τA
+ 1

τI
. (5.10)

It is difficult to separate the contribution of both mechanisms, but we can
obtain an estimation of the characteristic decay time associated with impurities
from the values of the Γ0 parameter provided by the temperature dependence
FWHM fits,

1

τI
= Γ0

~
. (5.11)

In Table 5.2 we list the lifetimes for the InN phonons at 80 K and room tem-
perature, as well as the estimated impurity-related contribution for both thin
films and NWs. The E low

2 phonon mode exhibits a remarkably high lifetime (8.8
ps at 80 K). This value is however still one order of magnitude lower than that
reported for the E low

2 in ZnO [26, 27]. From our values of Γ and Γ0 it is deduced
that the impurity effects are the main contribution limiting the lifetime of this
mode, which indicates that longer lifetimes can be obtained if sample quality is
improved.

In fact, as the intrinsic phonon lifetime is related to the decay probability
through the possible decay channels, the E low

2 phonon mode has a long in-
trinsic lifetime, because its only available decay channel is a low-probability
up-conversion process. In contrast, the shortest lifetimes are those of the
LO phonon modes, whose main decay channels are the decay into a pair
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Table 5.2: Phonon lifetimes of all the studied phonon modes of InN at 80 K and
room temperature for both thin films and NWs The characteristic decay time as-
sociated with impurities τI is estimated from the background broadening param-
eter Γ0 used to fit the FWHM temperature dependence.

T = 80 K Room temperature
Phonon Γ τ Γ τ Γ0 τI

mode cm−1 10−12 s cm−1 10−12 s cm−1 10−12 s
E low

2 0.6 8.8 0.69 7.7 0.5 10.6

E high
2 2.6 2.05 4.2 1.3 1.9 2.8

Thin A1(LO) 4.5 1.18 8.0 0.66 1.1 4.8
films E1(LO) 7.5 0.71 11.7 0.45 3.1 1.7

A1(TO) 4.2 1.3 6.4 0.83 4 1.3
E1(TO) 2.6 2.0 3.7 1.43 1.9 2.8
E low

2 0.053 101 0.3 17.7 0.05 106

NWs E high
2 1.13 4.69 2.5 2.1 0.35 15

E1(LO) 5.81 0.91 8.8 0.6 2.95 1.8

of phonons. These 3-phonon processes leading to decay into lower energy
phonons have a higher probability and therefore are more efficient in limiting
the phonon lifetime.

From Table 5.2, it can be seen that the phonon modes measured from the
m-face layer have, on average, a shorter lifetime than those measured from the
c-face thin film. Regarding the values of the impurity-related parameter Γ0, the
results shown in Table 5.2 indicate that phonon lifetime is limited by the crys-
talline quality of the sample, which is poorer in the m-face sample, as deduced
from the electrical measurements presented in Sec. 5.2. Much longer lifetimes
are measured from the NWs samples, which is a clear evidence of the improved
crystalline quality achieved in these nanostructures.
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Figure 5.13: Raman spectra of a heavily-doped InN:Mg in the spectral region of
Mg-H complexes. Lower-frequency and higher-frequency peaks are labelled as LF
and HF, respectively. and Spectra taken at T = 80K and obtained with the stan-
dard spectrometer mode using parallel and crossed polarizations.

5.5 Anharmonic broadening of LVMs in heavily-
doped InN

Apart from lattice phonons, other vibrational excitations such as local vibra-
tional modes (LVM) may exist in the material and also have their characteris-
tic lifetimes. An introduction to the origin of the LVM was given in Sec. 4.2.3.
Here we study the anharmonic broadening of LVMs involving H complexes in
heavily-doped InN:Mg layers. These modes have frequencies much higher than
the lattice phonons, and therefore anharmonic decay into lattice phonons is un-
likely.

We study heavily-doped InN:Mg layers, which were grown by PAMBE on sap-
phire substrates with a GaN buffer layer. A thin undoped InN interlayer was
grown at low temperature. After that, Mg-doped InN was grown under slightly
In-rich conditions. Secondary ion mass spectometry measurements yield a Mg
concentration in the doped layer of 2.3 × 1020 cm−3. The Raman spectra ob-
tained in backscattering geometry are shown in Fig. 5.13 for parallel and crossed
polarizations, and in both spectra two peaks at 2194 cm−1 and 2231 cm−1 are de-
tected.

By analogy with previous results and calculations on GaN:Mg [28], and as-
suming that the frequency of the H vibrations against interstitial impurities do
not depend strongly on the host lattice, these peaks are attributed to Mgi H2 or
MgIn-N-Ini -H2 defect complexes. As can be seen in Fig. 5.14, Mgi H2 consists in
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Figure 5.14: Schematic representation of the acceptor-hydrogen complexes.

a interstitial ion of magnesium with the two H atoms along the c axis, while the
MgIn-N-Ini -H2 consist in a substitutional Mg-atom and a shorter Ini -H bond,
which is slightly off c direction. As can be seen in the spectra plotted in Fig. 5.13,
both peaks are still clearly detected in crossed polarization, albeit their intensity
is lower. The observation of both LVM peaks in crossed polarization suggests
that they may arise from the A’ stretching modes of the substitutional-interstitial
complex (Cs symmetry), which are allowed both in parallel and crossed polariza-
tions, or from a misalignment of the Mgi H2 complex that would reduce its C3ν

symmetry.

We have studied the temperature dependence of these LVMs in the 80-500 K
range. The reproducibility of the measurements was checked by consecutively
sweeping up and down the temperature to rule out the possibility of hydrogen
desorption or thermal instability of the Mg-H complexes. The obtained spectra
are displayed in Fig. 5.15. It can be seen that for temperatures higher than 520
K the signal is too poor to extract the frequency or linewidth of the peaks. We
have analysed the temperature dependence of the frequency and the linewidth
of both peaks, and the data obtained are plotted in Fig. 5.16. Both modes exhibit
a significant linewidth broadening over the studied temperature range, which
suggests that their lifetimes are limited by anharmonic interactions. However,
as stated above, their decay into lattice phonons is unlikely because energy con-
servation would require a very high order decay channel. Therefore, other mech-
anisms must take part in the determination of the finite lifetime of these modes.

The higher frequency peak (HF) shows a progressive frequency downshift
and broadening with increasing temperature. Since decay into lattice phonons
is unlikely. We propose dephasing by quasi-elastic acoustic-phonon scatter-
ing to be the mechanism accounting for the anharmonic broadening of this
mode [29]. This anharmonic broadening mechanism is based on the interaction
of the LVMs with thermally-populated acoustic lattice phonons, which leads to
the dephasing of the excited LVM. In the Debye approximation of the acous-
tic branches, the temperature-dependent corrections to the LVM linewidth and
frequencies are described by [30, 31]
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Γ(T ) = Γ0 + A

(
T

ΘC

)7
ΘC /T∫

0

x6ex

(ex −1)2
d x, (5.12)

ω(T ) =ω0 −B

(
T

ΘC

)4
ΘC /T∫

0

x3

(ex −1)
d x. (5.13)

In these equations kBΘC is the Debye cutoff energy, which takes into account
that only the low-energy acoustic branches interact with the LVM. The linewidth
and frequency temperature dependences given by Eqs. (5.12) and (5.13) have
been found to fit well the experimental data for Γ0 = 4.6 cm−1, ΘC = 560 K,
A = 64 cm−1. The calculated curves are plotted in Fig. 5.16 together with the
experimental points obtained from the Raman measurements.

The temperature dependence of the frequency and FWHM of the lower fre-
quency mode (LF) is plotted in Fig. 5.16. The frequency of this mode shows
an unexpected temperature behaviour. For low temperatures it displays a fre-
quency decrease, but for T & 350 K the trend is reversed and its frequency in-
creases with temperature. This behaviour cannot be accounted for by the quasi-
elastic acoustic phonon scattering dephasing. Another mechanism should be
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Figure 5.16: Temperature dependence of the Mg-H local vibrational modes in
heavily-doped Mg:InN. The upper and lower panel show the linewidth and fre-
quency temperature dependence, respectively. In both panels, red squares corre-
spond to data from the higher frequency LVM and green triangles to the lower
frequancy LVM. Lines are the calculations described in the text.

involved in the anharmonic behaviour of this mode. We propose that anhar-
monic exchange-coupling to a lower frequency mode (ω0) of the whole impurity
complex may yield the additional frequency shift [31]. This mechanism is based
on the perturbation of the LVM vibration due to a lower-frequency mode (for in-
stance, a frustrated rotation of the impurity molecular unit). As a consequence
of such a perturbation, a further dephasing of the LVM takes place, which results
in an additional contribution to the temperature dependence. In the framework
of this exchange-coupling model, the contributions to the temperature depen-
dence of the phonon frequency and linewidth are given by [32]

Γ(T ) = Γ0 +2η
δω2

δω2 +η2
e−~ω0/kB T , (5.14)

ω(T ) =ω0 +δω
η2

δω2 +η2
e−~ω0/kB T . (5.15)

In these equationsδω is the coupling strength, and η is damping of the lower-
frequency mode ω0. The linewidth and frequency temperature dependence of
the lower LVM have been found to fit well the experimental data by taking into
account both the quasi-elastic acoustic-phonon scattering and the exchange-
coupling model with a lower frequency mode ω0. The parameters that fit the
data are Γ0 = cm−1, ΘC = 560 K, A = 26 cm−1, B = 78 cm−1, ω0 = 629 cm−1,
δω0 = 129 cm−1, η = 224 cm−1. In these calculations we have considered a fre-
quency for the lower frequency mode ω0 that is higher than the lattice phonon
frequencies. This frequency could correspond to an hypothetical mode related
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to frustrated rotations/translations of the whole impurity complex or to a wag
mode of the H atom in these complexes. As can be seen in Fig. 5.16, both the
frequency and linewidth of the observed LVMs as a function of temperature are
well reproduced by the empirical model described, which is based on quasi-
elastic acoustic-phonon scattering and contains an anharmonic exchange cou-
pling contribution in the case of the lower frequency mode.

Throughout this chapter we have presented the temperature dependence of
the InN phonon modes measured from thin films and NWs. We have been able
to model the temperature dependence of the FWHH of all the vibrational modes
using the anharmonic model proposed, and we have deduced the decay mech-
anisms for the lattice phonons and H related LVMs. The results presented in this
chapter provide a comprehensive picture of the lattice dynamics and phonon
interactions in the InN compound.
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CHAPTER 6

Resonant Raman scattering in InN
and InGaN

As has been introduced in Sec. 3.1.3, when the excitation energy is close to elec-
tronic resonances of the material, resonant mechanisms are involved in the Ra-
man scattering process. This results in an intensity enhancement of the Raman
spectra [1]. Resonant Raman scattering has been reported for a range of materi-
als, such as GaAs [2] or ZnO [3], and the analysis of the Raman resonant profiles
has been used to study the electronic structure of the material and the exciton-
phonon interaction mechanisms. More recently, resonant Raman spectroscopy
is being widely used for studying graphite and carbon nanotubes [4, 5]. In polar
semiconductor compounds, one of the most salient consequences of the res-
onant Raman scattering is the further enhancement of the LO phonon inten-
sity, which takes place via Fröhlich interaction [6]. This scattering mechanism is
strongly enhanced when the excitation energy is close to electronic resonances,
and it is intensified by the presence of charged impurities, as will be explained
in this chapter.

For the III-nitrides, although the electron-phonon coupling strength is small,
the measurement of the Raman spectra under resonant conditions results in an
increase of the overall Raman signal that allows one to measure weak features
of the spectra and also to study the electronic structure of the material. Sev-
eral studies have been reported on Resonant Raman and Fröhlich interaction in
GaN [7, 8] and InN [9]. In the case of InN, however, it was experimentally ob-
served that the frequency of the LO modes change when the Raman spectrum is
excited using different wavelengths, both in epilayers [10–12] and in NWs [13].
These frequency shifts cannot be explained by the standard two-band or three-
band Fröhlich scattering mechanisms, which suggests that another mechanism
is mediating the LO scattering. A systematic study of the excitation wavelength
dependence performed by Davydov et al. on InN thin films showed that the
frequency shift of the LO modes is due to the dominance of Martin’s double res-
onance mechanism [11]. The occurrence of this mechanism relies on the elec-
tronic structure of InN and the presence of native defects. Since the NWs are
grown with less defects and impurities than the layers, the role of the Raman
double resonant mechanism needs to be assessed in InN NWs. In Sec. 6.2 we
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present a study of the mechanisms accounting for the LO scattering in InN NWs,
in comparison with the results obtained from thin films.

When the excitation energy is well above the electronic band-gap of the ma-
terial, higher order multiphonon scattering is strongly enhanced by impurity-
induced Fröhlich interaction [14]. This condition is met in InGaN alloys with
increasing In composition. In Sec. 6.3, we study the multiphonon scattering
in InGaN alloys with different compositions. Moreover, in order to investigate
the role of the defects on the scattering efficiency, we carry out Raman mea-
surements of the multiphonons in He+-implanted samples. The study of the
InGaN implanted samples is of great interest, since InGaN alloys have generated
a growing attention because their band gap can be tuned to cover the full solar
spectrum. Furthermore, and they show a remarkable resistance to irradiation,
which makes them suitable for outer space solar cells. For this reason is espe-
cially interesting to study the Raman spectra of implanted InGaN alloys and to
extract information about the crystallinity of the samples after implantation and
their resistance to the irradiation.

6.1 Framework: Resonance effects on the Raman
spectra

Following the description of the Raman scattering outlined in Sec. 3.1.3, when
the excitation energy coincides with a direct electronic transition of the material,
the term corresponding to the electron-photon interaction [Eq. (3.21)] increases
dramatically and therefore the overall probability of the scattering process given
by Eq. (3.18) is enhanced. This enhancement of the Raman cross section near
electronic resonances is known as resonant Raman scattering. The key differ-
ence between non-resonant and resonant Raman scattering processes is that the
electron-hole pairs that mediate the process are real in resonant Raman scatter-
ing [6].

As already presented in Sec. 3.1.3, the Fröhlich mechanism is an electron-
phonon interaction mechanism that is based on the Coulomb interaction exist-
ing between the electron-hole pairs and the macroscopic electric field associ-
ated with the LO phonons in polar materials. The Raman tensor of the Fröhlich
mechanism is diagonal, which implies that Fröhlich scattering by LO phonons
takes place in backscattering configuration when the incident and the scattered
photon polarization have the same direction. The enhancement of the Fröhlich
cross section under resonant conditions may therefore allow the detection of the
LO modes in parallel configuration, regardless whether they are dipole-allowed
or dipole-forbidden.

In Fig. 6.1 GaN spectra obtained using visible excitation compared to spec-
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Figure 6.1: GaN spectra obtained in the z(xx)z (a) and the x(y y)x (b) scattering
configurations from a thick GaN sample. Dotted spectra were obtained with the
514-nm excitation wavelength, while the continuous lines are the spectra excited
with the 325-nm wavelength. Vertical shift has been added for clarity.

tra excited with UV light are shown. Two scattering configurations have been
obtained by performing backscattering measurements on different faces of a
thick GaN sample. The spectra obtained with the 514-nm excitation light show
the peaks corresponding to dipole-allowed modes, according to the wurtzite se-
lection rules given in Chapter 4. The spectra obtained with the UV excitation
light from the same sample exhibit a more intense baseline due to the photo-
luminescence signal, which masks most of the signal arising from the Raman
scattering of the E high

2 and A1(TO) phonon modes. Moreover, for GaN the Ra-
man signal is less intense under UV excitation because the UV light is under
absorption regime of the GaN, and then the scattering volume is smaller. De-
spite these facts, in both scattering configurations a strong signal is detected
from the A1(LO) and E1(LO) phonon modes in the z(xx)z and x(y y)x scatter-
ing configurations, respectively. These modes are detected via resonant Fröhlich
mechanism, which leads to an intensity enhancement when excited with the UV
excitation source because of the proximity to the GaN bandgap energy.

6.1.1 Impurity-induced Fröhlich mechanism

Figure 6.1 show resonant Raman spectra in which an enhancement of the first-
order Fröhlich mechanism is observed by exciting with an energy close to the
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Figure 6.2: Spectra of heavily Mg-doped InN layers (continuous line) compared
to those of undoped InN layers (dotted lines), taken in the z(xx)z and z(x y)z as
indicated in the figure. The spectra were excited using the 514-nm excitation line
of an argon laser.

direct band gap. Another interesting property of the intra-band Fröhlich inter-
action is that it is strongly enhanced by the interaction with charged impurities.
This is the so-called impurity-induced Fröhlich mechanism.

The impurity-induced Fröhlich mechanism consists in a double scattering of
the intermediate electron or hole. It is scattered by a charged impurity and also
by a phonon or elementary excitation. The main consequence of this double
scattering process is that it allows the scattering by non zone-center phonons,
since the wave-vector transfer associated with the charged impurity scattering
allows the wave-vector conservation rule to be fulfilled in the overall scattering
process [15].

An example of the impurity-enhanced Fröhlich scattering is given in Fig. 6.2,
in which the spectra of undoped InN layers are compared with those of heavily
Mg-doped InN layers. It can be seen in this figure that the signal arising from
the E high

2 phonon mode is similar in the spectra acquired from both samples,
while the signal arising from the LO modes exhibits an strong enhancement and
broadening in the spectra acquired from the heavily Mg-doped InN layer. As we
will discuss throughout the following sections, the LO modes in InN are scattered
through the Martin’s double resonant mechanism, a second-order process that
contains a Fröhlich interaction. The differences existing between the spectra of
the as-grown and the heavily doped samples shown in Fig. 6.2 can be explained
taking into account that the impurity-induced Fröhlich mechanism allows scat-
tering by q 6= 0 phonons. This fact leads to wider Raman peaks and allows the
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Figure 6.3: Scheme of the mechanism: 1 For a par-
ticular excitation energy, a real electron-hole pair
with a wave vector k is created (i→a) 2 The electron
is elastically scattered due to impurities to another
real state with wave vector −k (a→b) 3 An optical
phonon with wave vector q = 2k scatters back the
electron to a less energetic state (b→c) 4 The elec-
tron recombines emitting a photon (c→i)

detection of phonons in dipole-forbidden scattering geometries [16].

6.1.2 Martin’s double resonance

The Martin’s double-resonance mechanism is a second-order transition which
involves two real electronic states. For an specific excitation energy, a real
electron-hole pair is created. The electron (hole) is elastically scattered to an-
other real state by Coulomb interaction with ionized impurities. An optical
phonon exists that scatters back the electron (hole) to a less energetic state by
Fröhlich interaction, and finally the electron and the hole recombine emitting
the scattered photon. An illustrative scheme of the complete mechanism is
shown in Fig. 6.3. Even though this double-resonance mechanism is a second-
order process, the resonant behaviour of Fröhlich and Coulomb intra-band tran-
sitions give rise to a substantial enhancement of the peak intensity.

This effect can occur in semiconductors which have a deep, isolated conduc-
tion band minimum at Γ, allowing direct transitions from valence to conduction
band to take place for a wide energy range. Also, a significant density of charged
impurity centres is needed, since they play a key role in the Coulomb interac-
tion.

The Raman scattering from LO phonons due to double resonance mech-
anism can be described in fourth order in perturbation theory [11, 12]. The
scattering probability contains two electromagnetic interactions (HeR ), the
Coulomb interaction with the impurity (Hi ) and the Fröhlich interaction (H F

ep ),
and is given by

P M
ph(ωs) ∝Σn,n′

〈i |HeR (ωs)|n〉〈n|H F
ep |n′〉〈n′|Hi |n′′〉〈n′′|HeR (ωi )|i 〉

[~ωi − (En −Ei )][~ωs − (En′ −Ei )][~ωs − (En′′ −Ei )]
, (6.1)

where we have used the same notation as in Sec. 3.1.3 for denoting the incident,
scattered and intermediate states and energies.
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For excitation energies close to electronic interband transitions, the denom-
inators of Eq. (6.1) can take zero value and therefore yield a resonant behaviour
[11]. Following the results given in Ref. [12], the photon wave-vector magnitudes
can be neglected. Then, by considering the energy conservation laws at electro-
magnetic transitions, the scattering probability can be written as

P M
ph(q,ω) ∝

[
2µvc (me +mh)

4π2~2q

]
2µ

~
(
k i

eh +k s
eh

)
×

 k i
eh(

k i
eh

)2 −q2/4− iµγ/~
+ k s

eh(
k s

eh

)2 −q2/4− iµγ/~

 . (6.2)

This corresponds to the scattering amplitude due to real absorption and

emission. In this equation vc is the volume of the primitive cell and µ = m∗
e m∗

h
m∗

e +m∗
h

is the reduced effective mass. The uncertainty of these values is given by the
broadening of the eh intermediate states γ= 1/τ, where τ is the relaxation time
of these intermediate states. We have considered the exciton wave vectors k i

eh
and k s

eh resulting from a real photon absorption or emission, which can be de-

scribed as k i
eh =

√
2µ(~ωi −Eg )/~2 and k s

eh =
√

2µ(~ωs −Eg )/~2.
The probability given by Eq. (6.2) has maximum values for phonon wave

vectors that are twice the value of the exciton wave vector, for which the denom-
inators approach zero. Therefore, taking into account that the electron-hole pair
wave vector keh is uniquelly determined by the electron dispersion curves and
the excitation energy, and also that the dominant wave vector of the scattered
phonon is q = 2keh , the wave vector of the scattered phonon can be deduced
from the excitation energy. This is an important result since it allows one to
identify the wave vector of the scattered phonon and relates it to the frequency
measured by Raman scattering [12, 17]. Therefore, by carring out Raman scat-
tering measurements with different excitation wavelengths and analyzing the
excitation wavelength dependence of the Raman peak frequency of the longitu-
dinal modes, the wave-vector dispersion of these modes near zone-center can
be obtained provided that Martin’s double resonance plays a dominant role in
the scattering process.

6.1.3 Cascade multiphonon scattering

High-order multiphonon scattering is in general an extremely weak process,
since it involves the scattering of excitons by n phonons simultaneously or a
sequential one-phonon scattering n times. Due to the usually small electron-
phonon coupling strength, the probability of the high-order Raman processes
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Figure 6.4: Scheme of the cascade multiphonon
scattering mechanism: 1 Incident photon is ab-
sorbed by an exciton 2 Exciton relaxes into lower
energy states with successive emission of LO
phonons 3 Electron-hole pair recombine radia-
tively and the scattered photon is emitted.

is generally very small. Here we describe a resonant mechanism that allows the
detection of high-order LO overtones, the so-called cascade mechanism.

The cascade model was first proposed by Martin in Ref. [18], and consists
in the absorption of the incident photon by an exciton that relaxes into lower
energy states with successive emission of LO phonons, and finally recombines
radiatively with the emission of the scattered photon. A scheme of the mecha-
nism is shown in Fig. 6.4.

The scattering probability for the nth-order LO multiphonon Raman scatter-
ing can be written as [19]

P n
ph ∝α

(
τrel

Γ1(K1)

)
...

(
τrel

Γ1(Kn−2)

)(
τrad

Γ1(Kn−1)

)
, (6.3)

where α is the absorption coefficient for the LO-assisted creation of excitons,
Γ1(Kx) is the damping of the exciton state with wave vector Kx , τrel and τrad are
the exciton relaxation rate via the LO-emission or the LO-assisted radiative re-
combinations, respectively. This expression is independent of the usually small
electron-phonon coupling strength. As a consequence, the intensity of the over-
tones decays gradually with the overtone order n, and allows one to detect over-
tones that otherwise would be very difficult to measure.

An important characteristic of the cascade-type successive emission of LO
modes is that it is greatly enhanced in samples with a certain impurity density.
This occurs mainly due to two mechanisms: (1) impurity enhanced Fröhlich in-
teraction; and (2) contribution to the Raman scattering of excitons bound to de-
fects and impurities [20–22].

Furthermore, the the cascade-like multiphonon scattering can only take
place with above band-gap excitation, since the created electron-hole pairs have
to be real in order to decay through successive LO emission [18, 22]. For exci-
tation energies close to the band-gap edge, the photoluminescence signal may
mask the signal arising from the multiphonon scattering.
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6.2 Double resonance in InN thin films and NWs

In this section a study of the double resonance in InN is presented. To perform it,
Raman spectra with different excitation wavelengths have been collected from
both thin films and nanowires. As discussed in the previous section, the study of
the frequency dependence on the excitation wavelength on the basis of the dou-
ble resonance effects yields relevant information about the phononic structure
of InN.

The studied undoped InN NWs were grown catalyst-free by plasma assisted
molecular beam epitaxy under N-rich conditions on Si(111) substrate and they
have been previously described in Sec. 5.2. The studied c-face InN epilayer (also
described in Sec. 5.2) was grown at 500 ◦C by PAMBE on GaN/sapphire tem-
plates.

The spectra were recorded at room temperature in near-backscattering ge-
ometry. As excitation source we used the 488- and 514-nm lines of an Ar+ laser,
the 633-nm line of an He-Ne laser and 710-, 780- and 820-nm wavelength radia-
tion of a Ti:sapphire laser.

6.2.1 Raman spectra with different excitation wavelengths

To study the double resonance effects on NWs in comparison with those exist-
ing in thin films, Raman measurements with different excitations wavelengths
(from 488 nm to 820 nm) have been performed on InN NWs and thin films and
are displayed in Fig. 6.5. The Raman spectra of the InN NWs show two features
which are attributed to the E high

2 and E1(LO) phonon modes, superimposed to a
strong signal from the Si substrate. As discussed at length in Sec. 4.2, the effec-
tive scattering configuration is not well defined because the NWs exhibit a cer-
tain axis tilt, and therefore the measured Raman signal contains contributions
from different scattering configurations.

As can be seen in Fig. 6.5(a) the Raman spectra of the NWs exhibit notice-
able intensity changes when the excitation wavelength is changed. The E high

2
intensity shows a marked intensity decrease for longer excitation wavelengths,
but it maintains the same frequency. The intensity of the E1(LO) phonon mode
also decreases for longer excitation wavelengths, but this decrease is less pro-
nounced.

The collected spectra from the InN c-face thin film are shown in Fig. 6.5(b).
In this case the LO phonon mode corresponds to an A1(LO) mode, which has
lower frequency than the E1(LO) mode observed for NWs. These spectra col-
lected from thin films also exhibit an overall intensity decrease for longer excita-
tion wavelengths.

Apart from the changes in intensity, the Raman peak corresponding to the
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scribed in the text.
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LO phonon modes show a remarkable shift towards higher frequencies for
longer excitation wavelengths both in NWs and thin films. The detected shift
is much higher than that expected from the wave-vector conservation law [Eq.
(3.2)] and the LO phonon dispersion. The wave-vector conservation law in
the case of backscattering implies that the scattered phonon has a wave vector
q = 4πn/λexc. Taking into account the used wavelengths and the corresponding
changes in the InN refractive index n (it varies 6% over the range of excitations
wavelengths used [23]), by considering the LO dispersion curves the estimated
change in the phonon wave vector would correspond to a frequency shift of 0.1
cm−1. This expected shift is much smaller than the ∼ 8 cm−1 shift observed for
the LO phonon modes (see Fig. 6.6). Therefore, a full account of the frequency
shift requires taking into consideration other effects.

According to Davydov et al. the resonant behaviour of the LO modes in InN is
due to the selective excitation of large-wave-vector phonons via Martin’s double
resonance [11, 12]. In the following sections we will carry out a detailed study of
the LO frequency dependence on the excitation wavelength and we will analyse
the results on the basis of the Martin’s double resonance mechanism theory.

6.2.2 LO frequency dependence on the excitation wavelength

From the Raman spectra shown in Fig. 6.5, we have extracted the LO Raman
shift as a function of the excitation wavelength for both InN thin films and NWs.
The results are displayed in Fig. 6.6, and it can be seen that the behaviour of
the E1(LO) mode in NWs is similar to that of the A1(LO) mode in thin films. As
explained above, the frequency shift is much higher than that expected from the
LO phonon dispersion, and we have attributed it to the selective excitation of
large-wave-vector LO phonon via Martin’s double resonance.

The basis of Martin’s double resonance has been explained in Sec. 6.1. Basi-
cally, it consists on an impurity-mediated phonon scattering by a real electron-
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hole pair. The key issue is that the electron-hole pair wave vector keh is uni-
vocally determined by the electron dispersion curves and the excitation energy.
Moreover, the wave vector of the scattered phonon is in turn determined by the
electron-hole pair wave vector (q = 2keh). Therefore, if the electron dispersion
curves are known, the study of the resonant LO phonons excited with different
wavelengths can yield the phonon dispersion curves of the LO phonon modes
around the centre of the Brillouin Zone.

Electron and hole dispersion curves

In order to determine the wave vector of the excited electron-hole pairs for each
excitation wavelength, we have to know the InN electron dispersion curves. We
consider the expressions given in Ref. [12], which take into account the non-
parabolicity of the bands. The expressions for the electron, the light-hole (lh)
and the heavy-hole (hh) dispersion bands are, respectively:

εe (k) = Eg +Ee

√
~2k2

2me
ΓEe

+ 1

4
− 1

2
, (6.4)

εlh(k) =−Elh

√√√√ ~2k2

2mlh
Γ Elh

+ 1

4
− 1

2
, (6.5)

εhh(k) = ~2k2

2mhh
Γ

. (6.6)

In these equations mΓ are the effective masses at the center of the Brillouin
zone and Ee and Elh are the nonparabolicity parameters. The values used in the
calculations are those given in Ref. [12] and the calculated curves are shown in
Fig. 6.7. This Figure also displays the energy dispersion curves corresponding
to e-lh and e-hh transitions. Dashed lines indicate excitation photon energies
and their corresponding e-lh and e-hh exciton wave vectors. As can be seen in
this figure, as a result of the different effective masses of heavy and light holes,
the range of electron-hole pair wave vectors that may be involved in the scatter-
ing process is different for electron-light hole than for electron-heavy hole pairs.
Following the arguments given in Ref. [12], the e-hh exciton mediates the scat-
tering by the E1(LO) phonon mode, while the scattering by the A1(LO) mode via
Martin’s double resonance mechanism is only possible if e-lh excitons are con-
sidered.

Phonon dispersion curves

The LO mode wave-vector dispersion can be obtained from the study of the
phonon frequency dependence on the excitation wavelength. For each excita-
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electron-hole pairs of hexagonal InN (red lines). Blue lines correspond to energy
dispersion curves of the e-lh and e-hh transitions. Dashed lines indicate excita-
tion photon energies and the corresponding e-lh and e-hh exciton wave vectors.

tion wavelength, we can extract the exciton wave vector (keh) from the analysis
of the electronic energy dispersion curves. Since in Martin’s double resonance
the dominant wave vector of the scattered phonon is q = 2keh , we can relate
the phonon frequency measured in the Raman spectra to the phonon wave vec-
tor. We have investigated the LO phonon dispersion of InN near the Brillouin
zone center using this approach. The Raman scattering measurements excited
with 488, 514, 633, 710 and 780-nm wavelength excitation (see Sec. 6.2.1) were
analysed in the framework of Martin’s double resonance, and the LO dispersion
curves thus obtained are plotted in Fig. 6.8. In this figure we have also plotted
the phonon dispersion curves given in Ref. [11], that were obtained by fitting
experimental results obtained from thin films.

As can be seen in Fig. 6.8, the frequency dependence of the A1(LO) mode
measured on NWs follows a similar trend as that reported in thin films in Ref.
[11]. The small discrepancies could be associated to differences in the strain
state of the layers.

For the E1(LO) mode, it can be seen that the frequencies that we have mea-
sured in NWs are in agreement with the curve fitted in Ref. [11] to the thin film
data. This result indicates that, in spite of the fact that the defect density is sig-
nificantly lower in NWs than in thin films, the scattering of longitudinal optical
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Figure 6.8: InN longitudinal optical phonon frequencies vs. phonon wave vectors.
Filled diamonds are data recorded from InN NWs (corresponding to the E1(LO)
phonon mode), and empty diamonds are data recorded from InN c-face thin film
(corresponding to the A1(LO) phonon mode). Solid lines are the empirical phonon
dispersion curves obtained from fits to the Raman data given in Ref. [11].

phonons in InN NWs is also dominated by Martin’s double resonance mecha-
nism.

The origin of the impurities that induce the double-resonance mechanism in
our NW samples remains unclear. One of the more likely origins could be the Si
diffusion from the silicon substrate. Ionized Si impurities in the InN NWs could
therefore account for the observation of impurity induced resonant scattering.
This hypothesis is supported by the fact that, as will be explained in the next
chapter (Sec. 7.3), a significant free electron density has been found in these
nominally-undoped InN NWs.

6.2.3 LO intensity resonance profile

In addition to the shift in the LO frequency discussed in the preceding section,
the Raman spectra of InN excited with different wavelengths (see Fig. 6.5) also
display significant changes in the relative intensity of the Raman peaks. The ex-
citation wavelength dependence of the A1(LO) mode intensity was previously
reported by Kuball et al. [24] In that work the Raman spectra of InN thin films
were studied for a range of excitation wavelengths and it was shown that the
A1(LO)/E high

2 intensity ratio increases monotonically for longer excitation wave-
lengths. A similar trend is observed in our Raman measurements performed on
InN thin films and NWs.

From the measurements shown in Fig. 6.5, we have extracted the LO to E high
2
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intensity ratio vs excitation wavelength. The results are plotted in Fig. 6.9, both
in thin films and NWs we detect an increase of the LO/E high

2 intensity ratio for
longer excitation wavelengths, following the trend reported in Ref. [24]. For the
case of InN thin films, our results are comparable to those reported in Ref. [24].
For the InN NWs, however, the intensity ratio shows a much greater resonant
enhancement for longer excitation wavelengths.

The analysis of these results is not straightforward since, as already pointed
out, the NWs spectra are not taken in a pure scattering configuration and there-
fore they contain contributions of several scattering geometries. In fact, scat-
tering through lateral faces can yield a significant contribution of the x(zz)x̄
scattering configuration, in which the E high

2 mode is forbidden. Therefore, the

intensity normalization to the E high
2 intensity may not provide a faithful repre-

sentation of the resonance profile of the E1(LO) mode.

The origin of the remarkable differences between both resonant intensity
profiles can be: (1) effective scattering configuration favouring the detection of
the E1(LO) phonon mode in NWs; (2) enhancement of the LO modes in NWs due
to its geometry and electric field distribution along the NW [25]; and (3) greater
intrinsic scattering efficiency of the E1(LO) mode in comparison of the A1(LO)
mode. We argue that probably all these reasons play a role in the detected res-
onance enhancement. However, to ascertain the specific contribution of each
one, it would be necessary to perform a more extended Raman study of a single
InN NW under controlled scattering configurations.

The study of the Raman spectra obtained from InN NWs with different exci-
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tation wavelengths presented in this section allows us to conclude that, although
these nanostructures have much less defect density than thin films, the pres-
ence of impurities is high enough to effectively mediate in the double resonant
mechanism in NWs. The resulting resonant enhancement of the LO modes in
NWs appears to be significantly higher than in thin films.
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6.3 Multiphonons in He+-implanted InGaN

This section presents a study of the multiphonon resonant Raman scattering
in InGaN alloys with In content ranging from 17% to 42 % . Given the interest
of III-nitrides for applications in devices resistant to high-energy particle radi-
ation, we have also studied InGaN layers that have been implanted with He+

ions. In general, as a consequence of the implantation the crystalline quality of
the samples is reduced, which results in a quenching of the Raman peaks and in
the emergence of disorder-activated features due to the relaxation of the wave-
vector conservation selection-rules [26, 27]. However, the implantation also in-
troduces charged impurities that can favour the impurity-induced Fröhlich scat-
tering and can lead to an increase of the intensity of the LO Raman peaks. This
was demonstrated in previous studies of the multiphonon resonance in GaN,
in which multiphonons were observed in implanted GaN but not in undoped
GaN [28–30]. Therefore, we measure Raman spectra of multiphonons in both
unimplanted and implanted InGaN layers to study the damage effects on the
Raman spectra.

As explained above, the observation of cascade-like phonons for a given exci-
tation wavelength depends on the excitation energy relative to the sample band
gap, and as a consequence, for a fixed excitation wavelength it depends on the
In/Ga rate of each sample. Moreover, if the excitation line is close to the band
gap resonance, a strong photoluminescence (PL) background signal is usually
present, and this may prevent the observation of the Raman spectrum. Thus, to
explore multiphonon scattering in InGaN, we perform Raman scattering mea-
surements using both near-resonance visible excitation (514 nm) and above
band-gap UV excitation (325 nm).

6.3.1 Ion implantation of the samples

The studied InGaN epilayers were grown by plasma-assisted MBE on sapphire
substrates with a GaN buffer. The indium concentrations range from 17% to
42% and the thickness of the InGaN layers lies between 700 and 1000 nm.

Different specimens of each sample were implanted with He+ ions. The dis-
placement damage dose (Dd ) is generally used to quantify the damage caused
by the implantation. It is defined as the product of the non-ionizing energy loss
(NIEL) and the particle fluency, and is commonly used to characterise solar cell
degradation in space radiation environment [31, 32]. The NIEL is defined as the
ion energy loss rate per length unit through non-ionizing collisions, and is given
by

NIEL(D) = M [νi (D)+νr (D)]

ρ
(6.7)
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where ρ is the material density, and νi (D) and νr (D) are the vacancies created
by collisions with the incident and the backscattered ions, respectively. M is the
energy needed to produce a vacancy, and is given by the Kinchin-Pease relation
[33],

M = Td

0.4
+B , (6.8)

where Td is the threshold energy for the atomic displacement and B is the bind-
ing energy.

The NIEL is defined locally, because the energy that the ions lose in the ma-
terial will vary as a function of the target depth. Therefore, since the most en-
ergetic ions have a bigger penetration depth, in general they will lead to lower
NIEL values, because their energy is lost among a bigger volume. The ions with
smaller energies will lose their energies in a smaller volume, in which the NIEL
will be bigger. Since the value of the NIEL is local, for each sample we will give
the mean value of the NIEL over the penetration depth of interest (NIEL).

We have used the simulation program SRIM (Stopping and Range of Ions
in Matter) to simulate the vacancies created by different implantation energies
[34, 35], and to design a combination of the appropriate implantation energies
and fluences to obtain a homogeneous damage profile in the InGaN layer. The
program SRIM is based on Monte-Carlo simulations, and enables us to simu-
late the implanted ion distribution and to calculate the created vacancies and
the ionized atoms as a function of the penetration depth. We found out that
performing three implantations with He+-ion energies of 40, 88 and 180 keV,
respectively, is optimal to achieve a fairly homogeneous damage profile extend-
ing over the whole layer thickness. From the SRIM calculations we can obtain
the NIEL for each one of the implantations, and the results are plotted in Figure
6.10.
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Table 6.1: Indium concentration, damage dose and corresponding He+-ion im-
plantation fluencies for each studied specimen.

Sample [In] Specimen Dd Φ40keV Φ88keV Φ180keV

name (%) (MeV/g) (cm−2) (cm−2) (cm−2)
A 42 A Unimp.

A’ 3.2×1015 6.01×1013 7.51×1013 1.65×1014

A” 2.0×1016 3.76×1014 4.7×1014 1.03×1015

B 34 B Unimp.
B’ 3.2×1015 6.01×1013 7.51×1013 1.65×1014

B” 2.0×1016 3.76×1014 4.7×1014 1.03×1015

C 24 C Unimp.
C’ 3.2×1015 6.01×1013 7.51×1013 1.65×1014

C” 2.0×1016 3.76×1014 4.7×1014 1.03×1015

D 17 D Unimp.
D’ 3.2×1015 6.01×1013 7.51×1013 1.65×1014

D” 2.0×1016 3.76×1014 4.7×1014 1.03×1015
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The fluency proportions that lead to a nearly homogeneous profile were
found to be 0.2:0.25:0.55 for the 40, 88 and 180 keV He+ implantation energies,
respectively. The NIEL resulting of these combined implantation is also plotted
in Figure 6.10. Taking into account that the mean thickness of our layers is 850
nm, the mean value of the NIEL over this thickness will be NIEL = 10.66 MeV
cm2/g.

For each available sample, we have performed two different implantations
by varying the total ion fluency in order to obtain a range of displacement
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damage doses and study the effects of the implantation. The ion fluencies for
each sample specimen are detailed in Table 6.1. As can be seen, the implanted
specimens with the low displacement damage dose (3.2×1015 MeV/g) are la-
belled with an apostrophe and those with the high displacement damage dose
(2.0×1016 MeV/g), with a double apostrophe.

6.3.2 Visible Raman spectra of the implanted InGaN thin films

We have started the study of the InGaN layers by performing Raman scattering
measurements using an excitation wavelength of 514 nm. The band-gap energy
of the studied samples is expected to be close to this excitation energy. Figure
6.11 shows the InGaN band-gap energy dependence on the In concentration, in
comparison with the excitation energies used in this study. This dependence
is only indicative, because the actual band-gap energy of each sample may be
subject to slight modifications depending on its strain state and composition
homogeneity. However, from this band-gap dependence, we see that the 514-
nm excitation energy is well above the band gap of the samples A and B, and is
very similar to that of samples C. Therefore, these samples may exhibit outgoing
resonances and photoluminescence signal. The expected band gap of sample
D is significantly higher than the excitation energy, and therefore this sample
may be transparent to the 514-nm excitation light. The Raman spectra of the
unimplanted samples excited with λexc =514 nm have already been presented
in Chapter 4 (Fig. 4.6). Here we describe them in comparison with the spectra of
the implanted samples.

The upper panel in Fig. 6.12 shows the spectra obtained from sample A. As
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expected, the spectrum of the unimplanted sample (A) exhibits a strong pho-
toluminescence peak, with maximum signal at 1.86 eV (not shown in the fig-
ure). The photoluminescence signal masks most of the Raman signal, but two
peaks at 705 and 1409 cm−1 can be distinguished. These peaks correspond to
the A1(LO) phonon and to the 2LO, respectively, and are observed due to the
resonant Fröhlich mechanism. In the spectrum of the implanted sample with
lower Dd (A’), the PL peak up-shifts in energy and its intensity is reduced by
more than one order of magnitude. The shift in the PL peak position is due to
the increase of the free electron density caused by the He+-implantation. As it
has been explained in Sec. 2.3, in In-rich InGaN the damage created by the ir-
radiation produces preferentially donor-like defects due to the location of the
Fermi Stabilization Level high in the conduction band [37, 38]. Another conse-
quence of the implantation is the reduction of the crystal quality which results
in a PL intensity decrease. The photoluminescence signal is totally quenched
in the spectrum obtained from the most heavily implanted sample (A”) due to
the non-radiative defects introduced in the sample by the implantation. In this
spectrum, the intensity of the A1(LO) and 2LO peaks are remarkably higher, and
even some signal from the third order multiphonon scattering at 2091 cm−1 can
be distinguished. The presence of a substantial concentration of charged de-
fects in A’ and A” implanted samples enhances the impurity-induced Fröhlich
mechanism and explain the observed increase of the Raman signal. Sample B
(x = 0.34) also has a band-gap smaller than the excitation energy and conse-
quently the spectra obtained and the changes upon implantation are similar to
these reported for sample A.

The spectrum obtained from the sample C (see lower panel of Fig. 6.12) is
also dominated by the photoluminescence peak, which is superimposed to the
A1(LO) peak. The scattering of this phonon mode is under outgoing Fröhlich
resonant conditions, which causes its remarkable intensity. Upon implanta-
tion (C’ and C”), the PL intensity markedly decreases and the third order mul-
tiphonon is detected. For the alloy composition of sample D (x = 0.17) the band
gap is well above the excitation energy, as can be seen in Fig. 6.11. As a con-
sequence, Raman spectra of sample D exhibit two sharp peaks corresponding
to the E high

2 and the A1(LO) phonon modes (Fig. 4.6). Upon implantation, an
overall reduction of the Raman signal is observed.

6.3.3 UV Raman study of the multiphonons in implanted InGaN

In order to study multiphonon scattering due to the cascade resonance mech-
anism, we have performed Raman scattering measurements with a more ener-
getic excitation light, which allows us to have above band-gap excitation over the
whole alloy composition range.
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The spectra collected from the unimplanted InGaN samples with λexc = 325
nm are shown in Fig. 6.13. All the spectra exhibit a very intense LO peak, fol-
lowed by successive higher-order multiphonon peaks. The spectra also display
a sharp E high

2 peak and weak signal from E high
2 +nLO combinations (marked with

asterisks in Fig. 6.13). As the In content increases, both the intensity and the line
shape of the LO peak and its multiphonons change. On one hand, the intensity
of the LO and its higher order multiphonons is reduced (see upper panel in Fig.
6.13). On the other hand, the asymmetry of the A1(LO) peak increases (see lower
panel in Fig. 6.13). This effects can be explained by the higher defect density
and crystalline disorder existing in the samples with higher In content, which
reduces the intensity of the modes and allows the detection of q 6= 0 phonons,
resulting in a broadening of the peaks.

We have performed similar UV Raman measurements in the implanted sam-
ples, and the obtained spectra are shown in Fig. 6.14. As previously discussed,
the implanted samples have a higher defect density, which is reflected in weaker
and broader Raman peaks. On the other hand, the charged impurities intro-
duced by the implantation may lead to an increase of the intensity of the LO
peak due to impurity-induced Fröhlich scattering. As we will discuss below,
these competing effects may have a different importance in the first-order LO
phonon and in the higher-order overtones.
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Actually, the spectra shown in Fig. 6.14 exhibit a broadening of the phonon
peaks upon implantation, and also exhibit the emergence of features corre-
sponding to disorder-activated structures (at 150-300 cm−1 and 600-700 cm−1).
The intensity of the first-order LO Raman peak increases as the implantation
dose increases, indicating that the intensity enhancement of the LO scattering
due to the impurity-induced mechanisms is stronger than the quenching result-
ing from the reduced crystalline quality. In the case of the second order 2LO, the
intensity of the Raman peak remains similar in the implanted samples and in the
unimplanted ones, indicating that the impurity-induced enhancement mecha-
nisms are compensated by the reduced crystal quality. We expect the higher
order overtones to be more sensitive to the crystal quality, and as a consequence
the intensity of the higher order Raman peaks is substantially reduced as the
implantation dose increases. This behaviour is qualitatively similar in all the
studied samples.

To give a comparative picture of the intensity changes due to implantation,
we plot the intensity ratio between the 2A1(LO) and the A1(LO) phonon mode
for all the measured samples in the upper panel of Fig. 6.15. The intensity ratios
slightly decrease as the In concentration increases. The intensity ratio decreases
with increasing implantation dose, showing a similar variation for the different
compositions. This behaviour, depicted in the upper panel of Fig. 6.12, suggests
that the I2A1(LO)/I A1(LO) ratio can be used as an indicator of the implantation-
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induced damage: higher value indicates higher crystalline quality. Since mul-
tiphonon Raman lines are observed in samples highly implanted in which the
PL signal is totally quenched, this intensity ratio can provide a non-destructive
assessment of the sample crystalline quality after implantation.

Frequency comparison between multiphonons of the same spectra shows
that higher order overtones have frequencies which are slightly lower than the
corresponding multiple of the first order A1(LO) frequency. This can be ex-
plained by the participation of q 6= 0 phonons in higher order Raman pro-
cesses which satisfy wave-vector conservation

∑
q = 0. According to the A1(LO)

phonon dispersion curves, the contribution of such wave vectors is expected to
yield an asymmetrically broadened band with a lower peak frequency.

Since lattice disorder and strain may lead to changes in phonon frequencies,
we have also compared the frequencies of the multiphonons of samples with
different implantation. The results are shown in the lower panel of Fig. 6.15,
where we plot the average LO frequency involved in 3LO scattering (ω(3LO)/3)
for all compositions and implantation doses. We have seen that the frequencies
of all the modes become lower as the implantation dose increases. Three dif-
ferent effects may be contributing to this shift: (1) the high density of defects
relaxes the wave-vector conservation selection rule and allows non-zone-centre
phonon scattering; (2) the defects created by the implantation damage (anti-
sites, interstitials, etc) induce a tensile strain that results in a smaller phonon
frequency; and (3) the interstitials and anti-sites created by the implantation re-
sult in a reduction of the TO-LO splitting, which also leads to a lower LO phonon
frequency [28, 39].

In this study we have analysed Raman scattering measurements on InGaN
layers that have been implanted with different He+ doses. We conclude that the
analysis of the Raman spectra can be useful to assess the disorder induced by
the implantation, since the relative intensities and peak broadenings depend on
the impurity and defect density.

Throughout this chapter we have shown the importance of considering the
resonant mechanisms to interpret the III-nitrides Raman spectra. The proximity
of their band-gaps with the visible light energies and the high defect density that
still exist in the available layers, make the resonant mechanisms to play a key
role in the Raman scattering of the InN and In-rich InGaN compounds.
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CHAPTER 7

LO-phonon plasmon coupled modes
in InN and GaN

The control of the doping level and its homogeneity is essential for semiconduc-
tor device fabrication. To probe the free carrier density, doped samples are usu-
ally characterized by means of conventional Hall effect measurements, which
provide an average value of the free charge density in the sample [1]. To carry
out Hall measurements, it is necessary to process the sample and to make elec-
trical contacts, which can be difficult in certain samples such as nanostructures.
Moreover, Hall measurements can lead to misleading results in the case of semi-
conductors with surface electron accumulation layer as occurs for InN. In fact,
it has been shown that p-doped InN layers exhibit a global n-type conductivity
in Hall effect experiments [2].

In this chapter we use an alternative approach for studying the free charge
density of III-nitrides, based on the analysis of the Raman spectra of the lon-
gitudinal optical phonon-plasmon coupled modes (LOPCMs). These coupled
modes emerge as a consequence of the interaction of the macroscopic electric
field produced by the free charge collective oscillations with the electric field
caused by the longitudinal optical phonons. Since the frequency of the coupled
modes depends on the free charge density, the detailed study of the Raman line
shape of the coupled modes provides a reliable determination free carrier con-
centration in doped semiconductors [3, 4]. The behaviour of the coupled modes
is different in n-type and p-type compounds, since the effective masses and mo-
bilities of the electrons and holes are also significantly different. Typically, the
heavy holes have an effective mass one order of magnitude higher than that of
electrons, and as a consequence hole plasmas are over-damped.

Several works have used LOPCM Raman analysis as a tool for determing the
free charge density in n-type polar semiconductors such as GaAs [5, 6], GaSb [7],
SiC [8] or InP [9], among others. In those works two LOPCM were observed,
and it was concluded that the analysis of their Raman line shape yields free
electron density values similar to those obtained by Hall effect measurements.
More scarce and controversial are the studies of LOPCMs in p-type semicon-
ductors. Yuasa and Ishii (Ref. [10]) reported the observation of LOPCM lines
in Be-doped, p-type GaAs, which they assigned to long-wavelength LOPCMs in
contrast with a previous work by Olego and Cardona (Ref. [11]) on Zn-doped
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GaAs which ascribed the LOPCM line to large-wave-vector L− modes arising
from wave-vector nonconservation. However, the analogy with LOPCMs in n-
type material was disputed in later studies performed on a wider range of hole
concentrations [5, 12].

There exist also some studies of the LOPCMs in materials of the (In,Ga)N
system. In the case of GaN thin films, the LOPCM line shapes have been usu-
ally analysed using classical and semi-classical models [13–15]. More recently,
LOPCMs have been studied also in GaN nanostructures on the basis of the clas-
sical models [16, 17]. The use of simple semi-classical models in GaN is justi-
fied by the fact that the conduction band nonparabolicity is relatively small in
this wide-band-gap material. The accurate analysis of LOPCMs in InN presents
more difficulties due to the presence of the surface electron accumulation layer
and the strongly non-parabolic conduction band. Some controversy exists in
the literature regarding the interpretation of LOPCMs in InN. Some authors
have observed a feature close to the A1(LO) frequency in n-InN and have at-
tributed it to the high-frequency branch of the LOPCMs at large wave vector, in-
voking wave-vector nonconservation due to impurity-induced Fröhlich mecha-
nism [18]. Others have assigned that peak to charge-density fluctuation mecha-
nism [19]. Ref. [20] reports a comprehensive study on doped InN layers, which
demonstrates that n-type doped InN samples exhibit long-wavelength LOPCMs.
Remarkably, signal arising from the LOPCMs and from the unscreened A1(LO)
phonon-mode is detected simultaneously in the Raman spectra. The uncoupled
A1(LO) signal is detected in the spectra because the large wave vectors involved
in Martin’s double resonance mechanism are much larger than the Thomas-
Fermi wave vector of the free carriers. Then, the free carriers cannot screen the
electric fields of the LO phonons and these resonantly selected large-q modes
are effectively decoupled from the free charge plasma. The Resonant Raman
intensity of these modes is strongly enhanced by the high electric fields associ-
ated with the surface accumulation layer. It was argued that the confined elec-
trons in the surface accumulation layer cannot sustain longitudinal oscillations
and therefore the long-wavelength LOPCM Raman signal measured in InN arises
from the bulk material underneath. In that work the analysis of the L− coupled
mode was used to probe the electron density of the samples.

Therefore, Raman scattering is a reliable alternative to determine bulk free
electron density in InN without being affected by the electron accumulation
layer. This technique has been used to probe the electron density in InN and
the spectra have been modelled using either semi-classical models [21], or the
more complete quantum-mechanical Lindhard-Mermin model [20, 22]. One of
the main advantages of using Raman scattering of LOPCMs for probing the elec-
tron density is that it is able to provide a local determination of the free charge
density. The aim of this chapter is to present a detailed model of the LOPCMs in
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InN and GaN, and to apply it to determine the free electron density in specific
cases where we can take advantage of the contactless and local probing charac-
teristics of the Raman scattering technique. We begin by introducing the LOPCM
behaviour in polar binary semiconductors and present both the classical and the
Lindhard-Mermin models, discussing its adequacy for describing the LOPCMs
in III-nitrides. Based on the Lindhard-Mermin approach, we present the results
of two in-depth studies. First, we characterize the free charge distribution in an
ammonothermally-grown GaN crystal. This growth technique is emerging as a
candidate for bulk GaN growth of large crystals that can be used as substrates
for homoepitaxial growth of GaN. Although this growth technique is promising
for obtaining highly crystalline GaN, the homogeneity of the impurity and free
charge distribution has not been studied yet. Second, we present an study of
the free electron density in several InN nanowire samples with different doping,
including n-type and p-type nominally doped samples.

7.1 Framework: LOPCMs modelling

The free electron plasma in a semiconductor material can be described as a de-
localized Fermi gas (gas of free electrons) moving on a three-dimensional crystal
of positive ions. The quantization of the collective oscillations of this Fermi gas
results in quasi-particles called plasmons [3]. This collective oscillations gener-
ate an electric field that, in polar semiconductors, couples with that of the polar
optical modes, giving rise to LO phonon-plasmon coupled modes (LOPCMs).
These modes have a phonon/plasmon mixed nature and their line shape and
frequency strongly depend on the free charge density of the sample and on its
electronic properties.

Hole plasma oscillations can also couple with LO modes. The behaviour
of the coupled modes is qualitatively different because hole plasmas are over-
damped due to the large effective masses and low mobility of the holes. This
results in a coupled mode with frequencies between the LO and TO, which in
general is rather insensitive to the charge density and is difficult to detect. In
contrast, in high-mobility electron plasmas a plasmon-like mode can often be
detected, which strongly depends on the electron density.

Throughout this chapter we are mainly concerned with the study of LOPCMs
in n-type binary semiconductor compounds. In the theoretical section, two ap-
proaches for the description of the LOPCMs are derived. First, we provide a clas-
sical description that gives an intuitive picture of the LOPCMs behaviour. Later,
a more complete modelling from a quantum-mechanical approach (Lindhard-
Mermin model) is developed. Finally, we address the main issues related to Ra-
man scattering by these coupled modes in n-type semiconductors, as well as the
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line-shape modelling procedure for extracting the free charge density.

7.1.1 Classical description of the LOPCMs

To give a first approach to the LOPCM behaviour, we start with the simplest de-
scription of the electron plasma, as given by the Drude model. Paul Drude de-
veloped his theory just three years after Thomson’s discovery of the electron in
1897 [23]. The model describes the thermal and electrical conductivity of metals
by applying the kinetic theory of gases to a metal. To do so, it considers the metal
to be a gas of free electrons moving in a positive immobile background [24].

Drude model does not take into account the wave-vector dispersion of plas-
mons, the non-parabolicity effects of the bands, carrier statistics nor the possi-
bility of energy transfer from the collective excitation of the electron gas to a sin-
gle electron (single-particle excitation). Hence, it is an approximation that can
be used in case of single-component plasmas in materials with parabolic elec-
tronic bands for plasma frequencies at which plasmon absorption by intra-band
transitions is negligible.

An improvement on the Drude model is provided by the Hydrodynamical
model (HD) [25]. The HD model is also a classical model, but it includes the
wave-vector dispersion of the plasmons. This model can be extended by in-
cluding the band non-parabolicity, the wave-vector dependence and the ther-
mal distribution effects, giving rise to the so-called extended hydro-dynamical
model (EHD) [26]. The EHD model improves significantly the accuracy of the
LOPCMs description, but it is still valid only far from the single particle excita-
tion regime. This regime is properly addressed in a quantum-mechanical model,
that is presented in Section 7.1.2.

We present here a derivation of the Drude model equations, which provides
a physical insight into the collective excitations of the free charge and their cou-
pling with the LO modes. Within the classical framework, by considering the free
charges to move harmonically and assuming the electrons to have an effective
mass m∗, the frequency of the free carrier collective oscillations (i.e., the plasma
frequency ωp ) is [24]

ω2
p = 4πe2Nfc

ε∞m∗ , (7.1)

where ε∞ is the high-frequency dielectric constant of the material. Eq. (7.1)
shows that, within the classical description, the plasma frequency ωp is propor-
tional to the square root of the free charge density (Nfc).

In the case of LO-phonon-plasmon coupled modes, the frequency of oscil-
lation can be deduced taking into account their mascropic electric field in the
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form of plane waves, which must satisfy the Gauss equation ∇·D = 0. Since for
plane waves

D = εE = εE0e i (k·r−ωt ), (7.2)

the fulfilment of the Gauss equation leads to the condition

∇·D = εk ·E0 = 0. (7.3)

In longitudinal modes the electric field has the same direction than its prop-
agation (k ·E0 6= 0), and then to satisfy Eq. (7.3) the dielectric function ε(ω) must
be zero at the frequency of the coupled modes [27]. Therefore, to find the fre-
quency of the coupled modes that emerge as a result of the plasmon coupling
with the LO-phonons, we require the frequency-dependent dielectric function
of the system to be zero.

We consider here the dielectric function, that can be written in terms of the
dielectric susceptibility of the ionic lattice (χI ) and the free carrier plasma (χp )
[3],

ε(ω) = ε∞+4π
(
χI +χp

)
. (7.4)

The dielectric susceptibility of the ionic lattice essentially depends on the
LO- and TO-phonon frequencies and for binary semiconductors is given by [3]

χI (ω) = ε∞
4π

ω2
LO −ω2

TO

ω2
TO −ω2 − iΓIω

, (7.5)

where the ionic damping ΓI takes into account the finite lifetime of the phonons.
The dielectric susceptibility of the plasma can be described on the basis of the
classical plasma oscillation as

χp (ω) =−ε∞
4π

ω2
p

ω(ω+ iΓp )
. (7.6)

In this expression Γp is a phenomenological plasma damping parameter
that accounts for the finite lifetime of the charge density oscillations. In the
relaxation-time approximation the electron mobility is related to the plasma
damping via

µ= eτ

m∗ = e

m∗Γp
. (7.7)

Samples with small electron mobility have high plasma damping. The value
of plasma damping has a considerable impact on both the frequency and the
line shape of the coupled modes.
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Figure 7.1: Frequency of the
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as a function of the free electron
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sical approach without dampings
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plotted.

As a first approximation, if we assume negligible ionic and plasma damping,
Eqs. (7.4), (7.5) and (7.6) lead to a simple analytical expression for the LOPCMs
frequencies, which is

ω2
± = 1

2

[(
ω2

LO +ω2
p

)
±

√(
ω2

LO +ω2
p
)2 −4ω2

pω
2
TO

]
. (7.8)

The examination of this expression gives an approximate but intuitive pic-
ture of the LOPCMs behaviour. To illustrate the LOPCMs dependence on car-
rier density that results from the classical model, we have plotted in Fig. 7.1 the
frequency values corresponding to the LOPCMs for indium phosphide (InP) ob-
tained from the Eq. (7.8). As can be seen in Fig. 7.1, two coupled modes, labelled
as L− and L+, appear as a consequence of the coupling between the free charge
density oscillations and the polar optical phonons. For low free charge densi-
ties (ωp ¿ ωTO), the L− mode has a plasmon-like behaviour, and its frequency
is close to that of the plasmon mode, while the L+ mode has a frequency close
to the longitudinal optical phonon. For high free charge densities (ωp À ωTO)
the character of the coupled modes is reversed. Within this regime, the L− is
phonon-like and asymptotically approaches the TO frequency. The L+ mode is
plasmon-like, and its frequency increases linearly with the square root of the free
charge density, asymptotically approaching the plasmon frequency.

The LOPCMs behaviour is illustrated by the Raman spectra shown in Fig-
ure 7.2, which correspond to Si-doped InP samples with different free electron
densities (from Ref. [9]). These spectra exhibit Raman peaks at 304 cm−1 and
343.5 cm−1, corresponding to the TO and LO modes, respectively, as well as three
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Figure 7.2: Raman spectra of n-
InP samples taken with the x(y z)x̄
scattering configuration. Free elec-
tron density ranges from 7×1016

cm−3 in sample A to 1×1019 cm−3

in sample H, as obtained from Hall
effect measurements. Figure ex-
tracted from Ref. [9].

second-order modes in the 600-700 cm−1 region. A broader mode correspond-
ing to the L+ coupled mode is observed in all the spectra. The frequency of this
mode strongly depends on the free electron density and shifts by more than 750
cm−1 in the studied electron density range. The phonon-like L− coupled mode
can also be seen in the Raman spectra of the samples with higher doping level
(E-H). The behaviour of these L− and L+ coupled modes is in good agreement
with that predicted by the Drude model, that was depicted in Fig. 7.1.

One of the limitations of the Drude model is that it considers a parabolic ap-
proximation of the electronic bands. This approximation leads to inaccurate re-
sults for semiconductors with a strong nonparabolicity of the conduction band,
such as InN [2]. This drawback can be overcome by using an hydrodynamic
model, as shown in Ref. [28]. Another limitation of the classical description is
that it does not take into account the damping caused by single particle exci-
tation (SPE). In the real coupled system, the coupled mode oscillations can be
damped by their interactions with lattice phonons, defects, free charges, ion-
ized impurities, etc. The damping of the plasma excitations due to interaction
with SPE is known as Landau damping and may occur when the energy of the
coupled mode is close to that of the carrier excitations. Under these conditons,
if the thermal mean velocity of the electrons is slightly lower than the phase ve-
locity of the plasmon oscillation, the electrons are able to follow the wave os-
cillations and increase their energy by reducing the collective excitation energy.
The energy conservation in this process can be expressed in terms of the elec-
tron energy dispersion band [E(k)] and the plasmon frequency and wave vector
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Figure 7.3: Frequency of the LOPCMs (solid lines) and plasma frequency (dashed
line) as a function of the free electron density, for GaN (left) and InN (right). The
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pendences have been calculated using the classical model described in Sec. 7.1.1
and the parameters are shown in Table 7.1 and Table 7.3 for the GaN and InN,
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(ω,q) as

E(k)+~ωp = E(k+q) (7.9)

Within the parabolic approximation, the frequencies for which Landau
damping takes place lie in the region [29]

ωSPE = ~
2m∗ q2 ±qvF , (7.10)

where the Fermi velocity (vF ) is related to the free carrier density (Nfc) through
vF = ~

m∗
3
√

3π2Nfc. The Landau damping can be an important damping channel
for the coupled modes in semiconductors with small electron effective masses
and small optical phonon frequencies.

Figure 7.3 shows the calculated frequencies for the LOPCMs in InN and GaN
taking into account the given classical description. We have also plotted in this
figure the upper limit of the Landau damping regime (dotted line), calculated
with Eq. (7.10) and taking into account the electron effective masses given in
Table 2.1. As can be seen in Fig. 7.3, the Landau damping has a negligible effect
on the LOPCMs of GaN, but it affects the L− branch of the LOPCMs of InN, whose
electron effective mass is smaller than that of GaN. In addition to the fact that the
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Drude model is a poor approximation for nonparabolic semiconductors, these
simple calculations indicate that a more accurate model is needed to describe
the LOPCMs coupling in InN-related materials.

7.1.2 Lindhard-Mermin model

In order to give a more accurate description of the LOPCMs behaviour, the
plasma susceptibility can be described by a quantum mechanical approach,
considering the Lindhard-Mermin model [30, 31]. The Lindhard model is de-
rived from a linear treatment of the screening in which the free carrier intra-
band transitions are taken into account. In this section we present this model
and the expressions used in this thesis for modelling the LOPCMs. For a more
detailed description of the model, see Refs. [3, 9, 24, 30–32].

In order to describe the interaction between electric fields, we consider a
charge density distribution denoted by ρext(r). The electrostatic potential in-
duced by the charge distribution (φext(r)) satisfies the Poisson equation,

−∇2φext(r) = 4πρext(r). (7.11)

We define also ρind(r) as the free charge density induced in the electron gas
by the presence of the external particle. Then, the full charge density and the full
potential are

ρ(r) = ρext(r)+ρind(r) (7.12)

φ(r) =φext(r)+φind(r) (7.13)

and they satisfy

−∇2φ(r) = 4πρ(r). (7.14)

We may also take into account the Fourier transforms of the Poisson’s equa-
tions,

q2φext(q) = 4πρext(q) (7.15)

q2φ(q) = 4πρ(q) (7.16)

Following the derivation given in Ref. [24], by assuming a spatially uniform
electron gas and that φ and φext are linearly related, we find that

φ(q) = 1

ε(q)
φext(q), (7.17)
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where ε(q) is the wave-vector dependent dielectric function. Although the di-
electric function is the variable with physical significance, to obtain it we first
relate the susceptibility χ(q) with the induced charge density ρind and the total
potential φ. For small φ, the ρind(r) and φ(r) are linearly related, and then their
Fourier transforms satisfy the relation

ρind(q) =χ(q)φ(q). (7.18)

By taking into account the expressions given above, we can express the
Fourier transform of the dielectric function in terms of ρind and φ as follows:

ε(q) = 1− 4π

q2
χ(q) = 1− 4π

q2

ρind(q)

φ(q)
(7.19)

The electron gas susceptibility is calculated in the random phase approxi-
mation (RPA) using the Lindhard method. This method is a Hartree calcula-
tion, in which ρind is only required to linear order in φ [24]. The one-electron
Schrödinger equation describing the system is

− ~2

2m
∇2ψ(r, t )−eφ(r)ψ(r, t ) = i~

∂ψ(r, t )

∂t
, (7.20)

where φ(r) is the total potential. This equation was solved by Lindhard in
Ref. [30] using time-dependent perturbation theory, which lead to the Lindhard
plasma susceptibility,

χL
p (q,ω) = e2

2π3q2

∫
f (EF ,T,k)× E(q+k)−E(k)[

E(q+k)−E(k)
]2 − (~ω)2

d 3k, (7.21)

where f (EF ,T,k) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution and E(k) is the energy disper-
sion band of the carriers. This expression takes into account the interaction of
the coupled mode collective excitations with single particle excitations that lead
to the Landau damping, as can be deduced from its explicit dependence on elec-
tronic intra-band transitions. In contrast, the damping of the plasma due to in-
teraction with ionized impurities and lattice vibrations is not considered in Eq.
(7.21). These effects can be included in the plasma susceptibility by considering
a complex frequency with an imaginary part iΓp , where Γp is a phenomenologi-
cal damping constant in the RPA framework. Mermin showed in Ref. [31] that to
enforce the conservation of the number of particles, the Lindhard susceptibility
had to be modified according to the following prescription:
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χLM
p (q,ω) =

[
1+ iΓp

ω
χL

p

(
q,ω+ iΓp

)]
1+

iΓpχ
L
p

(
q,ω+ iΓp

)[
ωχL

p (q,0)
] . (7.22)

The Lindhard-Mermin model gives a complete description of the plasma be-
haviour in polar semiconductors, although its mathematical complexity is con-
siderably higher than the analytical classical approximations.

7.1.3 Raman scattering of LOPCMs in n-type semiconductors

In the previous sections we have presented the models that can be used to cal-
culate the frequency of the phonon-plasmon coupled modes. Here we present
the analytical expressions used to calculate Raman line shapes and give some
examples of the results obtained using different approaches.

As in the case of LO phonons, three mechanisms are relevant for Raman scat-
tering by LOPCMs. The deformation potential and the electro-optical mech-
anisms are both dipole-allowed mechanisms, and the Fröhlich mechanism is
dipole-forbidden and allows the measurement of the coupled modes in paral-
lel polarization and backscattering geometry. Depending on the scattering ge-
ometry, the measured LOPCMs signal arises from the coupling with A1 or E1

phonons. As described in Chapter 4, the A1(LO) phonon propagates along the
c axis, while the E1(LO) propagates in directions perpendicular to the c axis.
Therefore, the coupling with the plasmons occurs with A1(LO) phonon for prop-
agation along the (0001) direction (as excited in backscattering from a c face,
z(xx)z̄ configuration), and with the E1(LO) phonon for propagation directions
perpendicular to the c axis.

The differential Raman cross section for the dipole-allowed scattering by
LOPCMs can be described by the fluctuation-dissipation formalism developed
by Hon and Faust [33]. It can be expressed in terms of the total dielectric con-
stant and the ionic and plasma susceptibilities, and reads

∂2σ

∂ω∂Ω
∝ [n(ω)+1]×ℑ

{ −1

ε(ω, q)

[
ε∞
4π

+2CFH Aχion −C 2
FH A2χion

{
1+ 4π

ε∞
χe

}]}
,

(7.23)
where n(ω) is the Bose-Einstein distribution function. The parameter A can be
written as

A = CFHω
2
TO

ω2
LO −ω2

TO

, (7.24)
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where CFH is the Faust-Henry coefficient. The value of the Faust-Henry coeffi-
cient is related to the relative magnitude of the lattice and electro-optic contri-
butions to the Raman tensor. Therefore, it can be determined by studying the
relative intensities of the TO/LO modes as shown in Ref. [34].

In this chapter we use this formalism to calculate the line shapes of the
coupled modes, taking into account the Lindhard-Mermin susceptibility [Eq.
(7.22)]. We have only two free parameters in the model: the free charge density
(Nfc) and the plasma damping (Γp ). To give a general overview of the predictions
of this model, we have calculated the Raman line shapes corresponding to sev-
eral free electron concentrations and plasma dampings for InN (Fig. 7.4). Note
that in this case we have considered coupling of the plasmons with the E1(LO)
phonons. The ideal behaviour of the LOPCMs is exhibited by the less damped
line shapes (red line shapes in Fig. 7.4). However, in real samples a significant
plasma damping often exists, and then the LOPCM line shapes are likely to be
similar to those shown in Fig. 7.4 for Γp = 250 cm−1 or Γp = 500 cm−1 .

For the lowest free electron density in Fig. 7.4 (Ne = 1×1018 cm−3), the line
shape with the lowest damping exhibits a phonon-like L+ coupled mode, and
also weak signal arising from the plasmon-like L− mode. For the more heavily
damped line shapes, only the L+ is still visible. This indicates that the L− cou-
pled mode is very sensitive to the damping in this regime, and therefore it can be
difficult to detect experimentally. For higher free charge densities (Ne = 3×1018

cm−3), the plasma frequency is similar to the LO phonon frequency (ωp ∼ωLO);
this is called the strong coupling regime. Within this regime the resulting cou-
pled modes present a phonon-plasmon mixed behaviour. For the line shape
with the lowest damping, both L+ and L− modes are clearly detected and re-
solved. When the value of the damping is increased, their frequencies become
closer and the peaks broaden. For Ne = 1×1019 cm−3, the L− peak sharpens and
asymptotically approaches the TO frequency (phonon-like behaviour), while the
L+ peak becomes plasmon-like. The line shapes with higher damping show
a similar behaviour, but with weaker and broadened peaks. The spectra with
Ne = 3×1019 cm−3 also follow this trend.

In order to compare the results of the Lindhard-Mermin calculations with the
predictions of the Drude model, we have plotted the frequency values of the line-
shape peaks, together with the Drude results in Fig. 7.5. Note that in this figure
we show the frequencies of the coupled mode taking into account coupling with
the E1(LO) phonon mode, while in Fig. 7.3 the calculations were made taking
into account coupling with the A1(LO) phonon mode. In Fig. 7.5 it can be seen
that, in general, the frequencies of the coupled modes follow qualitatively the
behaviour described by the Drude theory. By comparing both models it can be
seen that the use of the Drude model to calculate the free electron density will
lead to an overestimated value if the L− is analyses and to an underestimation if
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Figure 7.4: LOPCM line shapes for different free electron densities for InN tak-
ing into account coupling with the E1(LO) phonon mode. The line shapes have
been calculated using the Lindhard-Mermin model, the Hon and Faust line-shape
formalism and the parameters given in Table 7.3. For each Ne value, three line
shapes are shown, corresponding to a plasma dampings of Γp = 50 cm−1 (red up-
per line shape), Γp = 250 cm−1 (blue middle line shape), andΓp = 500 cm−1 (green
lower line shape).
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Figure 7.5: Frequency of the LOPCMs in InN as a function of the free electron den-
sity taking into account coupling with the E1(LO) phonon mode. Grey lines show
the frequency of the LOPCMs (solid lines) and plasma frequency (dashed line) as
calculated from the Drude model. We have plotted the frequencies of the cou-
pled modes calculated using the Lindhard-Mermin model taking into account a
plasma damping of Γp = 50 cm−1 (red squares), Γp = 250 cm−1 (blue circles), and
Γp = 500 cm−1 (green triangles), extracted from the line shapes shown in Fig.7.4.
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the studied mode is the L+.
For high free electron densities, Fig. 7.5 shows that both models give similar

frequencies for the phonon-like L− mode, but remarkably different values are
obtained for the plasmon-like L+. This is a consequence of the non-parabolicity
of the InN electronic bands, which is not accounted for in the Drude model.
Since for high free-electron densities the L+ coupled mode is the most sensitive
to the carrier density, it is evident from Fig. 7.5 that Drude model cannot be a
quantitative tool for extracting accurate values of the InN free electron density.

The most significant differences between both models are found in the
strong coupling regime, in which the damping plays a fundamental role deter-
mining the frequency and shape of the coupled mode peaks. In fact, for even
higher plasma dampings (i. e. Γp > 700 cm−1), only one overdamped LOPCM
is detected in this regime. This is the case of p-type semiconductors, in which
the free charges are holes, described by effective masses much bigger than those
of the electrons. The interaction of the hole plasma with the polar modes leads
to results that are substantially different from those explained throughout this
chapter for electrons. It has been observed that binary p-type compounds ex-
hibit only one coupled mode, whose frequency varies only slightly from the fre-
quency of the LO mode for low free charge densities and asymptotically ap-
proaches the frequency of the TO mode for high free hole densities [5]. This
behaviour is a consequence of the overdamped nature of the hole plasma. Be-
cause of the high mass and low mobility of the holes, the coupling with the hole
plasma yields a screened LO phonon-like coupled mode.
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7.2 LOPCMs in bulk n-type GaN

One of the main advantages of studying the free-charge density through the
analysis of the LOPCMs Raman spectra is that it provides a local probe, and
therefore it can be used to analyse the homogeneity of the free charge density
in doped samples. This is specially interesting in doped bulk samples in which
the dopant distribution and activation can be inhomogeneous.

The interest in bulk growth of III-nitrides is very high because of the lack of
native substrates. As described in Sec. 2.2, III-nitride thin films are often ob-
tained by heteroepitaxial growth on foreign substrates such as Si, SiO2 or SiC,
leading to a high dislocation density. In spite of the significant improvement in
the quality of thin film layers, they still contain a high density of dislocations.
One of the most promising methods for bulk growth of III-nitrides is the am-
monothermal technique. In the case of GaN, ammonothermal growth has been
proven to be able to produce large-scale GaN crystals with the desired crystal
quality and scaling-up characteristics [35]. In the ammonothermal method, the
samples grow in both Ga- and N-polarity faces, which may contain different im-
purity and defect densities. Due to the interest of GaN for device applications
it is specially relevant to control the homogeneity of the free electron density,
since it can have an important impact on device performance [36].

In this section we use Raman scattering to perform a study of a high-quality
ammonothermally-grown Si-doped GaN sample. The ammonothermally-grown
samples present both Ga and N crystalline polarity faces. We study the phonon
modes in both polarities, and also the signal arising from LOPCMs. The spec-
tra have been taken using confocal micro-Raman in order to attain high spatial
resolution of the Raman signal.

The ammonothermally-grown Si-doped GaN sample

The sample studied in this section is an ammonothermally-grown Si-doped GaN
crystal. The ammonothermal growth is a solvothermal method to grow III-
nitrides, similar to the hydrothermal processes used to grow α-quartz, but using
an alkaline ammonia solution. In the solvothermal growth, the chemical species
react and crystallize on a crystalline seed. The crystalline quality of the seed used
to begin the growth plays a key role in determining the crystalline quality of the
obtained crystal. All the process steps are described in detail in Refs. [35, 37].

For the growth of the sample studied in this thesis, a hydride vapor phase
epitaxy (HVPE) template seed was used [35]. Figures 7.6(a) and (b) show optical
microscope images of the cross section of the studied sample. The crystalline
growth that proceeds on each side of the seed exhibits a different polarity. As
it has been explained in Sec. 2.1, the kinetics of the growth is different in both
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(a)
}

N-polar
→ Seed
→ Ga-polar

(b)

(c) N-polar surface (d) Ga-polar surface

Figure 7.6: Characterization of the ammonothermal GaN sample. Optical mi-
croscope images of the sample in cross section using transmission and reflected
light (a) and only reflected light (b). SEM images of the N-polar surface (c) and
Ga-polar surface (d).

polarities, which results in a different growth rate and impurity incorporation.
Figures 7.6(c) and (d) show SEM images of both surfaces of the sample, in which
the higher quality of the N-polar surface can be noticed.

Mapping along the z-axis

To obtain spatially-resolved spectra, confocal micro-Raman measurements are
carried out. The excitation wavelength used in this section is the 514-nm line of
an argon laser. The Raman spectra are recorded through a 100× objective with a
numerical aperture of 0.95, using the standard spectrometer mode. See Chapter
3 for a general description of the Raman set-up and Sec. 3.12 for the confocal
micro-Raman details.

The possibility of obtaining local measurements of the Raman spectra has
been exploited to perform mappings along the z-axis. Two scattering configura-
tions are used: z(xx)z̄ and x(y y)x̄. The z(xx)z̄ in-depth measurements have
been performed using confocal micro-Raman, which allows us to select the
depth of the measurement. In this chapter, we define the depth as the distance
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Figure 7.7: Raman spectra
of the ammonothermal GaN
sample obtained in different
scattering configurations on
both the N- and Ga-polar sur-
faces.

between the actual probed volume and the surface of the N-sector. A piezoelec-
tric system attached to the objective has been used to change the depth of the
measurement, which has been calculated taking into account the GaN refractive
index. An added difficulty of measurements in this scattering configuration is
that the intensity of the Raman signal gradually decreases as the depth increase,
making it difficult to obtain an accurate evaluation of Ne for depths higher than
130 µm. As a further check of the free charge in-depth variation and to extend
the probed region beyond 130 µm, x(y y)x̄ Raman spectra have been recorded
on a lateral (11̄00) face. In this case, we have performed a scan at 30 µm steps
from the surface to the seed using a motorized stage.

7.2.1 Raman spectra of the N- and Ga-polar surfaces

As a starting point of the homogeneity study, we have performed a detailed Ra-
man study of both the N- and Ga-polar surfaces of the sample. The Raman
spectra obtained for different scattering configurations are shown in Fig. 7.7. In
general, in the spectra obtained from the Ga-polar surface the Raman selection
rules for wurtzite materials strictly hold, except for the observation of the A1(TO)
mode in the x(z y)x̄ spectrum and the observation of a weak E1(LO) peak in the
x(zz)x̄ spectrum. As extensively discussed in Sec. 4.2, this mode is detected via
Fröhlich intra-band interaction.
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The spectra and the adherence to selection rules are quite similar for the N-
polar surface except for the absence of the LO modes and the observation in the
z(xx)z̄ spectrum of a broad peak emerging below the A1(TO). These are indica-
tive that the free electron density is coupled with the LO-phonons in the N-polar
surface. Therefore, the feature below the A1(TO) in the z(xx)z̄ spectrum can be
assigned to the low-energy branch of the LOPCMs, L−. Although the x(zz)x̄ and
x(y y)x̄ spectra do not exhibit a clear L− peak for reasons that are discussed be-
low, the absence of the E1(LO) signal in these spectra is an indirect evidence of
free-charge coupling with the LO modes.

Crystal quality of the Ga- and N-polar sectors

The Raman spectra obtained from the N- and Ga-polar surfaces indicate that
coupling between free electrons and polar phonons takes place in the N-polar
sector, but not in the Ga-polar sector. Since crystal quality may play an im-
portant role in the dopant incorporation, we have checked it in both surfaces.
To study the crystalline quality of both sample sectors, we have measured the
linewidth of the E high

2 in the z(x y)z̄ Raman spectrum, in which it is symmetry-

allowed. After correcting for the spectrometer bandwidth, an E high
2 linewidth of

2.2 cm−1 was found for the N-polar surface. This value compares well with the
E high

2 line width of 2.1 cm−1 reported for undoped GaN grown by hydride vapour
phase epitaxy [38] and with the recently reported value of 2.6 cm−1 in undoped
ammonothermal GaN [39]. This indicates that the crystalline quality of the stud-
ied ammonothermal sample is comparable to the state-of-the art epitaxial sam-
ples.

The linewidth of the E high
2 mode measured on the Ga-polar surface is 2.9

cm−1, reflecting the higher defect incorporation and lower crystalline quality
of this region with respect to the N-region. Previous studies on similar sam-
ples have also found that Ga-polar GaN has less crystalline quality than N-polar
GaN, and attributed this to columnar growth in the Ga-polar region [40]. Other
studies on ammonothermal undoped GaN crystals have found that the incorpo-
ration of heavy metal impurities such as Ni, Fe, and Co from the autoclave walls,
which form deep levels and may act as compensating centres, is one order of
magnitude higher in the Ga-polar face [41]. This is confirmed by the cathodo-
luminescence measurements reported in Ref. [42], which show that deep level
emission is higher in the Ga-polar side than in the N-polar side. We argue that
the lower crystalline quality and the higher defect density as well as the presence
of acceptor-like grain boundaries may limit Ne in the Ga-polar sector.
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Figure 7.8: Left: Raman spectra of the ammonothermal Si-doped GaN sample
taken in the z(xx)z̄ and x(y y)x̄ scattering configurations on the N-polar surface.
Right: scheme of the scattering configurations.

LOPCMs in the N-polar surface

Taking into account the frequency of the L− coupled mode detected, we expect
the L+ coupled mode to emerge around 1800 cm−1 and to have broad line shape.
Therefore, to have a complete picture of the free charge coupling on the N-polar
surface, we have performed Raman scattering measurements over an extended
frequency range using the diffraction grating of 600 lines/mm (see Table 3.1).
Raman measurements have been performed in the z(xx)z̄ and x(y y)x̄ scatter-
ing configurations in the spectral region of the L+ coupled mode. The obtained
Raman spectra are displayed in Fig. 7.8. These spectra reveal a broad band
centred at the expected frequency of 1800 cm−1, which is assigned to the long-
wavelength L+ coupled mode [14].

Although the phonon-like L+ coupled mode exhibits a similar frequency in
the spectra shown in Fig. 7.8, only in the z(xx)z̄ spectrum the L− coupled mode
is clearly detected. As explained in Sec. 7.1.3, the plasmons are coupled with
the E1(LO) phonon in the measurements performed with the x(y y)x̄ scattering
configuration. Therefore, the phonon-like L− coupled mode has a frequency
close to the E1(TO), becoming completely masked by the strong A1(TO) signal,
which is dipole-allowed in this configuration.
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Table 7.1: Values of the parameters used for the LOPCM line-shape model in
GaN

Symbol Description Value Ref.
m∗ Electron effective mass 0.227me [43]
CFH Faust-Henry coefficient -2.3 This thesis
ε∞∥ High-freq. parallel diel. const. 5.3 [43]
ε∞⊥ High-freq. perpendicular diel. const. 5.16 [43]

ωE1(TO) E1(TO) phonon frequency 559 cm−1 This thesis
ωE1(LO) E1(LO) phonon frequency 741 cm−1 This thesis
ωA1(TO) A1(TO) phonon frequency 531 cm−1 This thesis
ωA1(LO) A1(LO) phonon frequency 734 cm−1 This thesis

ΓI Ionic damping constant 5 cm−1 This thesis
n Refractive index 2.38 [44]

Eg Band-gap energy 3.39 eV [15]

7.2.2 Charge density gradient along the z-axis in the N-polar
sector

In this section we present a study of the free charge density distribution along
the z-axis obtained from the analysis of the Raman spectra recorded at different
depths with respect to the N-polar surface. As the L+ LOPCM is more sensitive to
Ne variations than the L−, the free electron density was obtained by fitting the L+

mode. The fits were performed using the dielectric linear-response line-shape
model presented in Sec. 7.1.2, which takes into account the Lindhard-Mermin
electronic susceptibility, with Ne and the electronic damping parameter Γp as
free parameters. The complete set of parameters used for the calculations are
given in Table 7.1.

Faust-Henry constant determination

The Raman scattering cross section depends on the Faust-Henry constant CFH,
as shown in Eq. (7.23) and Eq. (7.24). The model line-shape simulations indi-
cate that the L+/L− intensity ratio is highly sensitive to the actual value of CFH.
To determine the CFH for GaN, we have varied its value in the line-shape calcu-
lations until we have been able to reproduce the L+/L− intensity ratio exhibited
in the z(xx)z̄ spectrum. The obtained value is CFH =−2.3. Previous CFH estima-
tions made from the A1(LO)/A1(TO) intensity ratio [45, 46] are slightly higher in
magnitude. In those works the intensity of the modes was extracted from mea-
surements made in different scattering geometries, which may be differently af-
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Figure 7.10: Charge density versus depth in the N-sector of the ammonothermal
Si-doped GaN sample as determined from line-shape fits to the L+ coupled mode.
Raman spectra have been obtained in x(y y)x̄ (filled circles) and z(xx)z̄ (empty
circles) scattering configurations. Dashed line indicates the average Ne obtained
from the Hall effect measurements.

fected by the experimental errors in each measurement. In contrast, in our case
we have extracted the L+/L− intensity ratio from the same spectra, which may
lead to more reliable values.

Fits to the L+ coupled mode

Representative spectra obtained from different depths are shown in Fig.7.9. As
described, above two scattering configurations have been used to obtain the Ra-
man spectra from probing volumes with different z-axis depth.

The spectra obtained in the z(xx)z̄ exhibit both the L+ and the L− modes,
and a frequency up-shift is detected as the focusing depth increases. The spectra
and the model line-shape fits to the L+ coupled mode are shown in Fig. 7.9. It
can be seen that the model line-shape fitted to the L+ mode also matches closely
the L− Raman peak for all the spectra. This validates the LOPCM assignment and
the value of the Faust-Henry constant used in the calculations.

The upper panel in Fig.7.9 shows x(y y)x̄ Raman measurements performed
on a lateral (11̄00) face at different distances from the (0001) surface. The
plasmon-like L+ mode exhibits a behaviour parallel to that observed in z(xx)z̄
configuration. Although the relatively broad L− peak cannot be resolved in the
spectra, the increase in the baseline signal in this frequency region is consistent
with the calculated line shape.

The model fits for both scattering configurations yield electron densities in-
creasing from 3.3×1019 cm−3 at the surface to 4.6×1019 cm−3 at ≈ 120 µm depth,
with Γe ranging from 560 to 620 cm−1. These large damping constants indicate a
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relatively low mobility of the electrons, in fair agreement with the collision time
τHall derived from the average Hall mobility measurements, τ−1

Hall = e/µe m∗
eff ≈

720 cm−1. While these dampings are rather large, they are still well below the
plasma frequency in these samples (ωp ∼ 1700 cm−1) making it possible to ob-
serve both branches of the long-wavelength LOPCMs.

Free-electron gradient along z-axis

In Fig. 7.10, the Ne values determined from the L+ line-shape fits are plotted
vs. depth for the full set of spatially-resolved Raman spectra obtained from the
N-polarity sector. Empty circles represent the results derived from the confocal
Raman measurements in the z(xx)z̄ scattering geometry and full circles corre-
spond to Raman spectra recorded on different points of a lateral (11̄00) face in
the x(y y)x̄ scattering configuration. These results indicate that Ne steadily in-
creases over the first 50 µm of the N-polarity sector and then tends to saturate to
about 4.6 ×1019 cm−3 at depths of ≈ 100 µm, close to the average value obtained
by Hall measurements. The somewhat larger scatter of Ne values obtained from
the x(y y)x̄ spectra may be partly due to irregularities in the cleaved lateral face.
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7.3 LOPCMs in undoped, Si-doped and Mg-doped
InN nanowires

As it has been shown along this chapter, Raman scattering is a powerful tool for
locally probing the free charge density in III-nitrides. Carrier density can be de-
termined in a nondestructive and contactless way, which is specially interesting
for the case of nanostructures. The electrical characterization of the nanostruc-
tures presents the evident difficulty of making electrical contacts, which requires
processing steps using focused ion beam (FIB) to make nano contacts [47, 48].
Although the results are rather impressive, this approach presents several draw-
backs. On one hand, FIB is a high-cost technique and cannot be used as a rou-
tine characterization of nanostructures. On the other hand, measuring the free
charge density by FIB requires selecting a single NW and separate it from the
substrate, and therefore it destroys the sample and can lead to results that are
not representative of the NW sample.

In this section we present a Raman scattering study of Si-doped, Mg-doped
and undoped InN nanowires. From the Raman spectra, the LOPCMs are evalu-
ated and their free charge densities are determined from the analysis. Since this
is a non-contact technique, it allows one to probe the free electron density in a
non-destructive way.

The undoped, Si-doped and Mg-doped InN nanowires

The studied InN NWs were grown by plasma-assisted MBE (PAMBE) under N-
rich conditions on Si (111) substrates. Here, apart from the undoped sample
described in Sec. 5.3, we study also doped samples grown using the same equip-
ment. In the PAMBE set-up, the flux of the metal atoms is controlled by the tem-
perature of each effusion cell. A measure of the atomic flux is given by the beam-
equivalent pressure (BEP), which is the increase of the pressure in the chamber
due to a certain atomic flux.

We study a set of six samples grown by using this growth technique. The set
is composed of an undoped sample (labelled S0), three Si-doped samples (S1,
S2 and S3) and two Mg-doped samples (M1 and M2). The range of diameters for
each NW sample are listed in Table 7.2. A Si flux was used during the growth to
obtain Si doped, n-type samples. The beam equivalent pressure (BEP) used for
each sample are listed in Table 7.2. Similarly, Mg-doped, p-type samples were
grown by supplying a Mg flux, also given in Table 7.2.

The grown nanowires are single crystalline, with the c-axis parallel to the
wire. Nevertheless, they exhibit a small tilt relative to the normal of the sub-
strate, as can be seen in the SEM image of the undoped NWs shown in Figure
7.11.
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Figure 7.11: SEM image of the studied InN
NWs

Experimental conditions

The Raman scattering measurements were performed in backscattering geom-
etry and the light was analysed using the Jobin Yvon T-64000 spectrometer de-
scribed in Section 3.2 in the standard mode. The excitation sources used were
the 514-nm line of the Ar+ laser and the 325-nm line of the He-Cd laser. In all the
measurements, the macrocamera configuration was used to minimize the laser
heating of the sample and to obtain an average measurement of the sample.

Although the measurements have been performed in backscattering geome-
try, the effective light scattering configuration is determined by the NWs tilt and
refractive index, as has been discussed in Section 4.2. As a consequence, the
resulting Raman spectra have contributions of several scattering configurations.

7.3.1 Visible and UV Raman spectra

Modes identification

The Raman spectra of the undoped, Si-doped and Mg-doped InN NWs obtained
with an excitation light of 514 nm are displayed in Fig. 7.12. All the spectra are
dominated by the strong signal of the silicon substrate (521 cm−1). A Raman

Table 7.2: Growth parameters of the InN NWs studied

Diameter
Sample

Si/Mg BEP
(nm) (10−9 mbar)

Undoped 30-110 S0 -
S1 1

Si-doped 60-180 S2 3
S3 5.8

Mg-doped 80-120
M1 1
M2 3
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Figure 7.12: Raman spectra of
the undoped (S0), Si-doped (S1,
S2, S3) and Mg-doped (M1, M2)
InN NWs obtained using a visible
excitation.

spectra of a silicon reference sample is also shown in the figure for compari-
son. The spectra of the InN NWs also exhibit the Raman peaks corresponding
to the E high

2 (488 cm−1) and to the E1(LO) (≈ 593 cm−1) InN phonon modes. A
weaker feature is detected in the 430-450 cm−1 region, whose frequency slightly
up-shifts as the doping increases. Since the E high

2 phonon exhibits the same
frequency in all the samples, strain effects due to dopant incorporation can be
ruled out. Therefore, we tentatively assign the weak feature at the 430-450 cm−1

region to the L− branch of the E1(LO)-phonon-plasmon coupled mode. As ex-
pected for a coupled mode, its frequency increases with the free electron density
in the Si-doped samples. It is difficult to discern this feature in the Mg-doped
samples due to the overlapping second-order band of the silicon substrate spec-
trum.

To confirm the coupled mode identification, UV Raman scattering measure-
ments of the InN NWs samples have been made. Since the InN absorbance is
higher in the UV region, the signal arising from the silicon substrate is strongly
attenuated in the UV spectra, as can be seen in the UV spectra shown in Fig.
7.13. In all the spectra we can distinguish the signal of the E high

2 , and a weaker
E1(TO) is also resolved. The mode which was tentatively assigned to the L−

coupled mode in the visible excitation spectra, clearly exhibits here the typical
coupled mode behaviour: as the free charge density increases, the L− displays
a frequency up-shift and sharpens due to its increasing phonon-like character.
Therefore, the L− nature of this mode is confirmed by the Raman spectra per-
formed using UV excitation.

Another striking difference between the visible and the UV spectra of the
NWs samples (figures 7.12 and 7.13, respectively) is that no LO signal is detected
in the latter. We attribute the quenching of the LO intensity to the fact that
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Figure 7.13: Raman spectra of
the undoped (S0), Si-doped (S1,
S2, S3) and Mg-doped (M1, M2)
InN NWs obtained using a ultra-
violet excitation.

the UV excitation energy is much further from the electronic resonance condi-
tions which lead to a Fröhlich enhancement of the Raman signal. Therefore, the
E1(LO) phonon mode is not detected using UV excitation, and only a weak and
broad band corresponding to the disorder-activated longitudinal-optical modes
(DALO) is measured.

Crystal quality of the nanowires

The doping of crystals can result in a reduced crystalline quality and an addi-
tional lattice strain, since atomic radï of the dopant atoms is different from that
of the host elements. Therefore, high dopant concentrations may induce an hy-
drostatic strain in the lattice [49]. From the analysis of the Raman spectra, in-
formation about the crystalline quality and the strain state of the InN NWs can
be extracted. We have checked the frequency of the E high

2 of all the InN samples,
and all of them exhibit the same frequency. This is an indication that the dopant
incorporation is not high enough to result into a measurable hydrostatic strain.

The E high
2 peak linewidth of the different samples has been compared to

check its crystalline quality. In the undoped sample, the FWHH of the E high
2 (3.7

cm−1) compares favourably to that of a high-quality InN epilayer (5.1 cm−1 [20]),
indicating better crystalline quality in the undoped NWs than in the thin film.
This is due to the high dislocation density existing in most of the state-of-the-art
InN thin films as a consequence of the lattice mismatch with the substrate.

Concerning the Si-doped InN NWs samples, their visible Raman spectra ex-
hibit slightly broader E high

2 peaks compared to those of the InN high-quality epi-
layer. Moreover, in the UV spectra of the Si-doped samples the DALO signal is
more intense than in the undoped samples. These are indications that that Si-
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Table 7.3: Values of the parameters used for the LOPCM line-shape model in InN

Symbol Description Value Ref.
m∗ Electron effective mass 0.07me [19]
CFH Faust-Henry coefficient -2.0 [19]
ε∞ High-frequency dielectric constant 6.7 [50]

ωE1(TO) E1(TO) phonon frequency 476 cm−1 This thesis
ωE1(LO) E1(LO) phonon frequency 593 cm−1 This thesis

ΓI Ionic damping constant 5 cm−1 [51]
n Refractive index 2.5 [52]

Eg Band-gap energy 650 meV [50]

doping slightly degrades the crystal quality of the nanowires. A different situa-
tion occurs for the Mg-doped samples, in which E high

2 linewidth is comparable
to that of the undoped sample, indicating that crystal quality of the studied NWs
is essentially unaffected by the Mg doping achieved in our samples.

Free charge behaviour in InN NWs

As it has been extensively discussed in Sec. 7.1, from a classical point of view, the
collective excitations of the high-mobility electron plasmas couple with the po-
lar phonon modes and therefore the LO modes are expected to disappear from
the Raman spectra while two LOPCMs are expected to emerge. Our Raman spec-
tra of doped InN NWs (Fig. 7.12) present remarkable differences with respect to
this simple picture.

On one hand, only the L− coupled mode has been detected and no signal
from the high-frequency L+ coupled mode was found. This observation was
also made for InN epilayers in Ref. [20]. The absence of L+ peak may be caused
by the strong background signal arising from the Si substrate, which may mask
the coupled mode weak signal.

On the other hand, the E1(LO) signal is detected in the same spectra than
the coupled mode L− (see Fig. 7.12). As reported for InN epilayers [20], the ob-
servation of the unscreened LO modes is enhanced by the electric-field induced
resonant scattering mechanism in the surface accumulation layer of InN. In this
accumulation layer, the electrons are confined and cannot sustain longitudinal
collective oscillations, and therefore the LO-phonon-plasmon coupling does not
occur. As a consequence, the long-wavelength LOPCM Raman signal measured
arises from the bulk material underneath. Although the presence of the elec-
tron accumulation layer in nonpolar faces is still matter of debate, Calleja et
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Figure 7.14: Line-shape fits (solid
lines) to the visible Raman spectra
of the L− phonon-plasmon coupled
mode (open squares) for the undoped
(S0) and the Si-doped InN nanowires
(S1-S3).

al. showed that nonpolar faces of InN nanocolumns exhibit this accumulation
layer [53].

Our results also indicate that the nonpolar faces of the InN NWs present
an electron accumulation layer. The higher intensity enhancement of the
LO mode in NWs samples as compared to thin films can be caused by the
higher surface/volume ratio of the NWs, which favours the enhancement of the
resonantly-selected uncoupled E1(LO) mode by the strong electric fields at the
surface accumulation layer.

7.3.2 LOPCMs fits

The modelling of the detected LOPCMs allows us to extract the free electron den-
sity for each sample. This is accomplished by fitting the LOPCM model to the L−

Raman peak of the spectra obtained with the visible 514-nm excitation, in order
to avoid the absorption effects present in the UV spectra. The model we used is
the Lindhard-Mermin model described in Sec. 7.1.2. In our case, we have con-
sidered plasmon coupling with the E1(LO) phonon mode because, as already
discussed, the effective scattering configuration of the NWs make the Raman
excitation light to propagate along directions perpendicular to the c-axis inside
the NWs, and therefore the coupling of the plasmons with the E1(LO) phonon is
measured. The parameters used for the fits are listed in Table 7.3.

The line-shape fits to the L− coupled modes and the extracted free electron
densities are shown in figure 7.14 for the undoped and the Si-doped samples.
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In the case of the undoped sample, we have determined a free electron density
of 5.6×1018 cm−3. This value agrees well with the free electron density obtained
from the study of the PL peak [54]. A certain degree of Si diffusion from the sub-
strate may be the cause of the presence of a significant free electron density in
the undoped sample. The free charge densities obtained for the Si-doped sam-
ples are slightly higher (≈ 7.2× 1018 cm−3), but they do not present significant
differences for increasing doping levels. This suggests a rapid saturation of the
silicon incorporation process in InN NWs

Model fits have not been performed on the coupled modes of the Mg-doped
nanowires because of the low intensity of the mode and its overlap with the Si-
substrate second-order signal. Nevertheless, the spectra allow the identification
of the L− coupled mode in a frequency lower than that of the undoped sample.
This indicates that the Mg-doping may partially compensate the Si incorpora-
tion from the substrate, and therefore the free electron density is lower in the
Mg-doped samples than in the undoped one.

Throughout this chapter we have presented the study of LOPCMs by means
of Raman spectroscopy. A complete LOPCM line-shape model has been devel-
oped and applied to obtain an accurate determination of the free electron den-
sity. With the presented results, we demonstrate that the proper analysis of the
Raman spectra can be used to extract the free electron density in III-nitrides.
Micro-Raman measurements allow the free carrier density to be determined in
a local, contactless way, which is particularly relevant for the study of nanos-
tructured material. The applicability of this technique has been demonstrated
in Si-doped InN NWs.
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CHAPTER 8

Summary and conclusions

In this Thesis we have used Raman scattering to study the lattice dynamics of
the (In,Ga)N system in order to gain insight into the phonons and their interac-
tions. We have studied how phonons interact with other phonons (anharmonic
interactions), with impurities (leading to resonances) and with free charge den-
sity (leading to coupling) in InN-related materials. First, we have discussed the
Raman selection rules for wurtzite materials. We have presented the first-order
Raman spectra of InN, GaN and InGaN alloys, in order to have a reference frame-
work to perform the further in-depth studies of phonon dynamics and interac-
tions.

We have studied the anharmonic decay channels of phonons in InN layers
and nanostructures. The linewidth temperature dependence of all the phonon
modes has been studied using an anharmonic model which considers the con-
tribution of 3-phonon and 4-phonon processes to the anharmonic phonon
decay. The results of ab-initio calculations of the phonon dispersion curves,
phonon DOS and two-phonon DOS have been used for the implementation of
the anharmonic model. We have calculated the anharmonic contribution to the
frequency temperature-dependence of the phonon frequencies and linewidths,
and we have discussed other possible contributions. By comparing the data
from thin films and NWs, we have obtained information about the defect den-
sity and the strain state of the samples. We have also studied the anharmonic
decay of high-frequency LVMs in Mg-doped InN through quasi-elastic acoustic
phonon scattering.

We have discussed the relevant electronic resonances that affect Raman scat-
tering in the (In,Ga)N system. We have shown that the optical excitation of the
longitudinal optical modes in InN occurs through the Martin’s double resonance
both in InN layers and nanostructures, even though the defect density of the
latter is significantly lower. We have also studied the mechanism underlying
the high-order multiphonon scattering, which is the impurity-mediated cascade
mechanism. To ascertain the role of the impurities we have studied as-grown In-
GaN layers in comparison with He+-implanted InGaN layers.

We have also discussed the behaviour of the LO-Phonon-Plasmon Coupled
Modes (LOPCMs) in InN and GaN. First, we have presented the classical and
quantum mechanical descriptions of the electromagnetic coupling in semicon-
ductors, as well as their limitations. We have used the Lindhard-Mermin model
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to perform two detailed Raman scattering studies of the LOPCMs in an am-
monothermal Si-doped GaN sample, and in a set of doped and undoped InN
nanowires. In both cases, the study of the LOPCMs Raman signal has been
proven to be useful for determining the free electron density in samples in which
conventional Hall effect measurements would be difficult to perform. We have
shown that Raman scattering technique is ideally suited for a local assessment
of the free charge density.

The main conclusions of these studies on each type of sample are summa-
rized below.

InN layers

The undoped InN c-face and m-face layers have been studied by Raman spec-
troscopy in several scattering configurations in order to measure all the phonon
modes. The LO phonon modes have been analysed considering Martin’s double
resonance. By performing wavelength-dependent measurements on the c-face
sample, the A1(LO) resonance profile and the phonon dispersion close to centre-
zone have been obtained. We have also performed Brillouin scattering mea-
surements on these thin films. The angular dependence of the surface acoustic
waves velocities has been analysed and a set of elastic constants for InN has been
proposed.

In these samples we have performed a comprehensive study of the phonon
anharmonic interactions. To this end, we have studied the Raman spectra of
wurtzite InN thin films over a temperature range from 80 to 660 K and we have
performed DFT lattice dynamical calculations to determine the phonon dis-
persion curves, which have allowed us to deduce the decay channels of all the
phonon modes. We have found the E high

2 phonon mode to mainly decay through
4-phonon processes, whereas the extremely narrow E low

2 mode can decay only
through up-conversion processes. The longitudinal optical modes, A1(LO) and
E1(LO), mainly decay into a sum of two phonons, although the contribution of
4-phonon processes is also relevant at high temperatures. The transversal op-
tical modes, A1(TO) and E1(TO) have been found to decay through 3-phonon
and 4-phonon up-conversion interactions. The anharmonic contribution to the
frequency downshift have been calculated in all cases from the anharmonic cou-
pling parameters derived from the linewidth analysis. The measured frequency
downshift in the case of the E2 modes is reasonably accounted for by the anhar-
monic frequency renormalization. In the case of the LO and TO modes, the mea-
sured frequencies show a frequency downshift much higher than that predicted
by the anharmonic calculation. This difference can be attributed to the differen-
tial thermal strain with respect to the substrate, which is higher for the m-face
sample. For the LO phonon modes, the temperature dependence of the TO-
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LO splitting was suggested as a further contribution to the frequency downshift.
The lifetimes of the phonon modes at 80 K and at room temperature have been
derived from the measured phonon linewidths. The long-lived E low

2 phonon ex-
hibits the largest lifetime (8.8 ps at 80 K), which is mainly limited by impurity
scattering. The impurity scattering contribution to the linewidth has been found
to be greater in those modes measured from the m-face thin film, corroborating
that this sample has higher defect density.

We have also studied heavily doped Mg:InN. The Raman spectra of these
samples exhibit a more intense signal from the LO phonon modes, due to
impurity-enhanced the Fröhlich interaction. Apart from the lattice phonon
modes, we have detected signal arising from high frequency local vibrational
modes, and we assigned them to Mg-H complexes. We have measured the tem-
perature dependence of their frequency and linewidth. Due to their high fre-
quencies, these modes cannot decay following the usual mechanisms. We show
that their anharmonic decay can be explained by considering dephasing due to
quasi-elastic acoustic phonon scattering.

InN nanowires

We have studied undoped, Si-doped and Mg-doped InN NWs grown by plasma-
enhanced molecular beam epitaxy on silicon substrate. Due to the effective
scattering configuration of the sample, backscattering Raman measurements al-
lowed us to detect the Elow

2 , Ehigh
2 and E1(LO) phonon modes. We have studied

the mechanism underlying the Raman scattering of the LO modes in NWs. Al-
though the NWs have a reduced defect density in relation to thin films, we have
found that Martin’s double resonance also applies to Raman scattering by LO
modes in NWs. By studying the Raman spectra obtained with different excita-
tion wavelengths, we have obtained the E1(LO) wave-vector dispersion close to
centre zone. The resonant intensity profile for this LO mode as a function of
the excitation wavelength shows a much stronger intensity increase for longer
excitation wavelengths than that observed for the A1(LO) in InN thin films. Al-
though being governed by the same mechanism, the resonant intensity of LO
modes appears to be more pronounced in NWs.

We have studied the anharmonic decay interactions of the detected phonon
modes in the undoped InN NWs with the model used for the InN layers. The
phonon linewidths display the same temperature dependence as in the InN lay-
ers, and therefore we assume that they decay through the same channels. How-
ever, the linewidths of the phonon modes measured in NWs are significantly
reduced, indicating a higher crystalline quality. As a consequence, we observe
an increase of the phonon lifetime in NWs. The most illustrative example is the
Elow

2 phonon lifetime, which is one order-of-magnitude higher in NWs than in
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thin films. The increase in the phonon lifetime can contribute to slow the carrier
cooling, which can be interesting for some applications such as hot carrier solar
cells. The changes in the phonon frequencies allowed us to corroborate that the
NWs lattice is relaxed as compared to thin films.

We have also studied the Raman spectra of doped InN NWs. The spectra ex-
hibit LO signal, and also an L− LOPCM that shifts to higher frequencies in the
Si-doped NWs and to lower frequencies in the Mg-doped NWs. The line-shape
analysis of the L− LOPCM peak has allowed us to determine the free electron
density, which is found to be residual in the undoped NWs and to slightly in-
crease in the Si-doped samples, irrespective of the Si flux used during the growth.
The electron density is reduced in Mg-doped samples, indicating that electrical
activation of Mg occurs in Mg-doped nanowires.

InGaN layers

As grown and He+-implanted InxGa1−xN epilayers with 0.17< x <0.42 have been
studied by means of Raman scattering using visible and UV excitation sources,
in order to analyse resonance effects and to probe their crystalline quality upon
implantation. For samples with x >0.24, the Raman spectra obtained with the
514-nm line display an intense photoluminescence signal which prevents the
observation of the lattice modes. These spectra only exhibit a broad LO mode
which is excited through Fröhlich interaction. In the implanted samples, the
photoluminescence signal is quenched and the 2LO and 3LO overtone scatter-
ing can also be observed.

UV Raman-scattering measurements on InGaN epilayers allow us to mea-
sure up to fifth order multiphonon scattering due to cascade mechanism. Their
relative intensities depend on the indium concentration and implantation dose.
The spectra of the implanted samples exhibit disorder-activated modes and
broadened phonon and multiphonon peaks, and the A1(LO) signal is strongly
enhanced due to impurity-induced Fröhlich mechanism. The intensity ratio
between A1(LO) and 2A1(LO) phonon modes obtained under UV excitation is
found to be a good indicator of the crystalline quality of highly implanted In-
GaN alloys.

GaN bulk

We have studied a bulk, ammonothermally-grown Si-doped GaN sample. This
sample has two regions with different polarity, both of them exhibiting nar-
row phonon linewidths and adherence to the selection rules. No evidence of
LOPCMs has been detected in the Ga-polar face, probably due to the higher de-
fect density existing in this sample sector. In the N-polar surface, both branches
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of the LOPCMs have been detected. By studying the line shape of the L+ cou-
pled mode using a Lindhard-Mermin dielectric model, accurate local determi-
nations of the free electron density have been obtained. Confocal micro-Raman
measurements allowed us to perform a depth profiling and to study the spatial
dependence of the free charge density. A significant gradient in Ne is found over
the first 50 µm from the top surface of the N-polarity side, where Ne increases by
about 40% and reaches a value that keeps constant for greater depths.





APPENDIX A

Future works

Throughout this thesis we have studied the vibrational properties of wurtzite III-
nitrides. These materials present some characteristics that limit the full develop-
ment of the nitride-based optoelectronic applications. The most relevant is the
efficiency decrease for wavelengths beyond 500 nm, corresponding to the green
region. Both the LEDs and laser diodes still have lower quantum efficiencies
for green emission than for shorter wavelengths. The causes of this efficiency
decrease for InGaN with intermediate In concentrations are twofold. First, In-
GaN layers with intermediate In concentrations present composition fluctua-
tions and unequal crystalline quality. Second, piezoelectric fields appear in the
InGaN c-face due to the biaxial strain. These fields appear because of the dif-
ferent lattice constants between the InGaN active quantum wells and the sur-
rounding (Al)GaN layers. The strong internal piezoelectric fields cause a local
separation of electrons and holes in the InGaN quantum wells (due to QCSE)
and result in a reduction of the device efficiency.

To overcome these limitations and progress towards the full development of
the nitrides capability, several approaches are being investigated, such as the
growth of wurtzite nitrides on semipolar crystalline orientations, the fabrication
of zinc-blende cubic nitrides or the growth of nanostructures.

In the wurtzite structure, the electric field vanishes completely for crystal
facets perpendicular to the c-plane (nonpolar planes) and are typically reduced
for intermediate orientations (semipolar planes). Along this thesis we have al-
ready presented several measurements on the nonpolar m-plane of InN, and
our aim is to continue with studies on other nonpolar and semipolar nitride
planes. One of the approaches commonly used for the growth of semipolar ni-
trides is the epitaxial lateral overgrowth (ELO) on patterned substrates. Raman
spectroscopy can be useful to study issues such as the strain distribution or the
free electron density homogeneity on these samples.

Cubic nitrides are also attracting much interest as a promising candidates to
overcome the built-in piezoelectric fields and spontaneous polarisation effects
of polar wurtzite heterostructures. Due to the absence of built-in fields, cubic
nitrides-based devices are expected to exhibit a higher efficiency. Moreover, as
was shown in the Fig. 1.1 of this thesis, they have a band-gap range also very
interesting. Since their band gaps are 0.2 eV lower than those of the wurtzite
phase, less In concentration is required to reach the green emission. Moreover,
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Figure A.1: SEM images of GaN NWs grown by selective-area growth MOCVD.
These samples have been grown at CRHEA-CNRS during a PhD stage.

due to the absence of polarization fields, wider wells with lower carrier density
can be used and hence the Auger non-radiative recombination rate is reduced.

Finally, the growth of nanostructured nitride materials is being the focus of
huge research efforts and is leading to high-quality nitride NW samples, which
exhibit impressive optical properties. Figure A.1 shows GaN NWs grown by
selective-area growth MOCVD, which exhibit high homogeneity and reduced
defect concentration. The further study of the vibrational properties of these
nitride structures will allow to ascertain the behaviour of the nonpolar faces and
the issues related to the possible free-electron gradients or defect distribution
along the NWs, among others.

Therefore, the future perspectives of this thesis are the study of the Raman
spectra of emerging nitride structures. The knowledge of their vibrational prop-
erties will contribute to the characterization of their lattice dynamics and to the
development of their potential applications.



APPENDIX B

Attributions

The studies presented in this thesis have been performed on the basis of sci-
entific collaborations and team work. My work has been devoted to the experi-
mental measurements and their analysis in the basis of the presented theoretical
models. To this purpose, I have studied samples that have been grown in other
laboratories, and I have collaborated with other scientists and groups. This is
why I would like to clarify here the attribution of specific results that have been
included in the thesis.

Samples growth have been performed by different laboratories in collabo-
ration. Undoped and doped InN layers have been grown by the group of Prof.
Nanishi at the Ritsumeikan University. InN NWs have been grown by the group
of Prof. Calarco at the Research Center Jülich. InGaN layers were fabricated at
the University of Houston by the group of Prof. Bensaoula. Ammonothermal
GaN samples were grown at the Air Force Research Laboratory by the group of
Prof. Wang.

The Brillouin spectroscopy measurements have been performed by Prof.
Jiménez-Riobóo at the ICMM-CSIC. The ab-initio calculations presented have
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Resum en català

Introducció

La fabricació de díodes emissors de llum (LED) de nitrur de gal·li (GaN) amb ni-
trur d’indi-gal·li (InGaN) com a material actiu ha suposat en els darrers anys un
impuls molt important per a la investigació de les propietats dels nitrurs del grup
III. Malgrat que les propietats dels nitrurs del grup III havien estat destacades en
diferents estudis teòrics, les dificultats en el creixement cristal·lí van suposar un
enorme obstacle per a la fabricació de dispositius electrònics de GaN. L’obtenció
de LEDs de GaN d’alta eficiència amb InGaN com a material actiu, emetent en
longituds d’ona de 365 nm a 530 nm va representar un gran impuls per a la re-
cerca entorn dels nitrurs. La combinació dels LEDs blaus amb fósfors va per-
metre la fabricació de LEDs de llum blanca, que avui dia estan reemplaçant les
bombetes incandescents i han permès incrementar l’eficiència de la tecnologia
d’il·luminació. Per les seves aportacions en el desenvolupament d’aquests LEDs
de GaN, I. Akasaki, H. Amano i S. Nakamura han estat guardonats amb el Premi
Nobel de Física de l’any 2014.

L’interès en els LEDs d’alta eficiència ha concentrat enormes esforços inves-
tigadors en el GaN en els últims anys. Sorprenentment, tot i que la capa activa
dels LEDs és d’InGaN, hi havia escassos estudis bàsics i experimentals del nitrur
d’indi (InN) en el moment en què es van obtenir aquests LEDs, principalment
a causa de la falta de mostres InN d’alta qualitat. L’exemple més paradigmàtic
del poc coneixement de les propietats del InN és que el valor acceptat per a la
seva banda d’energies prohibida (band gap) va ser erroni fins al 2002. Això va
ser degut a les dificultats per a fabricar InN d’alta qualitat, fet causat per la seva
baixa temperatura de dissociació i l’alt valor de la pressió de vapor d’equilibri
de nitrogen. Aquestes característiques van causar que durant molts anys les
mostres de InN eren de mala qualitat cristal·lina i tenien altes concentracions
d’electrons lliures. De les mesures d’absorció òptica realitzades amb aquestes
mostres es deduïa un llindar d’absorció de 1.9 eV, i aquest va ser el valor acceptat
per al band gap del InN fins al 2002. El creixement per epitàxia de feixos molec-
ulars (MBE), va permetre fabricar capes primes de InN amb una concentració
d’electrons lliures molt inferior. La realització de nous experiments d’absorció
en aquestes capes va demostrar que el InN té un band gap menor, que és de 0.64
eV en condicions normals.
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La revisió del band gap del InN va fer créixer l’interès en el conjunt del sis-
tema de nitrurs del grup III, ja que aquest nou valor amplia el rang d’emissions
del sistema des de l’ultravioleta (corresponent al band gap del nitrur d’alumini)
fins a l’infraroig (corresponent al band gap del InN). A més, degut a la seva no-
table resistència a la irradiació amb partícules d’alta energia, l’InGaN és un ma-
terial atractiu per a les cèl·lules solars dissenyades per a l’espai exterior. El InN
també té propietats de transport ben interessants, com ara una massa efectiva
d’electrons petita. Totes aquestes propietats contribueixen a ampliar les poten-
cials aplicacions dels nitrurs del grup III, que van des de dispositius emissors
de llum fins a cèl·lules solars i dispositius electrònics d’alta velocitat i d’alta fre-
qüència.

En els darrers anys s’ha intensificat la recerca entorn de les tècniques de
creixement per tal de millorar la qualitat de les mostres de nitrurs del grup
III, reduir la densitat de defectes i avançar en el control de dopatge. A causa
de la manca de substrats nadius, les capes primes de nitrurs del grup III són
generalment fabricades mitjançant heteroepitàxia. Les capes primes són sin-
tetitzades sobre substrats que tenen paràmetres de xarxa diferents i coeficients
de dilatació tèrmica també diferents. Aquest fet genera tensions en les capes
primes, així com a una densitat de defectes estructurals alta. Un altre enfo-
cament per obtenir nitrurs del grup III de millor qualitat son les tècniques de
creixement de cristalls volúmics a gran escala (creixement bulk), com ara la tèc-
nica amonotermal. A més de la millora de les tècniques de creixement epi-
taxial i de material bulk, també existeix un interès creixent entron de la sín-
tesi de nitrurs nanoestructurats, entre els que destaquen els nanofils (NWs, de
l’anglès nanowires). Aquestes estructures són interessants tant per les seves
propietats estructurals com per les seves prometedores aplicacions, com ara
emissors d’infrarojos o sensors. Pel que fa a les seves propietats estructurals,
les nanoestructures són molt interessants, ja que generalment tenen una xarxa
cristal·lina relaxada i menys defectes que les capes primes.

Tot i que les aplicacions presents i futures dels materials del sistema (In,Ga)N
són molt prometedores, es requereix una gran quantitat d’investigació per a
un desenvolupament ple de les aplicacions potencials. Cal seguir treballant
per adquirir una comprensió més profunda de les propietats físiques bàsiques
d’aquests materials, per millorar-ne les tècniques de creixement i optimitzar el
rendiment dels dispositius.

Les propietats vibracionals es compten entre les característiques més fona-
mentals dels materials. La dinàmica de xarxa i les vibracions fonons estan es-
tretament relacionades amb altres propietats bàsiques dels materials com ara
l’estructura electrònica. L’espectroscòpia Raman és una tècnica molt adequada
per estudiar les propietats de vibració de compostos i estructures semiconduc-
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tores. Els experiments de dispersió Raman són utilitzats principalment per a
l’estudi de les vibracions de fonons en les estructures cristal·lines, i a partir de
l’anàlisi de l’espectre Raman de fonons, s’obté informació sobre la qualitat de
les mostres i l’estat de tensió de la xarxa cristal·lina. Així, els experiments de dis-
persió Raman es poden utilitzar per a millorar la comprensió de la dinàmica de
xarxa, les vides de fonons i les seves interaccions anharmòniques. En les mostres
amb una concentració significativa d’impureses, les mesures Raman poden de-
tectar modes locals de vibració relacionats amb les impureses. A més, en les
mostres dopades el camp elèctric de les oscil·lacions col·lectives de la densi-
tat de càrrega lliure s’acobla amb el dels modes polars, tot donant lloc a modes
acoblats que poden ser detectats per mitjà d’espectroscòpia de Raman i es po-
den utilitzar com una mesura òptica de propietats elèctriques.

Estat de la qüestió

Durant les últimes dècades, s’han realitzat importants esforços en l’estudi de les
propietats vibracionals de nitrurs. No obstant això, els avenços s’han fet a ritmes
diferents: s’han obtingut molts més resultats relacionats amb el GaN que amb
el InN. Això es deu al fet que, a part de les esmentades dificultats per obtenir
mostres d’alta qualitat, el InN té un senyal Raman feble. A més, la interpretació
dels espectres Raman de InN ha generat diverses controvèrsies. D’una banda,
l’origen i el comportament dels fonons òptics longitudinals mesurats en experi-
ments de Raman, que es va atribuir a la doble ressonància de Martin. L’aparició
d’aquest mecanisme es basa en l’estructura electrònica del InN i en la presència
de defectes nadius.

A part de ser difícil de sintetitzar, el InN també és difícil de dopar amb ac-
ceptors. De fet, el InN té una densitat intrínseca d’electrons lliures molt alta
i una forta propensió a ser de tipus n. L’origen d’aquesta conductivitat està
relacionada amb la seva estructura de bandes electròniques, que afavoreix la
creació de defectes de tipus donador. La ionització dels estats de superfície dóna
lloc a una densitat d’electrons lliures extremadament alta prop de la superfície
de la mostra, que es coneix com la capa d’acumulació d’electrons. L’existència
d’aquesta capa d’acumulació d’electrons fa que l’avaluació de la densitat de càr-
rega lliure en capes de InN no es pugui realitzar mitjançant tècniques habituals
com l’efecte Hall, i s’ha de tenir en compte en la interpretació dels espectres Ra-
man de les mostres dopades.

Aquesta tesi

Aquesta tesi està dedicada a l’estudi de les interaccions dels fonons en nitrurs
del grup III amb estructura wurtzita, fent especial èmfasi en aquells aspectes que
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romanen menys estudiats. Atès que les propietats vibracionals de GaN han es-
tat àmpliament estudiades, ens hem centrat bàsicament en l’encara controvertit
InN. Per a aquest propòsit, presentem una sèrie d’estudis de dispersió Raman en
diferents tipus de mostres (de capes primes a nanoestructures, dopades o sense
dopar, de InN a InGaN o GaN) per tal de donar una visió global de la dinàmica
de fonons en aquests materials. Hem estudiat com els fonons interactuen amb
altres fonons a través d’interaccions anharmòniques, el que porta al seu decaï-
ment. En general, les interaccions dels fonons polars amb impureses carregades
juguen un paper clau en les mesures de dispersió de Raman mitjançant mecan-
ismes de ressonància. Així, hem estudiat les ressonàncies en el sistema (In,Ga)
N i la influència de la densitat d’impureses en l’eficiència de ressonància. Final-
ment, hem estudiat l’acoblament de fonons polars amb els plasmons en mostres
dopades amb la finalitat d’investigar la densitat d’electrons lliures utilitzant es-
pectroscòpia Raman.

L’espectroscòpia Raman

La principal tècnica experimental emprada en aquesta tesi és l’espectroscòpia
Raman. Tant l’espectroscòpia Raman com l’espectroscòpia de Brillouin són tèc-
niques que analitzen la dispersió inelàstica de la llum degut a la seva interacció
amb els materials mitjançant la creació o l’anihilació d’excitacions elementals.
En el cas de l’espectroscòpia de Brillouin, aquestes excitacions elementals cor-
responen als fonons acústics. Per als processos de dispersió Raman, aquests
quantums d’energia poden correspondre a fonons òptics, plasmons d’electrons
lliures, modes locals de vibració o ones de spin, entre d’altres. En aquesta tesi
ens centrem principalment en la dispersió Raman deguda a la interacció amb
els fonons del material.

Per obtenir espectres Raman, una font de llum monocromàtica incideix a la
mostra i la llum dispersada és recollida i analitzada per un espectròmetre, que
elimina el senyal degut a de la dispersió elàstica i separa els components de la
llum dispersada inelàsticament. L’espectròmetre Raman utilitzat en aquesta tesi
és un Jobin-Yvon T-64000, un espectròmetre d’alta resolució amb alta sensibili-
tat.

Resultats

Els fonons en el InN i el GaN amb estructura wurtzita

Els fonons d’una xarxa cristal·lina es poden deduir a partir de l’estudi de la sime-
tria de la seva estructura. El InN i el GaN de tipus wurtzita pertanyen al grup es-
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pacial C 4
6v amb dues unitats de fórmula a la cel·la primitiva, i per tant existeixen

dotze modes normals de vibració, alguns dels quals són degenerats. Segons
l’anàlisi de teoria de grups, els modes amb activitat Raman són A1(TO),A1(LO),
E1(TO), E1(LO), E low

2 i E high
2 .

Hem presentat els espectres Raman de primer ordre del GaN, el InN i el In-
GaN emprant diferents configuracions de dispersió, fet que ha permès identi-
ficar tots els fonons en aquests espectres. També hem presentat espectres de
Brillouin de capes primes de InN, a partir dels quals hem extret informació de
les constants elàstiques del material.

Decaïment anharmònic dels fonons del InN

En els cristalls reals, els fonons desapareixen degut a la interacció anharmònica
amb altres fonons de la xarxa o amb impureses. Hem estudiat els canals de
desintegració anharmònica dels fonons en capes primes i nanoestructures de
InN. La dependència de l’amplada del pic Raman amb la temperatura de tots
els modes fonònics s’ha estudiat utilitzant un model anharmònic que considera
la contribució dels processos de tres i quatre fonons. S’han fet càlculs ab-initio
de les corbes de dispersió de fonons i de la densitat d’estats de fonons, i aque-
sts resultats s’han utilitzat en l’aplicació del model anharmònic. Hem calculat la
contribució anharmònica a la dependència amb temperatura de la freqüència i
l’amplada del pic Raman, i hem discutit altres contribucions possibles.

Per a estudiar les interaccions anharmòniques dels fonons en capes primes
de InN, hem estudiat la dependència amb temperatura dels espectres Raman
de InN de capes primes amb dues orientacions cristal·lines diferents, c i m.
Hem analitzat la dependència de l’amplada del pic Raman amb la temperatura a
través del model de Cowley, i això ha permès deduir els canals de desintegració
dels fonons. Hem trobat que el mode E high

2 decau a través de processos de 4
fonons, mentre que el mode E low

2 , pot decaure només a través dels processos de
conversió ascendent. Els modes òptics longitudinals, A1(LO) i E1(LO), princi-
palment decauen en una suma de dos fonons, tot i que la contribució dels pro-
cessos a quatre fonons també és rellevant a altes temperatures. Els modes òp-
tics transversals, A1(TO) i E1(TO), decauen a través d’interaccions a tres i quatre
fonons. La contribució del decaïment anharmònic a les variacions en freqüèn-
cia ha estat calculades en tots els casos a partir dels paràmetres d’acoblament
anharmònic derivats de l’anàlisi de l’amplada del pic Raman. La variació amb
temperatura de la freqüència mesurada en el cas dels modes E2 s’explica raon-
ablement bé tenint en compte la contribució anharmònica a la renormalització
de la freqüència. En el cas dels modes LO i TO, les freqüències mesurades a alta
temperatura tenen valors molt inferiors que els predits pel càlcul anharmònic.
Aquesta diferència pot atribuir-se a l’expansió tèrmica diferencial de la xarxa re-
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specte el substrat, que és més alta per a la mostra d’orientació m. Per als modes
LO, la dependència amb la temperatura de la separació TO-LO podria afegir una
contribució adicional a la reducció de la freqüència. S’han obtingut els temps de
vida dels fonons a 80 K i a temperatura ambient a partir de les amplades dels pics
Raman mesurats. El mode E low

2 té el temps de vida més llarg (8.8 ps a 80 K), que
està limitat principalment per la dispersió per impureses. La contribució de la
dispersió per impureses en els modes mesurats en la capa prima amb orientació
m és més gran que en els modes mesurats en la capa prima amb orientació c,
corroborant que la capa prima amb orientació m té major densitat de defectes.

Hem estudiat també el decaïment anharmònic dels fonons en NWs. Les am-
plades dels pics de fonons mesurades en NWs mostren la mateixa dependència
amb temperatura que les mesurades en les capes primes, i per tant deduïm que
es desintegren a través dels mateixos canals. No obstant això, les amplades dels
pics dels modes fonònics mesurats en NWs són significativament menors, el que
indica una qualitat cristal·lina superior. Com a conseqüència d’això, s’observa
un augment del temps de vida de fonons en NWs. L’exemple més il·lustratiu és
el mode E low

2 , el temps de vida del qual és un ordre de magnitud major en NWs
que en capes primes. Els canvis en les freqüències de fonons ens han permès
corroborar que l’estructura cristal·lina dels NWs es troba relaxada en compara-
ció amb l’estructura de les capes primes de InN.

També hem estudiat capes primes de InN amb un alt dopatge de magnesi.
Els espectres Raman d’aquestes mostres exhibeixen un senyal les modes LO més
intens que en les mostres no dopades, a causa de la interacció Fröhlich mediada
per impureses. A part dels fonons propis de les vibracions atòmiques dels atoms
del compost, hem detectat el senyal de modes locals de vibració, que hem assig-
nat a complexos d’impureses Mg-H. Hem mesurat la dependència amb temper-
atura de les freqüències i amplades dels pics Raman per a estudiar-ne el decaï-
ment anharmònic. A causa de les seves altes freqüències, aquests modes no
poden decaure mitjançant els mecanismes habituals. Hem demostrat que el de-
caïment anharmònic d’aquests modes locals de vibració es pot explicar consid-
erant un desfasament causat per una interacció quasi-elàstica amb els fonons
acústics.

Efectes de ressonància en InN i InGaN

Quan l’energia d’excitació és propera ressonàncies electròniques dels materials,
els mecanismes ressonants estan involucrats en el procés de dispersió Raman.
Això causa un increment de la intensitat dels espectres Raman. En semiconduc-
tors polars, una de les conseqüències més evidents de la dispersió Raman resso-
nant és l’increment significatiu de la intensitat dels fonons LO, que dispersen
la llum a través del mecanisme ressonant de Fröhlich. L’eficiència d’aquest
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mecanisme incrementa quan l’energia d’excitació és propera a ressonàncies
electròniques, i també a causa de la presència d’impureses carregades. En fun-
ció de l’estructura electrònica de cada material i de les condicions d’excitació,
altres mecanismes ressonants poden ser rellevants en la dispersió Raman.

En aquesta tesi hem estudiat l’efecte de les ressonàncies electròniques rell-
evants que afecten la dispersió Raman en el sistema (In,Ga)N. Hem demostrat
que l’excitació òptica dels modes longitudinals òptics (LO) en el InN es pro-
dueix a través de doble ressonància de Martin tant en capes primes com en na-
noestructures, tot i que la densitat de defectes d’aquestes últimes és significati-
vament menor. També hem estudiat el mecanisme subjacent a la dispersió mul-
tifonònica d’alt ordre, que és el mecanisme de cascada mediat per impureses.
Per a determinar la importància de la concentració d’impureses en l’eficiència
d’aquest mecanisme, hem estudiat capes primes de InGaN abans i després d’un
procés d’implantació iònica amb ions d’heli.

Els modes LO del InN han estat analitzats tenint en compte el mecanisme
de doble de ressonància de Martin. Mitjançant la realització de mesures amb
diferents longituds d’ona d’excitació en una capa prima de InN, hem obtingut
el perfil de ressonància i la dispersió del mode A1(LO) prop del centre de la
primera zona de Brillouin. Hem realitzat aquest estudi també en NWs de InN.
Tot i que els NWs tenen una densitat de defectes molt menor que les capes
primes, hem trobat que la doble ressonància de Martin és també el mecanisme a
través del qual es dispersen els modes LO en els NWs de InN. Mitjançant l’estudi
dels espectres Raman obtinguts amb diferents longituds d’ona d’excitació, hem
obtingut la dispersió del mode E1(LO) a prop del centre de la primera zona de
Brillouin. El perfil d’intensitat de ressonància d’aquest mode en funció de la lon-
gitud d’ona d’excitació mostra un augment molt més fort per a longituds d’ona
d’excitació llargues que l’observat per al mode A1(LO) en capes primes.

Hem estudiat capes primes de InGaN amb diferent composició i diferent
grau d’implantació iònica mitjançant la dispersió Raman, utilitzant excitació
visible i UV, per tal d’analitzar els efectes de ressonància i estudiar la seva qualitat
cristal·lina després de la implantació. Per a mostres amb [In]> 0.24, els espectres
Raman obtinguts amb la línia de 514 nm mostren un senyal de fotoluminiscèn-
cia intensa que impedeix l’observació dels fonons. En aquests espectres només
es detecta el senyal intens del mode LO, que és excitat a través del mecanisme
Fröhlich. En les mostres implantades, el senyal de fotoluminiscència es redueix
i aleshores també s’observen el segon i el tercer ordre del mode LO. Les mesures
Raman excitades amb llum UV sobre aquestes mateixes mostres ens permeten
mesurar fins al cinquè ordre de dispersió per multifonons a causa del mecan-
isme de cascada. Les intensitats relatives dels multifonons depenen de la con-
centració d’indi i de la dosi de la implantació. En els espectres de les mostres im-
plantades hem detectat un eixamplament dels pics fonònics, així com senyal de
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modes activats pel desordre. El més destacable, però, és l’increment d’intensitat
del mode A1(LO), que és mesurat mitjançant el mecanisme de Fröhlich mediat
per impureses. S’ha trobat que la relació entre les intensitats dels modes A1(LO)
i 2A1(LO) mesurats amb excitació de llum UV és un bon indicador de la qualitat
cristal·lina dels aliatges d’InGaN altament implantats.

Modes acoblats plasmó-fonó en InN i GaN

Hem estudiat el comportament dels modes acoblats entre els fonons LO i els
plasmons (LOPCMs, de l’anglès LO-phonon-plasmon coupled modes) en InN i
GaN. Aquests modes sorgeixen com a conseqüència de la interacció del camp
elèctric macroscòpic produït per les oscil·lacions de la densitat de càrrega amb el
camp elèctric causat pels fonons òptics longitudinals. La freqüència dels modes
acoblats resultants depèn de la densitat de càrrega lliure, de manera que l’estudi
detallat del pic Raman dels modes acoblats permet determinar aquesta densitat.

En primer lloc, hem presentat les descripcions clàssica i quàntica dels
LOPCMs. Hem utilitzat la susceptibilitat quàntica de Lindhard-Mermin per a
realitzar dos estudis detallats de l’espectre Raman dels LOPCMs: en una mostra
de GaN fabricada pel mètode amonotermal i dopada amb Si; i en un conjunt
de NWs de InN dopats i sense dopar. En tots dos casos, l’estudi del senyal Ra-
man dels LOPCMs ha estat útil per determinar la densitat d’electrons lliures en
mostres en les que és difícil de realitzar mesures d’efecte Hall, com és el cas dels
NWs.

En el espectres Raman de NWs de InN sense dopar i dopats, el senyal corre-
sponent als modes acoblats es desplaça a freqüències més altes en les mostres
dopades amb Si, i a freqüències més baixes en els NWs dopats amb Mg. L’anàlisi
del pic del mode acoblat de baixa freqüència (L−) ens ha permès determinar la
densitat d’electrons lliures, que és residual en els NWs sense dopar i augmenta
lleugerament en les mostres dopades amb Si, independentment del flux de Si
utilitzat durant el creixement. La densitat d’electrons es redueix en mostres
dopades amb Mg, el que indica que l’activació elèctrica dels acceptors de Mg
es produeix en aquests NWs.

Hem estudiat també una mostra bulk de GaN dopat amb Si crescuda mit-
jançant la tècnica amonotermal. Aquesta mostra té dues regions amb diferent
polaritat, i en ambdues regions els espectres Raman acompleixen les regles de
selecció i mostren pics estrets. A la cara de polaritat Ga, no hi ha evidència
d’acoblament entre els modes LO i els plasmons, probablement a causa de la
major densitat de defectes existent el cristall crescut amb aquesta polaritat. A la
superfície de polaritat N, s’han detectat les dues branques dels LOPCMs. Mit-
jançant l’estudi del pic del mode acoblat d’alta freqüència (L+), s’ha obtingut la
densitat d’electrons lliures. S’ha realitzat un perfil de profunditat de la densitat
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de càrrega mitjançant mesures de micro-Raman confocal. En la zona de polar-
itat N, s’ha trobat un gradient de la densitat de càrrega en els primers 50 µm de
la superfície, en els quals la densitat de càrrega augmenta al voltant d’un 40 % i
assoleix un valor que es manté per a profunditats majors.





Tesi finalitzada a Barcelona, juny de 2015.

Aquesta és la història d’un cristall
que somiava abraçar un bri de llum,

que no volia ser mai més mirall
ni veure els fotons marxar tan lluny.

Veia expectant com la llum venia,
tan coherent, d’un làser llunyà.

I li robava un poc d’energia,
i amb nou color la veia marxar.

Li restava una lleu tremolor,
precisa en energia i moment,

que dansava amb els àtoms suaument:
carícies en forma de fonó.
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